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As a Flemish PhD candidate living in the Netherlands, I have experienced 
some of the intricacies of speech production and speech perception first-hand. 
After having lived for a few years in an environment where Dutch is spoken in 
an accent quite unlike my native accent, I find myself inadvertently adopting 
some typically Dutch phonetic and linguistic features in my own speech. This 
illustrates just one of the many ways in which speech perception and speech 
production interact. This thesis is dedicated to all those who have joined me, 
over the years, in laughing, marveling and wondering about some of these in-
triguing phenomena.
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1 SPEECH PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION

Speech is an amazing phenomenon. It allows us to translate the most 
complex stories, ideas and concepts into rich acoustic sequences, in such 
a way that listeners are able to reconstruct the original message. This 
remarkable skill requires us to control about 100 muscles spread across 
the vocal tract, tightly coordinating and synchronizing them, producing 
around 5-10 syllables per second (Pellegrino, Coupé, & Marsico, 2011). If 
we stop and think about this, producing speech seems like a very daunting 
task. Yet somehow, almost every human infant manages to acquire this skill 
effortlessly in just a few years.

In addition to producing speech, we also manage to perceive and 
comprehend speech produced by others. This task is no less daunting. 
Starting from a noisy, highly variable acoustic sequence, we have to 
reconstruct the speaker’s original message. One of the most difficult aspects 
of speech perception is indeed the high variability of the acoustic input. Not 
only do speakers vary in accents, dialects, languages, voice characteristics, 
etc., but a single speaker’s speech may also vary from time to time depending 
on various linguistic factors (coarticulation, prosody, …) as well as non-
linguistic factors (mood, emotion, social context, etc.). Despite this variation, 
we are still somehow able to map this noisy acoustic input onto appropriate 
linguistic representations almost without effort.

A long-standing debate in the speech sciences is concerned with 
the interaction between the systems that carry out these tasks, speech 
production and perception. While production and perception have long 
been investigated separately, researchers have started to investigate their 
interaction in more recent years. These lines of research have revealed 
complex interactions between speech production and perception, and show 
that it is important to not only study perception or production in isolation. 
Ultimately, speakers produce speech in order for a listener to understand or 
reconstruct the original message through their speech perception system, 
and listeners try to reconstruct this message by processing a signal that 
was generated by the speaker’s production system. In addition, in everyday 
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conversational settings, people often very quickly switch roles from being 
the speaker to being a listener and vice versa. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that many researchers have proposed a tight link between speech perception 
and production systems, with some even arguing that speech perception 
crucially involves recruitment of the motor system (Liberman & Mattingly, 
1985; Möttönen & Watkins, 2011; Pickering & Garrod, 2007). 

Previous research on the perception-production relationship in speech 
has shown complex interactions, based on studies showing correlations 
between the two domains, as well as studies showing directed influences 
(speech perception affecting speech production and vice versa). First, 
correlational studies have shown associations between idiosyncrasies in 
perception and production (Ghosh et al., 2010; Perkell, Guenther, et al., 2004; 
Perkell, Matthies, et al., 2004). The overall idea is that if perception and 
production are tightly linked, over time, individual variability in perception 
or production should lead to co-variability in the other domain. For example, 
these studies have suggested that differences in auditory discrimination 
abilities are associated with differences in production variability. Other 
studies have associated auditory prototypes with speech production 
(Newman, 2003). Newman showed that listeners’ perceptual prototypes 
for stop consonants corresponded to the listeners’ own articulation of those 
consonants. In contrast, additional studies have shown that in some cases 
associations between perception and production could not be found or were 
very small indeed (Kraljic, Brennan, & Samuel, 2008). As Beddor (2015) 
notes, this is to be expected given that speech perception is known to be 
much more malleable than speech production. Perception needs to be highly 
flexible to accommodate the large variability in the speech signal. The lack of 
a clear direct link with production becomes evident in cases where listeners 
are able to understand accented speech they cannot reproduce themselves.

Second, beside simple associations between idiosyncrasies in 
perception and production, investigators have examined direct influences 
of one domain on the other. For example, a broad range of studies have 
looked into whether and how perception might influence production. The 
clearest case of perceptual influence on production may be what is known 
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as phonetic convergence (Pardo, 2006). This is the phenomenon where 
speakers tend to inadvertently mimic phonetic details produced by their 
interlocutor. Although it may be tempting to  explain such convergence as a 
fast, automatic priming mechanism from perceived speech to subsequently 
produced speech, studies have shown that the link is not so straightforward 
(Pardo, 2012). In fact, studies have shown both convergence and divergence, 
depending on a broad variety of social and pragmatic factors. In addition, 
another line of research has focused on the inception and spread of sound 
changes. In particular, ongoing sound changes provide the opportunity of 
investigating associations between perception and production of the sound 
change in question (Beddor, 2015). For example, Harrington, Reubold & 
Kleber (2008) report a study on /u/-fronting, an ongoing sound change in 
standard southern British English. The results indicate that listeners who 
produce the innovative variant (with /u/-fronting), also show evidence of 
a shifted perceptual boundary. This suggests that perceptual phonological 
boundaries vary across individual listeners and are strongly related to 
differences in speech production in the same individuals. In another study 
on the same sound change (Kleber, Harrington, & Reubold, 2012), the same 
authors show that in this case a perceptual change precedes the production 
of the innovative (fronted) variant, suggesting that at an intermediate stage, 
individuals will show a perceptual change without producing the innovative 
variant. Yet another case of speech perception affecting speech production is 
concerned with perception of one’s own speech during speech production, 
or auditory feedback. In this context, the perception of one’s own voice may 
be used in a more direct way to control, monitor, maintain and/or update 
one’s speech productions. As the main topic of this thesis is to investigate 
the role of auditory feedback during speech production, the literature on this 
topic will be reviewed in more detail below. 

Finally, some investigations have focused on how speech production may 
affect speech perception. Initially, this may seem odd, as most researchers 
assume that perception crucially drives production. For example, it is 
commonly assumed that perception precedes production in development 
and learning (Escudero, 2007; Kuhl et al., 2008), as infants and language 
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learners would need to perceive a phonological contrast in order to be able 
to produce it themselves. However, some studies have shown evidence of 
influences from production on perception. Studies using altered auditory 
feedback suggest that speech motor adaptation affects speech perception 
(Lametti, Rochet-Capellan, Neufeld, Shiller, & Ostry, 2014; Schuerman, 
Nagarajan, McQueen, & Houde, 2017). Another study, looking at language 
learners, showed that production of the to-be-learned sounds could disrupt 
formation of perceptual representations (Baese-Berk & Samuel, 2016).

Overall, the research summarized above suggests a complex interplay 
between speech perception and speech production. This complex interaction 
shows that in order to fully understand how speech production and speech 
perception work, it is vital to study how they interact. While sensorimotor 
interactions have been studied to a great deal in other motor systems like 
reaching or eye movements (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 2012; Wolpert 
& Ghahramani, 2000), studying sensorimotor integration in speech is 
particularly important given the much more complex nature of the speech 
signal and the speech motor system. The current thesis reports investigations 
of this perception-production interplay, with a particular emphasis on the 
role of auditory feedback in speech production.

1.2 AUDITORY FEEDBACK

Interestingly, speech production almost never occurs in isolation. While 
one can imagine someone listening without speaking, speaking almost always 
includes perceiving the results of one’s own articulations. The perceived 
signal is commonly referred to as auditory feedback. 

Already early on, researchers noticed that the perception of one’s own 
voice is not a trivial by-product of speech production, but instead that one’s 
voice is actually being monitored by the speech production system. Numerous 
studies have shown that delaying auditory feedback by about 200ms leads 
to speech errors (Fairbanks & Guttman, 1958; Lee, 1950). This suggests 
that although online auditory feedback may not be strictly necessary for 
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speech production, disturbed auditory feedback does affect speech. So for 
what purpose does the production system use auditory feedback? Research 
in speech motor control and motor control in general has proposed two 
main functions of feedback. Sensory feedback may be used to (1) distinguish 
sensations that are self-generated from those generated by others (Eliades 
& Wang, 2008; Schütz-Bosbach, Mancini, Aglioti, & Haggard, 2006), and thus 
lead to a sense of agency (Hickok, 2012; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Lind, 
Hall, Breidegard, Balkenius, & Johansson, 2014), and (2) to monitor our 
motor performance and errors (Hartsuiker & Kolk, 2001; Levelt et al., 1999). 
It is the latter function of auditory feedback that is the topic of the current 
thesis.

Several lines of research in recent decades have focused on subtler 
alterations of auditory feedback than a simple delay. The general idea of 
these studies is to record participants’ speech, manipulate it, and play it back 
to them in real-time (i.e., without noticeable delays), effectively mimicking 
a speech error. Broadly, studies using this technique of altered auditory 
feedback use one of two paradigms (looking either at immediate responses 
to unexpected feedback perturbations (Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & 
Hain, 1998; Elman, 1981; Liu & Larson, 2007), or looking at longer-term 
adaptations in response to consistently altered auditory feedback (Houde & 
Jordan, 1998; Jones & Munhall, 2000; Purcell & Munhall, 2006a; Villacorta, 
Perkell, & Guenther, 2007). Manipulations that have been applied include 
pitch shifts, formant shifts, loudness modulations (Bauer, Mittal, Larson, & 
Hain, 2006; Lane & Tranel, 1971) and fricative noise manipulations (Casserly, 
2011; Shiller, Sato, Gracco, & Baum, 2009).

In the first type of paradigm, unexpected feedback perturbations are 
applied to investigate the immediate response to the perturbation. Most of 
the studies that employ this paradigm have used pitch shifts, but formant 
manipulations have also been used (Purcell & Munhall, 2006b; Tourville, 
Reilly, & Guenther, 2008). Broadly speaking, about 100-150ms after the 
perturbation kicks in, speakers tend to respond by changing their speech 
output in the opposite direction of the perturbation, essentially compensating 
for the feedback they are receiving. For example, when speakers hear 
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themselves at a higher pitch than expected, they respond by lowering the 
pitch in their speech output (Burnett et al., 1998). According to the dominant 
view on auditory feedback in speech motor control, a comparison between 
the expected (i.e., predicted) auditory feedback and the perceived auditory 
feedback yields a prediction error, which in turn leads to generating 
compensatory motor commands. This way, the production system tries to 
minimize the prediction error. The behavioral responses happen not only 
relatively quickly, but are also automated and therefore not under conscious 
control (Hain et al., 2000).

The second paradigm focuses on adaptations of the articulatory 
commands as a consequence of continued exposure to altered feedback. In 
this paradigm, speakers are exposed to altered feedback over the course 
of multiple trials. Usually, feedback returns back to normal afterwards in a 
wash-out phase. The main finding in this paradigm is that speakers show a 
change in speech production that compensates (partially) for the alteration, 
even after feedback has returned to normal (Jones & Munhall, 2000; Purcell & 
Munhall, 2006a). This suggests that speakers have adapted their articulatory 
commands as a result of the altered auditory feedback. Overall, these lines of 
research show that auditory feedback is not only monitored for online error 
correction, but also for maintaining and/or updating feedforward speech 
motor control.

Curiously, studies on auditory feedback have not only reported that 
speakers compensate or adapt by shifting their speech in the opposite 
direction compared to the feedback perturbation, but some studies have 
reported following responses: speakers shifting their speech in the direction 
of the feedback perturbation (Behroozmand, Korzyukov, Sattler, & Larson, 
2012; Burnett et al., 1998). This is unexpected: it is unclear why speakers, 
when hearing themselves speak at a higher pitch than expected, would 
increase their pitch even more. The dominant view on auditory feedback in 
speech production cannot explain this, as speakers should try to minimize the 
discrepancy between expected and observed auditory feedback. Although 
most studies have actually not paid much attention to following responses, 
merely reporting them if mentioning them at all, Hain et al. (2000) attempt 
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to explain following responses by the perceived source of the feedback. That 
is, if the speaker considers the auditory input as being self-generated, an 
opposing response is generated, while if the auditory signal is considered to 
be generated by an external source, a following response is made. Consider 
the case of a choir singer: if they hear themselves at a lower-than-expected 
pitch, they should increase pitch so as to not sound too flat. On the other 
hand, if they hear their fellow singers at a lower-than-expected pitch, they 
should decrease pitch to match the pitch of the other choir members to sing 
in tune. 

1.3 MODELING FEEDBACK IN MOTOR CONTROL

Recent research and literature on auditory feedback in speech motor 
control has come to align with the broader (non-speech) motor control 
literature. For example, studies in visuomotor control have focused on the 
role of sensory feedback in arm reaching. Similar to the acoustic feedback 
manipulations described above, robotic manipulations of visual and/or 
somatosensory feedback during reaching tasks have shown that people 
compensate for perturbations and show adaptive aftereffects when 
feedback is restored (Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994). Dominant models in 
sensorimotor control suggest the use of a so-called internal forward model 
(Wolpert, Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995; Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000). The 
forward model is an internal neural model of the motor plan, which makes 
it possible to predict the sensory consequences of issued motor commands. 
In fact, when motor commands are generated and sent to the muscles, a 
copy (the “efference copy”) is used by the forward model to predict what 
the sensory consequences of the action will be. Such prediction allows for 
comparison with the observed sensory feedback and fast error monitoring. 
Within forward models of sensorimotor control, sensory feedback can be 
used for issuing corrective motor commands when necessary, as well as for 
learning, maintaining, and updating the internal forward models.

The findings and modeling work in general motor control have led to 
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applications of these ideas to the speech control domain (Figure 1.1). While 
the results and ideas generated by studying arm reaching movements are 
generally hypothesized to apply to motor control in general, applications 
of these ideas in the speech have been challenging due to the complexity 
of speech motor control. While the arm is a fairly simple motor system 
with a limited set of muscles, producing speech involves controlling and 
coordinating many more muscles spread across the vocal tract with many 
more degrees of freedom than the relatively simple muscles in the arm. In 
addition, while most visuomotor research deals with visual feedback about 
the arm’s or hand’s position (i.e., in 3D space), auditory feedback involves a 
more complex set of dimensions, including pitch, several formants, loudness, 
as well as complex spectrotemporal integrations of these parameters. 
Therefore, it is worth investigating to what extent the ideas based on a fairly 
simple motor control model will apply to this more complex system. 

One of the dominant models in speech motor control is the DIVA model 
(Directions Into Velocities of Articulators) (Guenther, Ghosh, & Tourville, 
2006; Guenther & Vladusich, 2012; Guenther, 2016; Tourville & Guenther, 
2011). In brief, the DIVA model consists of a feedforward control system 
and a feedback control system (where the latter can be subdivided in an 
auditory control subsystem and a somatosensory control subsystem). The 
feedforward control system allows for stored motor programs to be executed 
(black arrows in Figure 1.1), while the feedback control systems compare 
the sensory targets, or expected sensory consequences of articulations, with 
the observed sensory input (auditory and somatosensory feedback, see red 
and blue arrows in Figure 1.1). In case of mismatches, the prediction errors 
lead to the generation of compensatory motor commands (e.g., responses to 
unexpected feedback, green arrow in Figure 1.1). The final motor commands 
sent to the articulators are a summation of motor commands generated by 
the feedforward and feedback control systems. In addition, the compensatory 
motor commands generated by the feedback control system can be used to 
update or adapt the feedforward control system, thus adapting to sustained 
altered feedback to avoid future errors. Another dominant model of speech 
motor control is the state feedback control model (SFC) of speech (Houde, 
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Kort, Niziolek, Chang, & Nagarajan, 2013; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011), which 
constitutes a more direct application of ideas from non-speech motor control 
to the speech domain. The critical controlled variable in the SFC model is 
an internal representation of the state of the speech production system. As 
the actual state is not accessible, it is estimated based on the past motor 
commands (via the efference copy), and it can be updated by prediction 
errors resulting from the detection of any feedback mismatches. Additional 
speech production models have been developed, among others extending 
these ideas to speech sequencing, to higher cognitive levels (Hickok, 2012), 
or to a multi-talker (dialogue, conversation) context (Pickering & Garrod, 
2014).

 
1.4 NEURAL CORRELATES OF AUDITORY FEEDBACK PROCESSING

In recent years, researchers have started to investigate the neural 
correlates of auditory feedback processing. The main cortical areas involved 
in speech feedback processing are illustrated in Figure 1.2, with arrows 
showing (direct or indirect) connections between them, as hypothesized 
by the DIVA model (Guenther, 2016). Note that other areas are involved in 
speech motor control (and the main theoretical models) as well, including 

Fig. 1.1. Schematic of dominant views on feedback processing in speech motor control. Black arrows 
indicate a feedforward information flow from the motor system to the vocal tract, producing speech. 
Red arrows indicate predictive information flow, showing the efference copy being sent from the motor 
system to an internal forward model, leading to a sensory prediction. Blue arrows indicate basic auditory 
processing of the feedback signal. The observed auditory feedback is compared with the sensory 
prediction (“Comp”). In case of a mismatch, an error signal may be sent to the motor system (green arrow).
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Fig. 1.2. Illustration of the main cortical areas involved in speech motor control and their connections as 
suggested by the DIVA model. Note that this illustration is much simplified and leaves out a number of 
involved areas. The ventral premotor cortex sends feedforward commands (black arrow) to the motor 
cortex. In addition, it sends efference copies (red arrows) to auditory and somatosensory cortices. Green 
arrows indicate feedback information flow. In the case of unexpected or mismatching sensory feedback, 
auditory and/or somatosensory cortices send information to the motor cortex, possibly mediated by 
other areas (not shown).

additional cortical areas like the right ventral premotor cortex and the 
supplementary motor areas, as well as subcortical areas like the basal 
ganglia, the thalamus and the cerebellum.

One line of research has suggested that auditory input during speech 
production, and auditory feedback specifically, is processed differently 
than auditory input when no speech is produced (Christoffels, Formisano, 
& Schiller, 2007; Curio, Neuloh, Numminen, Jousmaki, & Hari, 2000; Houde, 
Nagarajan, Sekihara, & Merzenich, 2002; Numminen, Salmelin, & Hari, 
1999). These studies show reduced auditory cortex activation during 
speech production when compared to listening to tape recordings of the 
same auditory input, a phenomenon called speaking-induced suppression 
(SIS). The authors suggested that SIS is evidence of forward modeling in 
speech production: the forward model predicts the auditory consequences 
of articulation, and this prediction cancels out matching incoming auditory 
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feedback, leading to reduced auditory activity.
Perturbed auditory feedback was shown to reduce or eliminate SIS, and 

a study using electrocorticography (Chang, Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, 
& Houde, 2013) showed that this reduction in SIS may actually be a 
summation of SIS and speech perturbation-response enhancement (SPRE), 
which do not necessarily overlap in terms of neural populations (but are 
summed at the scalp level). The authors suggested SIS may be related to 
the distinction between self- and other-generated auditory input, while 
SPRE may be more related to error-monitoring in speech. Findings of 
enhanced cortical responses to perturbed auditory feedback are line with 
electroencephalography (EEG) studies using an altered auditory feedback 
paradigm (Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; Hawco, Jones, 
Ferretti, & Keough, 2009), which show increased auditory neural activity 
when auditory feedback was unexpectedly perturbed mid-production. These 
findings are in line with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data 
as well (Behroozmand et al., 2015; Niziolek & Guenther, 2013; Tourville et al., 
2008) and have led modelers to posit the locus of the comparison between 
expected and observed auditory feedback in auditory areas in the posterior 
superior temporal cortex (Guenther & Vladusich, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 
2011). Overall, both DIVA and SFC hypothesize feedback comparison to take 
place in sensory areas, after which the errors are transformed to corrective 
movement commands that activate the pre-motor and motor cortices 
(Guenther, 2016; Kort, Cuesta, Houde, & Nagarajan, 2016, see also Figure 
1.2).

1.5 METHODOLOGY

In order to investigate speech perception-production interactions, the 
research described in this thesis make use of a number of different methods. 
The main two techniques being used are introduced below. They are (1) 
altered auditory feedback and (2) magnetoencephalography. In addition, 
some chapters make use of still other techniques, which are described in 
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detail in the relevant chapters. Chapter 2 uses a discrimination task with 
staircase procedure to quantify participants’ auditory acuity (Gerrits & 
Schouten, 2004; Perkell et al., 2008). The staircase procedure allows us to 
hone in on a predetermined part of the participant’s psychometric curve 
(Kaernbach, 1991; Levitt, 1971). Chapter 6 and 7 make use of the audiovisual 
recalibration paradigm (Bertelson, Vroomen, & De Gelder, 2003; van Linden 
& Vroomen, 2007). In this paradigm, participants make implicit use of visual 
cues (lip-reading) to adapt their auditory categories. The technique is well-
suited to have participants shift their phoneme boundary in an implicit 
manner. 

Most of the studies reported in the current thesis investigate the role of 
auditory feedback by investigating how speakers respond to experimentally 
altered auditory feedback (chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7). With this technique, 
speakers are equipped with a microphone and headphones (or audio 
tubes). Their speech is being recorded and sent to a dedicated sound card 
for manipulation. The resulting manipulated sound is played back to them 
in real-time (i.e., with minimal, non-noticeable, delay). The purpose of this 
technique is to trick the speaker into thinking they said something different 
to what they actually said. The manipulations used in the current thesis 
involve either pitch or formant values (F1 or F2). In other words, while 
speaking, speakers will hear themselves producing speech at a slightly 
different pitch than they actually did, or with slightly different formant values. 
The manipulations in this thesis were applied using Audapter, a software 
solution running on a dedicated sound card developed by Shanqing Cai (Cai, 
Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, & Perkell, 2008; Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 2013). 
In short, the technique applies pitch- and formant-tracking algorithms to 
process the recorded speech in real-time. The resulting digital signal can 
be used to resynthesize the sound in a way that allows for manipulation of 
acoustic parameters like pitch or formant values. In order for this technique 
of altered auditory feedback to work properly, it is important to make 
sure that the manipulated feedback is not overshadowed by the actually 
produced speech, for example via air- or bone-conducted sound. To this 
end, the auditory feedback was set to be rather loud, to dominate any air- or 
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bone-conducted sounds, and when possible closed headphones were used 
for auditory stimulation. 

Note that the altered auditory feedback technique is quite different from 
the imitation paradigm used in chapter 8, although both involve auditory 
stimulation during speech production. In chapter 8, we utilize an imitation 
task, where participants are instructed to start vocalizing the vowel /e/. As 
soon as they start speaking, one out of five vowels is played to them, and 
the participants’ task is to change their vocalization to match the vowel they 
hear. Crucially, this differs from altered auditory feedback as described above 
because (1) the auditory stimulation is not an online manipulation of the 
speakers’ output but a pre-recorded vowel, (2) the speakers were explicitly 
aware that the auditory stimulus could be one out of five Dutch vowels and 
(3) speakers were explicitly instructed to change their articulation. As online 
auditory feedback is but one example of perception-production interactions 
in speech, the speech imitation task was used to investigate another case of 
online speech sensorimotor interactions.

The neural correlates of auditory feedback processing are investigated 
in chapters 5 and 8 of the current thesis using magnetoencephalography 
(MEG). This technique is registers the electromagnetic brain response while  
participants are performing an experimental task (da Silva, 2010). When a 
neuron receives synaptic input from another neuron, postsynaptic currents 
are elicited in the neuron’s dendrite, which may lead to this neuron being 
activated to send action potentials. The main contribution to the signal 
picked up by the MEG are the postsynaptic dendritic currents in pyramidal 
neurons. The parallel alignment of these neurons in the neocortex allows for 
summation of electromagnetic signals of thousands of neurons and thus for 
detection by the MEG sensors. However, some neural activity is not picked 
up by the MEG system (Hillebrand & Barnes, 2002). This is the case because 
(1) some neurons are not arranged in a way that allows for summation of 
their electromagnetic responses, (2) the electromagnetic signal drops off 
quickly with distance, meaning neural activity deep in the brain cannot be 
picked up by MEG and (3) MEG is not sensitive to activity in neurons with 
a radial orientation relative to the head surface. It is therefore important 
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to realize that MEG picks up only part of the brain activity. Despite these 
limitations, MEG nevertheless comes with some advantages compared to 
fMRI or EEG data. While fMRI has very low temporal resolution, EEG has 
very low spatial resolution. MEG however, has a temporal resolution on the 
order of milliseconds, which is the same order of magnitude as EEG. While 
the spatial resolution of MEG is not as good as that of fMRI, it is better than 
that of EEG. An important advantage of MEG over related methods like EEG 
is its combination of very good temporal resolution with reasonable spatial 
resolution. As speech is a rapidly changing signal, MEG is well-suited to 
investigate its neural correlates.

1.6 THESIS OVERVIEW

This thesis reports several experimental studies that examine the 
influence of perception on speech production, and more specifically the role 
of auditory feedback in speech motor control. The influence of perception 
on speech production can be examined at multiple timescales. At a long 
timescale, dominant views of speech motor control hypothesize that if 
speech perception and speech production interact, over time this would 
cause individual variability in speech perception and speech production 
to co-vary. This hypothesis is examined in chapter 2. More specifically, we 
investigate whether individual variability in perceptual acuity is associated 
with variability in speech production precision. At shorter timescales, we 
investigate the role of auditory feedback during speech production. Often, a 
distinction is made between immediate auditory feedback processing, where 
unexpected or mismatching auditory feedback can lead to compensatory 
articulations (“compensation”), and feedback-based speech adaptation, 
where auditory feedback may drive sensorimotor learning by adapting the 
internal forward models. Although there have been studies looking at both 
types of auditory feedback processing in the last decades, relatively few 
studies have looked at their relationship. In chapter 3, we investigate this 
relationship more closely. Specifically, we hypothesized that the consistency 
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of feedback perturbations may determine whether feedback is only for 
generating compensatory responses, or also for more long-term adaptations 
of the internal models.

As discussed earlier, it has been reported that sometimes, instead of 
compensating for altered auditory feedback, speakers alter their speech 
output by following the direction of the feedback manipulation. As it is 
currently unclear what the cause of this following behavior is, chapter 4 
explores whether the speech system’s state at the perturbation onset may 
determine whether speakers oppose or follow a feedback pitch manipulation.

A secondary aim of the work reported in this thesis was to examine the 
neural correlates of auditory processing during speech production. Earlier 
research has suggested that predicted and observed auditory feedback 
are compared in auditory cortices, which may interact with motor cortices 
to implement subsequent behavioral responses. Chapter 5 uses a pitch 
perturbation paradigm while measuring MEG to investigate the neural 
correlates of feedback processing. This chapter investigates both evoked as 
well as induced neural activity changes that reflect processing unexpected 
auditory feedback. The study tests whether feedback perturbation indeed 
activates error processing mechanisms in auditory and motor cortices.

The next chapters of this thesis investigate other perception-production 
relationships in speech. As the results in chapter 2 suggested that perception-
production associations in terms of individual variability are rather weak, 
chapter 7 investigates a recently proposed hypothesis suggesting that 
perceptual learning influences speech motor learning (rather than speech 
production per se). Specifically, we investigated whether audiovisual 
recalibration of vowel categories influenced subsequent motor learning in 
the form of a feedback-based speech adaptation paradigm. As a lead-in to this 
chapter, chapter 6 examines whether participants actually use audiovisual 
information to recalibrate vowel categories.

Another case of speech perception-production interaction at a short time 
scale (besides auditory feedback) is speech imitation. Since the main question 
of the current thesis is about perception-production interactions in speech, 
it is important to look beyond auditory feedback during speech production. 
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Speech imitation is a useful case to examine in this respect, as it involves an 
explicit perceptual stimulus (the imitation target) that leads to behavioral 
responses. Chapter 8, instead of focusing on auditory feedback, examines 
the neural correlates of processing externally generated auditory signals 
during speech production in a speech imitation task.  Neural evidence on 
the perception-production link in speech has suggested, relative to passive 
listening, reduced (or, at least, different) auditory processing during speech 
production. Chapter 8 tests this hypothesis more closely by extending it to an 
imitation task, where the auditory input is the imitation target rather than 
actual auditory feedback. 

Finally, chapter 9 summarizes the main findings reported in this thesis 
and will attempt to draw conclusions for current views on the role of auditory 
feedback, and speech perception more generally, during speech production.
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ABSTRACT

An important part of understanding speech motor control consists of cap-
turing the interaction between speech production and speech perception. This 
study tests a prediction of theoretical frameworks that have tried to account 
for these interactions: if speech production targets are specified in auditory 
terms, individuals with better auditory acuity should have more precise speech 
targets, evidenced by decreased within-phoneme variability and increased 
between-phoneme distance. A study was carried out consisting of perception 
and production tasks in counterbalanced order. Auditory acuity was assessed 
using an adaptive speech discrimination task, while production variability was 
determined using a pseudo-word reading task. Analyses of the production data 
were carried out to quantify average within-phoneme variability as well as 
average between-phoneme contrasts. Results show that individuals not only 
vary in their production and perceptual abilities, but that better discrimina-
tors have more distinctive vowel production targets – that is, targets with less 
within-phoneme variability and greater between-phoneme distances – con-
firming the initial hypothesis. This association between speech production and 
perception did not depend on local phoneme density in vowel space. This study 
suggests that better auditory acuity leads to more precise speech production 
targets, which may be a consequence of auditory feedback affecting speech 
production over time.

This chapter was based on:
Franken, M. K., Acheson, D.J., McQueen, J. M., Eisner, F., & Hagoort, P. (2017). Individual variability as a 

window on production-perception interactions in speech motor control. Journal of the Acoustical 
Society of America, 142(4): 2007-2018.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

How do speech perception and speech production interact? Several lines 
of research have shown that speech production and speech perception are 
not independent processes, but interact in complicated ways. Investigations 
of these perception-production interactions can largely be placed in two 
categories. The first type focuses on short-term effects of perception on 
production. For example, when a speaker’s auditory feedback is manipulated 
or distorted, his or her speech production is affected (Elman, 1981; Fairbanks 
& Guttman, 1958; Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 2006). For 
example, when auditory feedback is delayed by just 200ms, speakers make 
more speech errors (Fairbanks & Guttman, 1958), and, when the pitch of 
individuals’ speech is artificially shifted up in auditory feedback, speakers 
compensate by shifting their pitch downward (Burnett, Freedland, Larson, 
& Hain, 1998). Although these studies have shown that auditory feedback is 
not strictly necessary for regular speech production (Lane & Webster, 1991), 
they also demonstrate that the perception and production systems interact 
in real-time.

The second line of research into the perception-production link focuses on 
longer-term interactions between speech production and perception, usually 
by studying correlations between the two. Here, the guiding hypothesis is 
that if production and perception interact on a daily basis, this will lead to 
co-variation across individuals. For example, Newman (2003) investigated 
correlations between acoustic measures of listeners’ perceptual prototypes 
for a given speech category and of their average production of members of 
that category. People whose perceptual prototype of stop consonants had a 
longer voice onset time (VOT) also tended to produce these consonants with 
longer VOT. 

Another example of research into longer-term interactions concerns 
studies that have shown a correlation between auditory acuity and vowel 
production (Perkell et al., 2004, 2008). In these studies, participants carried 
out two tasks, (1) a discrimination task on a vowel continuum and (2) an 
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overt reading task. The results showed that participants who were better 
at the discrimination task produced vowels more consistently (less within-
phoneme variability) but spaced them further apart in vowel space (larger 
between-phoneme acoustic distance). The authors interpret their findings 
as follows: better auditory acuity is reflective of more precise speech targets 
(e.g., smaller target regions in acoustic space), which in turn leads to more 
consistent speech production, as a smaller target region would result in more 
rejections of non-prototypical productions as ‘speech errors’. A related study 
is reported by Villacorta et al. (2007), who showed that people with higher 
auditory acuity compensate more strongly in response to altered auditory 
feedback.

The interplay between speech production and speech perception has 
also been corroborated in neurobiological studies. Several studies have 
shown that auditory input is processed differently during speech production 
compared to passive listening (Christoffels, van de Ven, Waldorp, Formisano, 
& Schiller, 2011; Franken, Hagoort, & Acheson, 2015; Heinks-Maldonado, 
Nagarajan, & Houde, 2006; Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara, & Merzenich, 
2002). Both behaviorally and neurobiologically, it is well established that 
unexpected auditory feedback leads to subsequent changes in speech 
production (Behroozmand, Ibrahim, Korzyukov, Robin, & Larson, 2015; 
Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; Parkinson, Korzyukov, Larson, 
Litvak, & Robin, 2013). Note, however, that the amount and significance of 
individual variability in these interactions is not well understood. Along with 
previous studies, the current study will offer an example of how studying 
individual variability can illuminate the interplay between perception and 
production in speech motor control.

Several current theories of speech motor control hypothesize that 
speech perception contributes to speech production through an auditory 
feedback mechanism that informs speech motor control (Hickok, Houde, & 
Rong, 2011; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Tourville & Guenther, 2011). Further 
highlighting the important link between perception and production, these 
models posit that speech production goals are ultimately perceptual targets. 
In other words, the goal of the speech production process is to produce a 
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particular sound sequence. It is assumed that these sound representations 
are first acquired via speech perception, making it conceivable that speech 
production targets will co-vary with individual variability in speech 
perception. In addition, the speech production process might be tuned over 
time by perception: auditory feedback processing may reject the produced 
speech sound as a deviation from the prototypical representation, leading 
to compensatory responses. In such a system, individuals with higher 
perceptual acuity may be more sensitive to speech production that deviates 
from expected targets. Such deviations might be detected as speech errors, 
which over time would drive the production system to be more precise (i.e., 
less variable).

Although the above models make clear predictions about within-phoneme 
co-variation, it remains unclear whether the production-perception co-
variation would also vary across phonemes. It is well established that vowel 
space is perceptually warped by the presence of phonemes (Kuhl, 1991; Kuhl 
et al., 2008). Therefore, it is conceivable that associations between speech 
perception and production may vary both locally, for example depending 
on the local phoneme density, as well as cross-linguistically, depending on 
the language’s phoneme inventory. An example of local and cross-linguistic 
differences in phoneme inventories is shown in Figure 2.1, which depicts 
the vowel inventories of Dutch and English, two closely related languages. 
Although the two languages have a similar number of vowels, it can be 
seen in Figure 2.1 that in Dutch ‘front’ vowels (those at the higher end of 
the F2 scale) exist in a higher density space than the ‘back’ vowels, whereas 
this is not the case in English. This is corroborated by analyses of Dutch 
interphonemic distances in Figure 2.1 which showed that, for example, 
Dutch /ɑ/ lies in a less dense space compared to Dutch /ɛ/, both globally 
(overall average distance to other phonemes, /ɑ/: 732ΔHz, /ɛ/: 590ΔHz) 
and locally (average distance to 3 closest phonemes, /ɑ/: 424ΔHz, /ɛ/: 
244ΔHz; distance to closest phoneme, /ɑ/: 330ΔHz, /ɛ/: 199ΔHz). When 
other phonemes are nearby, it would pay off to have very precise articulatory 
targets, so that the produced vowel is not confused with the neighboring 
phonemes. Previous research suggests that neighboring phonemes indeed 
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have an effect on phonemes’ target regions, as auditory feedback control 
is modulated by the presence of nearby phoneme categories (Niziolek & 
Guenther, 2013). It has not been shown, however, whether phoneme density 
also affects longer-term interactions between the perception and production 
systems. For example, higher phoneme density might drive the system to 
develop stronger perception-production links than those in lower-density 
regions of the acoustic space. So in denser parts of vowel space, people might 
be more sensitive to deviations, which would lead them to develop smaller 
targets. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that the relationship of speech 
perception with speech production variability is affected by local phoneme 
density.

In the present study we address whether the longer-term production-
perception interactions discussed above result in associations between 
perception and production behavior. More specifically, we determine 
whether auditory acuity, as measured by a speech discrimination task, 
would be associated with individual variability in vowel productions. This 
was done by having participants carry out a speech discrimination task 
and a speech production task, and investigating possible correlations of 
individual variability across tasks, using a similar paradigm to Perkell et al. 
(2008). In addition, we investigated whether these perception-production 
associations depend on local vowel density by comparing a pair of front 
vowels with a pair of back vowels (the bold labels in Figure 2.1). In terms of 
speech discrimination, like Perkell et al. (2008) we used a 4-interval.

2-alternative forced choice task, which has been shown to capture lower-
level auditory discrimination, with relatively little influence from phonemic 
categories (Gerrits & Schouten, 2004).  However, in the present study we 
measured auditory acuity using a discrimination score, a measure that 
takes into account both participants’ overall discrimination ability as well 
as the consistency of their performance, whereas previous methods only 
captured participants’ average performance. The speech production task 
in the present study was a non-word reading task. In order to characterize 
production variability, measures were used that take into account 
distributional properties of vowel space as well as measures that capture 
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psychophysical properties of speech perception. For example, in addition to 
characterizing vowel production in terms of F1 and F2 measurements (as 
done in most research in this area), we also characterized vowel production 
in terms of so-called mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). These 
coefficients represent spectral properties of speech and are widely used in 
the field of automatic speech recognition. In contrast to F1/F2 values, they 
provide a broader representation of the spectral shape of speech sounds and 

Fig. 2.1. The vowel spaces of Dutch and English, exemplified by vowels plotted as a function of average 
first (F1) and second (F2) formant values. Dutch data shown here are the acoustic values of vowels 
spoken by females speaking Northern Standard Dutch, reported in Adank et al. (2004), excluding the 
three Dutch diphthongs /ɛɪ/, /ɑu/ and /ɶy/. Bold labels indicate the vowels we used in our study (/ɪ/, 
/ɛ/, /ɑ/, /ɔ/). English data are acoustic measurements of female speakers of American English, taken 
from Hillenbrand et al. (1995).
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are designed to better reflect the psychophysics of human vowel perception. 
Compared to the acoustic measures used in Perkell et al. (2008), which rely 
on Euclidian distances in 2-D vowel space, we believe these measures are 
better able to capture human speech perception. 

If the models of speech production mentioned earlier are correct, long-
term interactions between perception and production should lead to co-
variability across individuals and thus we expect our perception measures to 
correlate with speech production variability. More specifically, these models 
predict that individuals with better auditory acuity would have more precise 
vowel targets and therefore show less production variability. In addition, we 
investigate whether these predicted associations between perception and 
production vary as a function of local phoneme density. Therefore we will 
compare higher density Dutch front vowels /ɪ/ and /ɛ/ (from a denser part 
of vowel space) with Dutch back vowels /ɑ/ and /ɔ/ (from a sparser part of 
vowel space).

2.2 METHODS

2.2.1 Subjects
Forty healthy volunteers (age: M = 20, SD = 2.2; 24 females) participated 

after providing written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki and the local ethics committee (the Social Sciences Ethical 
Committee of Radboud University). All participants had normal hearing, 
were native speakers of Dutch and had no history of speech and/or language 
pathology. Three reported being raised multilingually, the others were raised 
monolingually in Dutch (though seven reported speaking a local dialect). 
All participants also reported how many languages they learned (at school 
or elsewhere) aside from Dutch. As is common in the Netherlands, most of 
them reported having learned three languages besides Dutch (M=3, SD = 
0.92, range = 2-5).
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2.2.2 Stimuli
For the discrimination task, two speech continua were created based 

respectively on recordings of the pseudowords skef and skaf, spoken by a 
male native Dutch speaker. From each of these recordings, the two continua 
(/skɛf/-/skɪf/ and /skɑf/-/skɔf/) were made by manipulating F1 and F2 
values. First, the vowels were excised from each recording. Using Burg’s 
linear predictive coding (LPC) framework, a filter model was obtained 
by estimating five formants between 0 and 5000Hz. A source model was 
obtained using eight prediction coefficients. A number of filter models were 
created by changing F1/F2 values in a stepwise manner, and the endpoints 
of the continua were based on the average F1 and F2 values for a male Dutch 
speaker (Adank, van Hout, & Smits, 2004), as these came close to the values 
of the original recording. For the skaf-skof continuum, 1001 steps were used 
(as in Perkell et al., 2008), each one having a change of -0.176Hz in F1 and 
-0.351Hz in F2. For the skef-skif continuum, 543 steps were created, so the 
Euclidian distance in F1*F2 space between successive steps was similar 
to the first continuum (F1 change was -0.210Hz, F2 change was 0.332Hz). 
This allowed us to compare results on both continua. These filter models 
were combined with the source model. The results were lowpass-filtered at 
2000Hz and combined with the band-pass filtered original signal (2000Hz-
6000Hz). This way, it was ensured that above 2000Hz, the signal was exactly 
the same as the original. All vowels were manipulated so their average 
intensity matched that of the original sounds. Finally, the vowels were 
embedded in the sk_f context, which was exactly the same for all stimuli in a 
continuum (the consonantal frame was taken from the original pseudoword 
recording).

For the production task, pseudowords were created using a 
C1V1C1C1V1C2 structure, where C1 could be either one of /k/, /p/ or 
/t/, V1 either one of /ɛ/, /ɪ/, /ɑ/ or /ɔ/, and C2 either one of /p/, /t/, /k/, 
/f/, /s/ or /x/. This particular structure was used because monosyllabic 
structures led to too many existing words (rather than pseudowords), and 
the various consonants used were all voiceless obstruents, making it easier 
to later determine vowel onsets and offsets in the recordings. Using all 
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possible combinations of these vowels and consonants resulted in 72 unique 
pseudowords (e.g., kekkef, poppos).

2.2.3 Procedure
The experiment consisted of two tasks, which were administered in 

counter-balanced order within a single session with a short break in between.
The discrimination task consisted of a four-interval two-alternative 

forced choice task (Gerrits & Schouten, 2004) with a staircase technique 
based on the weighted up-down procedure (Kaernbach, 1991; Levitt, 1971). 
On every trial subjects heard four auditory stimuli: three standard stimuli 
and one deviant stimulus. The standard stimuli were always one extreme 
of the continuum (i.e., three times the same stimulus, skef for the skef-skif 
continuum, skaf for the skaf-skof continuum), while the deviant stimulus 
varied on a trial-by-trial basis. The deviant stimulus occurred in position two 
or three, and the participant was instructed to push the left button when he 
or she thought the deviant was the second stimulus, and to push the right 
button when he or she thought it was the third stimulus. If the participant 
responded correctly, the difference between the standard and the deviant in 
the next trial was decreased, otherwise it was increased. Participants did not 
receive feedback on their performance.

The discrimination task was divided into four blocks, which alternated 
between continua. Every block started with a fairly large interval (250 
continuum steps or Euclidian distance in F1*F2 space of around 98.2ΔHz 
between standard and deviant stimulus). ‘Reversal’ trials were trials where 
subjects gave a correct response after a previous incorrect trial, or vice versa. 
The block ended after a total of 20 reversal trials. The amount of change in 
the interval size from trial to trial was initially large (a decrease of 25 steps 
after a correct trial, an increase of 75 after an incorrect trial), and became 
smaller after the second reversal trial of a block (a decrease of 10 after a 
correct trial, an increase of 30 after an incorrect trial). Because the increase 
in interval size after an incorrect trial was always three times the decrease 
of the interval size after a correct trial, the interval size should theoretically 
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converge to a threshold interval size where people would give a correct 
answer on 75% of the cases (Kaernbach, 1991).

The production task was a simple pseudoword reading task. Subjects 
were instructed to read aloud the pseudowords that appeared on the screen, 
while trying to maintain a constant, normal volume and making sure stress 
was placed on the second syllable (which was printed in capitals). Subjects 
were positioned about 30 cm from the microphone and asked to try to keep 
this distance throughout. The task consisted of four blocks, each of which 
presented all 72 pseudowords in randomized order. Every pseudoword was 
thus repeated four times.

2.2.4 Hardware
All recordings were made in a soundproof booth and digitized at 44.1 

kHz on one channel using a Sennheiser ME64 microphone, which was 
set up in the booth and connected through an Alesis Multimix 6 FX audio 
mixer to a Windows computer outside the booth. Auditory stimuli were 
delivered through the same audio mixer which was connected to Sennheiser 
HD280-13 headphones. Stimuli presentation and sound recording times 
were controlled by the same Windows computer running Neurobehavioral 
Systems Presentation.

2.2.5 Analysis
2.2.5.1 Perception

For the results from the discrimination task, we calculated a threshold 
value per block by averaging the interval sizes for the last 16 reversal trials. 
Subsequently, we took the minimal threshold per continuum for each 
subject. As another measure of discrimination performance, we quantified 
the consistency between blocks of the same continuum in the following 
way: we created a linear mixed effects model, with Block and Continuum 
as fixed effects, Subject as a random effect (with random slopes for Block 
and Continuum) and the calculated thresholds as dependent variables. The 
absolute values of the random slopes for Block were taken as a measure of 
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between-block inconsistency. Finally, we also calculated a “discrimination 
score” by multiplying the between-block inconsistency measure by the 
minimal threshold value. So the discrimination score could be high either 
because the participant was not very consistent between blocks, or had 
a high minimal threshold. In other words, a higher discrimination score 
corresponds to worse performance on the discrimination task.

We also carried out a correlation analysis between the minimal threshold 
and between-block inconsistency measures, in order to characterize the 
relationship between these two measures.

2.2.5.2 Production
For all recordings, the beginning and ending of the vowel in the second 

syllable, which always carried stress, was manually determined. Then 
the duration and formant values were extracted. Formant values were 
calculated by averaging over a 40ms time window at the center of the vowel. 
Five formants were estimated between 0 and either 5kHz (males) or 5.5kHz 
(females) using an iterative Burg algorithm in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 
2013). Even though in the present study we were only interested in F1 and 
F2, estimating five formants tends to give a more reliable result (Boersma 
& Weenink, 2013). For all further analyses, formant values were converted 
from Hertz to the Bark scale (which is defined so that the critical bands of 
human hearing all have the width of one Bark; Zwicker, 1961).

In order to capture subjects’ production variability, two different 
measures were taken. The first was vowel dispersion, or the area of the ellipse 
described by one standard deviation in both F1 and F2 for that phoneme. 
This was calculated using the formula of the area of the ellipse:

Vowel Dispersion = π ∙ x ∙ y 

Here, x and y correspond to one standard deviation in F1 and F2 
respectively. This corresponds to what others have called “compactness 
score” (Kartushina & Frauenfelder, 2013, 2014). Vowel dispersion was 
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calculated per vowel, and the results were averaged across vowels within 
subjects. The second measure was average vowel spacing (AVS), which was 
the average Mahalanobis distance between the phoneme’s centroid and all 
neighboring phoneme distributions. This was averaged across all possible 
vowel pairings (i.e., between /ɪ/ centroid and /ɛ/ distribution, /ɛ/ centroid 
and /ɪ/ distribution, /ɪ/ centroid and /ɔ/ distribution, etc.). A similar 
measure was also used by Kartushina & Frauenfelder (2013, 2014). Both 
dispersion and AVS were calculated in F1*F2 space.

Similar analyses were conducted using mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients (MFCCs; Gold, Morgan, & Ellis, 2011). MFCC representations 
mimic the workings of the filter bank in the inner ear. MFCC calculations 
were done in Praat by first performing a filter bank analysis with 12 filters 
(first filter centered at 100 mel, distance between successive filters 100 mel). 
Subsequently, the filter values were converted to MFCCs using a Discrete 
Cosine Transform. Finally, dispersion was quantified as the mean Euclidian 
distance to the centroid in 12-dimensional space (defined by 12 MFCCs), 
and AVS as the average pairwise distance between vowel centroids in the 
12-dimensional MFCC space.

2.2.5.3 Perception vs. production
In order to assess the association between perception and production 

variability, regression analyses were carried out with discrimination score 
(as defined in the section on the analysis of the perception data above) as the 
dependent variable and the production measures as well as vowel continuum 
as the predictors. Data points for which Cook’s distance was larger than 0.1 
for a particular analysis (indicating high residuals and/or high leverage) 
were removed from that analysis (on average 3.25% of the data points were 
removed).
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2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Discrimination
For every participant, the discrimination threshold was calculated for 

every block in both continua. The results for a representative participant are 
shown in Figure 2.2. Although the average threshold across subjects for both 
continua was lower in the second block (/ɛ/-/ɪ/ block 1: M = 83.1Δbark (SD = 
53.1), block 2: M = 72.2Δbark (42.4); /ɑ/-/ɔ/ block 1: M = 128.5Δbark (62.9), 
block 2: M = 105.8Δbark (50.3)), there were also subjects who showed an 
increased threshold for both continua in the second block (17 subjects for 
/ɛ/-/ɪ/, 13 subjects for /ɑ/-/ɔ/). If we take the minimum threshold for each 
participant and each continuum, we see that the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum was 
harder than the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ continuum (/ɛ/-/ɪ/: M = 60.2Δbark (31.3); /ɑ/-/ɔ/: 
M = 97.4Δbark (48.3)). This difference was significant (t(76.71) = -4.86, p < 
0.001, t-test done on log-transformed threshold values).

With respect to within-subject variability, there were positive correlations 
between participants’ discrimination threshold in the first block and their 
threshold in the second block for both continua (for /ɛ/-/ɪ/: r(38) = 0.63, p < 
0.001 and for /ɑ/-/ɔ/: r(38) = 0.59, p < 0.001). Although a positive correlation 
was expected (given that participants performed the same task on the same 
stimuli), it explained only about 40% and 36% of the variability, respectively, 
indicating that participants did not perform consistently in either block. To 
quantify this variability, we performed a linear mixed effects model analysis 
on the participants’ thresholds with Continuum (/ɛ/-/ɪ/ vs. /ɑ/-/ɔ/) and 
Block (block 1 or block 2) as fixed effects and random slopes within subjects. 
The results are shown in Table 2.1.

As a measure of participants’ inconsistency in their performance, we took 
the absolute value of the random effects for the Block predictor. For both 
continua, this inconsistency value correlated weakly with the participants’ 
minimal thresholds (/ɛ/-/ɪ/: r(37) = 0.24; /ɑ/-/ɔ/: r(37) = 0.23; see Figure 
2.3). In other words, participants with a higher minimal threshold (worse 
discrimination performance) also performed less consistently in the 
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discrimination task.
In order to quantify both performance inconsistency and discrimination 

threshold, we used the discrimination score (inconsistency*threshold) in 
subsequent analyses. 
 
2.3.2 Production

To quantify speech production variability, we used measures in F1*F2 
space, as the majority of research in acoustic phonetics characterizes vowel 
acoustically in terms of formant values.  We also used measures in mel-
frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) space. MFCC values are designed to 
capture vowel acoustics in a way that is closer to human perception, as these 
coefficients are based on filter banks similar to known variation of the ear’s 
critical bandwidths (Davis & Mermelstein, 1980). In both F1*F2 and MFCC 
domains we had a measure of within-phoneme variability and a measure of 
between-phoneme distance. 

In F1-F2 space, the within-phoneme variability measure (ellipse area, 
see Figure 2.4 for an example) had cross-participant means of 0.27Δbark 
(0.17) for /ɑ/, 0.25Δbark (0.10) for /ɛ/, 0.17Δbark (0.09) for /ɪ/ and 
0.30Δbark (0.21) for /ɔ/ (standard deviations between brackets). For the 
between-phoneme distance measure (Average Vowel Spacing (AVS) or mean 
squared Mahalanobis distances), we find a mean of 160.9Δbark2 (70.2). 
For further correlation analyses (see below), variability due to gender was 
removed from this measure, as this also affects AVS values. This was done by 
generating a linear model with AVS as the independent measure and a single 
predictor that coded for gender. The linear model showed that male speakers 
had smaller AVS values (i.e., a smaller vowel space) than female speakers 
(F(1, 38) = 12.98, p < 0.001), as is well known from the literature (Simpson, 
2001, 2009). The residuals of this linear model, reflecting variability in AVS 
that cannot be attributed to gender differences, were used as input in the 
correlation analyses.
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Table 2.1. Linear Mixed Effects Model results, looking at discrimination thresholds in terms of Block and 
Continuum, with random slopes for both within Subjects. 

estimates t-values estimates

Fixed effects Random effects

Intercept 86.002 (7.998) 10.752  Intercept (Subjects) 2037.4

Block -16.736 (6.000) -2.789 Block (Subjects) 744.6

Continuum 39.508 (8.458) 4.671 Continuum (Subjects) 2166.3

Residual 695.4

Fig. 2.2. Discrimination results for a representative participant. Every panel of the plots shows the 
interval size as a function of trial number for a particular experimental block. The top row shows the two 
blocks for the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ continuum, the bottom row those for the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum. The left column shows 
the first block for each continuum and the right column the second block. The solid symbols indicate 
trials that were answered correctly, empty symbols indicate trials where the response was incorrect. 
Triangles indicate reversal trials. The horizontal line indicates the threshold calculated for that block.
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2.3.3 Production-Perception Associations
Regression analyses were performed in order to compare individual 

variability in the discrimination and production tasks. Specifically, 
participants’ perceptual Discrimination Scores were used as the dependent 
variable with Vowel Continuum (/ɛ/-/ɪ/ and /ɑ/-/ɔ/) as a predictor and 
two production-based predictors: Dispersion (within-phoneme variability; 
vowel ellipse area) and  AVS (between-phoneme distance). These analyses 
were run twice, once with the F1-F2 production measures and once with the 
MFCC measures.

For the production measures in F1-F2 space, we first ran a full model 
including the predictors Dispersion, AVS, and Vowel Continuum, as well as 
the latter’s interaction terms with both production measures. The results 
of the regression analysis (after having removed four data points for which 
Cook’s distance was over 0.1) are shown in Table 2.2. 

As is shown in Table 2.2, none of the interaction terms is significant, 
showing that any association between the production and the perception 
measures is not dependent on the vowel. Next, the same variables were 
entered in a stepwise regression procedure. This procedure allowed us 
to arrive at a model in which predictors that do not significantly increase 

Fig. 2.3. Scatter plots of the association between participants’ Minimal Threshold and their Block 
Inconsistency score (both log-transformed) for the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ continuum (left) and for the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ 
continuum (right). The superimposed line represents the best linear fit, ignoring the outlier at the low 
end of the Block Inconsistency measure. Shading represents the 95% confidence interval.
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the model’s goodness of fit were left out. The outcome of this procedure 
suggested the best final model included both production terms (Dispersion 
and AVS) as predictors, excluding Vowel Continuum as well as the interaction 
terms. The results of this final model are shown in Table 2.3.

The results show a significant (negative) main effect of AVS, suggesting 
that better performance in the discrimination task (i.e., lower discrimination 
score) was associated with larger between-phoneme distances in production. 
In other words, people who were better in speech discrimination produced 
vowels that were spaced further apart in vowel space. In addition, the main 
effect of vowel dispersion is marginally significant, indicating that people 
who produce vowels with less within-phoneme variability perform better 
at the discrimination task. However, this should be interpreted with caution 
given that this effect is only marginally significant in the final model, and not 
significant in the full model (see Table 2.2). The absence of interaction terms 

Fig. 2.4. Production data from a representative participant. The grey symbols show single trial results in 
terms of F1 and F2 (both in bark). Symbol shapes indicate the vowel; ellipses show the within-phoneme 
variability measure (area of the ellipse) for each vowel phoneme.
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between any production measure and Vowel Continuum confirms that the 
association between production and performance in the discrimination task 
does not depend on specific vowels. 

The pattern of results as shown in the regression analyses is in line with 
the pairwise correlation analyses per vowel continuum, shown in Figure 2.5. 
We found positive correlation coefficients for the comparison between Vowel 
Dispersion (i.e., within-phoneme variability) and Discrimination Score (/ɑ/-
/ɔ/: r(36) = 0.38, p = 0.02, Figure 2.5 top right and /ɛ/-/ɪ/: r(36) = 0.25, p = 
0.14, Figure 2.5 top left). This confirms the finding of the regression analyses 
that better discrimination performance (i.e., a lower Discrimination Score) 
was associated with less within-phoneme variability, that is, more precise 
vowel production. For the between-phoneme distance measure, or AVS, we 
found negative correlation coefficients (For /ɑ/-/ɔ/: r(37) = -0.33, p = 0.04, 
Figure 2.5 bottom right, and for /ɛ/-/ɪ/: r(37) = -0.19, p = 0.25, Figure 2.5 
bottom left). Again, this confirms the regression results, showing that better 
discrimination performance was associated with larger between-phoneme 
distances. In other words, speakers who were better at the discrimination 
task produced vowels that were further apart in vowel space. Although 
not all significant, the scatter plots in Figure 2.5 are similar across vowel 
continua (and the correlations have the same direction), which is in line with 
the lack of interactions with Vowel Continuum in the regression analyses 
being significant. As above, these results are consistent with an association 
between speech perception and production that does not dependent on the 

Table 2.2. Regression coefficients for the full model with production measures in F1*F2 space. 

Estimates t-values p-values

Intercept 9.94 (1.47) 6.77 <0.0001*

AVSa -0.71 (0.30) -2.39 0.019*

Dispersion 0.31 (0.67) 0.46 0.65

Vowel Continuum 1.74 (2.25) 0.77 0.44

AVS : Vowel Continuum -0.11 (0.41) -0.27 0.78

Dispersion : Vowel Continuum 0.62 (0.91) 0.68 0.50
aAVS = Average Vowel Spacing
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vowel (and thus on local vowel density in vowel space).
Note that in the analyses reported here, the production measures were 

calculated across the entire vowel space, in contrast to the discrimination 
performance (which was continuum-specific). This was done to get more 
reliable estimates of people’s phoneme dispersion and average between-
phoneme spacing. Production variability can be affected by various factors, 
and averaging across phonemes generates in our view a better estimate of 
overall within-phoneme variability and between-phoneme distinctions. 
Consistent with the assumption that the production data for individual 
phonemes is more variable, there is no significant association for Vowel 
Dispersion (/ɑ/-/ɔ/: r(36) = 0.20, p = 0.23, and /ɛ/-/ɪ/: r(36) = 0.20, p = 0.24, 
or for AVS (/ɑ/-/ɔ/: r(36) = -0.15, p = 0.36, and /ɛ/-/ɪ/: r(36) = 0.20, p = 0.22) 
if Vowel Dispersion and AVS are computed separately for each continuum. 
Note that, for dispersion, this was done by averaging the dispersion values for 
the two endpoints of each continuum, to correspond with the discrimination 
measures because they necessarily involve both vowels.

Similar results were found when using the production measures in MFCC 
space. Table 2.4 shows the results of a full regression model, including MFCC 
production measures Dispersion and AVS, as well as the Vowel Continuum 
term and its interactions with the production measures (after having 
removed two data points for which Cook’s distance was over 0.1).

Similar to the results above, none of the interaction terms with Vowel 
Continuum is significant. Next, the same variables were entered in a stepwise 
regression procedure. The outcome of the stepwise regression suggested that 
the best final model included both production terms (Dispersion and AVS) as 
predictors, as well as Vowel Continuum, but excluding the interaction terms. 

Table 2.3. Regression coefficients for the final model with production measures in F1*F2 space.

Estimates t-values p-values

Intercept 10.97 (1.06) 10.33 <0.0001*

AVSa -0.73 (0.20) -3.73 0.00038*

Dispersion 0.79 (0.40) 1.96 0.053
aAVS = Average Vowel Spacing
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The results of this final model are shown in Table 2.5.
The results of the final model show significant main effects of AVS, 

Dispersion and Vowel Continuum. The main effects of AVS and Dispersion 
confirm the effects already found in the full model (Table 2.4). These effects 
suggest that better auditory speech discrimination is associated with 
smaller within-phoneme variability (less dispersion) in production as well 
as larger between-phoneme distances. In other words, better discriminators 
produce vowels more precisely and space them further apart in vowel 

Fig. 2.5. Scatter plots of correlation analyses in F1*F2 space. Top row shows comparisons between 
discrimination score (x-axis) and within-phoneme variability (y-axis). Bottom row shows comparisons 
between discrimination score and average between-phoneme distance (y-axis). Left column shows 
results for the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ continuum, the right column for the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum. Superimposed lines 
represent the best linear fit, shading represents 95% confidence interval.
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space. In addition, we find a significant main effect of Vowel Continuum, 
suggesting discrimination performance is worse in the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum 
compared to the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ continuum. Although this effect should be taken 
with some caution, as this was not significant in the full model, it is in line 
with the significant difference between /ɛ/-/ɪ/ and /ɑ/-/ɔ/ discrimination 
performance found earlier. 

The same pattern of results can be seen in the pairwise correlation 
analyses per vowel continua, shown in Figure 2.6. For the within-phoneme 
variability measure, we found a significant positive correlation for the /ɛ/-
/ɪ/ continuum (r(37) = 0.35, p = 0.03, see Figure 2.6 top left), but not for 
the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum (r(37) = 0.25, p = 0.12, see Figure 2.6 top right). The 
between-phoneme distance measures in MFCC space also showed negative 
correlation coefficients, which was significant for the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum 
(r(37) = -0.34, p = 0.03, see Figure 2.6 bottom right), but not for the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ 
continuum (r(37) = -0.24, p = 0.15, see Figure 2.6 bottom left). These pairwise 
correlations are consistent with the results of the regression analyses and 
the results from the analyses of the F1*F2 space measures. The absence of 
any significant interaction between Vowel Continuum and the production 
measures shows that these kinds of production-perception association 
are not dependent on specific vowels. In line with this, the scatter plots in 
Figure 2.6 look similar across vowel continua, with correlations in the same 
direction and of similar magnitudes.

In order to be able to compare the present results with those reported in 
Perkell et al. (2008), analyses were also performed with the methods used in 
that study (see appendix). Associations were reported in that study between 
auditory acuity and both vowel dispersion and average vowel spacing. 
Using these analysis methods on the present data did not show statistically 
significant correlations, suggesting that the methods presented here (using 
amongst others metrics based on ellipse area, Mahalanobis distances, 
and MFCCs) were better able to capture these perception-production 
associations. The direction of the (non-significant) correlation trends was, 
however, in the same direction. That is, people with higher auditory acuity 
tended to show less vowel dispersion and more average vowel spacing.
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2.4 DISCUSSION

In the present study we compared individual variability in a speech 
perception task with variability in speech production. Our reasoning was 
that if, as the literature suggests, speech production and speech perception 
interact over time, individual differences in these domains should correlate. 
The results showed that better discrimination performance was associated 
with less within-phoneme variability in production, as well as with larger 
average between-phoneme distances. This picture emerged both from the 
analyses using production measures in F1*F2 space as well as from the 
analyses using measures in MFCC space. In addition, none of the regression 
analyses showed a significant interaction with vowel continuum regardless 
of whether the target vowels were in the denser front part of vowel space 
or in the sparser back part. This suggests that the perception-production 
association was not dependent on specific vowels or local phoneme density, 

Table 2.4. Regression coefficients for the full model with production measures in MFCC space.

Estimates t-values p-values

Intercept 10.59 (14.66) 0.72 0.47

AVSa -5.36 (2.47) -2.17 0.033*

Dispersion 5.61 (1.98) 2.83 0.006*

Vowel_Continuum 12.74 (20.73) 0.62 0.54

AVS : Vowel_Continuum -1.12 (3.50) -0.32 0.75

Dispersion : Vowel_Continuum -1.37 (2.80) -0.49 0.63
aAVS = Average Vowel Spacing

Table 2.5. Regression coefficients for the final model with production measures in MFCC space.

Estimates t-values p-values

Intercept 16.70 (10.25) 1.63 0.11

AVSa -5.92 (1.73) -3.42 0.0010*

Dispersion 4.92 (1.39) 3.55 0.00067*

Vowel_Continuum 0.53 (0.25) 2.11 0.039*
aAVS = Average Vowel Spacing
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but instead holds across vowel space. This is also corroborated by the fact 
that when we used continuum-specific production measures, no significant 
associations were found.

These results are largely in line with previous findings by Perkell et al. 
(2004, 2008), although these earlier studies reported much stronger effects. 
It is unclear what drives the difference in effect sizes. Although we tested 
native speakers of Dutch whereas Perkell et al. tested native speakers of 
English, we would not expect the link between perception and production in 

Fig. 2.6. Scatter plots of correlation analyses in MFCC space. The top row shows comparisons between 
discrimination score (x-axis) and within-phoneme variability (y-axis). The bottom row shows 
comparisons between discrimination score and average between-phoneme distance (y-axis). Left column 
shows results for the /ɛ/-/ɪ/ continuum, the right column for the /ɑ/-/ɔ/ continuum. Superimposed lines 
represent the best linear fit, shading represents 95% confidence interval.
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general to be dependent on native language. 
In addition to differences in language, and hence phoneme space, there 

were other differences between our study and Perkell et al., as we used 
different measures to quantify perception and production variability. In our 
discrimination task, we noticed a fairly high amount of variability between 
blocks within the same subject and the same continuum. This drove us to use 
the measure we called the Discrimination Score, which captured both the 
participants’ best discrimination performance as well as their consistency 
across blocks. Perkell et al. did not report on the variability of discrimination 
performance within subjects, and simply used the measure of the participants’ 
discrimination threshold. In terms of production measures, we have used 
measures that should take into account vowel distributions and perceptual 
warping of acoustic space to a larger degree. With respect to the measures 
in F1*F2 space, we used the area of the ellipse and Mahalanobis distance, 
whereas Perkell et al. used the standard deviation of the distribution and 
Euclidian distance. The measures used in our study, proposed earlier by 
Kartushina et al. (2013, 2014), take into account differential distribution 
shapes of the different phonemes, and therefore are likely to better reflect 
phoneme variability. Additionally, we characterized vowels in terms of 
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, which imitate the transfer function of 
the cochlea in the human ear, thus capturing the vowels’ acoustics in a way 
similar to the human ear. Although all these differences between the current 
study and the study by Perkell et al. may have contributed to the differences 
in effect size, note that using the same methods as Perkell et al. on the current 
data did not yield larger effect sizes. 

The within-phonemic variability as measured by our Vowel Dispersion 
metric may capture both speech target precision as well as variability due 
to coarticulation across consonantal contexts. In order to estimate the 
effect of coarticulatory variability, we recalculated the dispersion measure 
after having removed the variance due to phonological context. Correlation 
analyses with discrimination scores led to similar results (r(36) = 0.23 for 
/ɛ/-/ɪ/, where it was 0.24 and r(36) = 0.26 for /ɑ/-/ᴐ/, where it was 0.37). 
Thus for the /ɑ/-/ᴐ/ continuum, it seems at least part of the association may 
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be driven by coarticulatory variability. This would suggest that at least for 
this continuum, better discriminators show less coarticulatory variability. If 
we adopt a view on coarticulation where the phonological context affects 
an underlying phonemic target (Farnetani & Recasens, 2010), this is still in 
line with the hypothesis that the underlying target region is more precise 
(or more robust) for better discriminators. A more robust underlying target 
region would then leave less room for coarticulation effects to take place, 
and thus less coarticulatory variability.

The overall consistency of our results with those of Perkell et al. (2004, 
2008) nevertheless shows that people with better auditory acuity have 
reduced production variability. These findings are, in turn, consistent 
with several recent models of speech production. Many of these models 
consider the goal of speech production to be at least partially an acoustic 
goal. Therefore, individual differences in auditory perception may well 
affect variability in speech production targets. One example of these models 
is presented in Perkell (2007, 2012), where speech production targets are 
explicitly considered to be regions in auditory space. According to this view, 
better auditory discrimination performance corresponds to having a higher 
resolution in auditory space, which in turn leads to more precise auditory 
speech production targets and therefore to more precise or less variable 
speech production. 

Another important component of recent theoretical frameworks is the 
interaction between feedforward and feedback control of speech production. 
In the feedback control part of the system, the auditory target is activated 
during speech production, thus enabling comparison with incoming auditory 
feedback. When mismatches occur between predicted and actual auditory 
information, corrections can be implemented in real time and, over time, 
the feedforward mechanisms guiding motor targets can be updated and 
maintained. There are multiple possible means by which auditory acuity 
might influence this learning. First, under this sort of model (e.g., Tourville & 
Guenther, 2011), individuals who are better at discriminating speech sounds 
would then become better at detecting mismatches between feedback and 
speech targets, and would therefore update their feedforward mechanisms 
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more readily. The end result of this process playing out over time is that 
speech productions at the periphery of the target region (in auditory space) 
would be recognized as an error for some individuals, but not for others. If it is 
recognized as an error, this may lead, over time, to changes in the feedforward 
commands as such ‘errors’ should be avoided, effectively decreasing the 
variability in speech production. Consistent with this mechanism, Villacorta 
et al. (2007) demonstrated that speakers with higher auditory acuity show 
a greater behavioral response to altered auditory feedback. Thus, a second 
possibility is that people with better auditory acuity respond more strongly 
to altered auditory feedback, thus decreasing the variability in their speech 
production over time. Finally, with respect to inter-phonemic distances, 
some studies have suggested previously that mismatches that bring the 
speech sound closer to a neighboring phoneme are more readily perceived 
or are compensated for more strongly than mismatches that bring the result 
farther away from a neighboring phoneme (Lametti, Krol, Shiller, & Ostry, 
2014; Niziolek & Guenther, 2013). Over time, this may lead individuals who 
are more sensitive to these mismatches to produce speech sounds that are 
spaced further apart in auditory space, which in this study was quantified as 
larger average vowel spacing. Such a result was attained through simulations 
with the DIVA model (Tourville & Guenther, 2011; Perkell, 2012). 

In this study we investigated the association between speech production 
and speech perception and whether this association would be dependent on 
local phoneme density. The results show that overall, speakers with higher 
auditory acuity produced vowels more distinctively, that is, vowels that 
were spaced further apart and with less within-category variability. This 
association did not depend on local phonemic density in vowel space. These 
findings corroborate current thinking about feedback processing during 
speech production and the role of auditory information. Furthermore, 
this study offers insights into individual variability in speech production, 
which to date is still not well understood. More specifically, our findings are 
consistent with predictions from current theoretical models of speech motor 
control, and suggest that speakers with higher auditory acuity have more 
precise speech production targets, which subsequently shapes their speech 
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production. 

APPENDIX

In addition to the results reported in the main text, and in order to be 
able to compare our results to the previous literature, the data were also 
analyzed with the methods reported by Perkell et al. (2008). 

For the perception metric, the discrimination threshold was estimated 
for every block, as described in the main text. Subsequently, auditory acuity 
was estimated as the inverse of the discrimination threshold, and was 
averaged across blocks for each participant. With respect to the production 
data, all formant values were converted to mels using the following formula 
(Boersma & Weenink, 2013):

   m = 1127 ∙ log(1+f/700)

Here, f is the formant estimate in Hertz and m is the estimate in mels. 
Dispersion was calculated for each phoneme as the average Euclidian distance 
to the centroid in F1-F2 space, and subsequently averaged across phonemes. 
Average vowel spacing was defined as the using Euclidian distance in mel 
between the centroids of all possible vowel pairs, and subsequently these 
values were averaged across vowel pairs.

Correlation tests reported no significant correlation between acuity and 
dispersion (r = -0.14), nor between acuity and average vowel spacing (r = 
0.20). Note though, that the direction of the trend corresponds to the results 
reported in the main text (the sign of the correlation coefficients is different, 
as the acuity is the inverse of the discrimination threshold).
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ABSTRACT

Previous research on the effect of perturbed auditory feedback in speech 
production has focused on two types of responses. On the one hand, speakers 
issue quick compensatory motor commands in response to unexpected pertur-
bations. On the other hand, speakers adapt feedforward motor programs in re-
sponse to feedback perturbations, in order to avoid future errors. The current 
study investigates the relation between these two types of responses to altered 
auditory feedback. Specifically, it is hypothesized that the previous history of 
feedback perturbations (its consistency) may determine whether speakers 
adapt their feedforward motor programs. In an altered auditory feedback par-
adigm, formant perturbations were either consistent across trials, or it was 
unpredictable whether feedback on a given trial would be perturbed or not. 
The results show that speakers’ responses were indeed affected by feedback 
consistency, with stronger speech changes in the consistent condition com-
pared to the inconsistent condition. This suggests that the speech production 
system keeps track of the feedback channel’s consistency. Finally, it is discussed 
that present models could account for this result if they are updated to include 
a mechanism to keep track of feedback consistency and use it to modulate the 
adaptation of forward models.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Speaking is a remarkable human motor skill. It requires very precise 
control and coordination of various muscles spread throughout the vocal 
tract, in order to produce an acoustic sequence that allows a listener to 
reconstruct the intended message. In addition, there are several sources of 
nuisance that can potentially distort accurate transmission: environmental 
noise, speaker idiosyncrasies, variability of accents and dialects, etc. Yet, 
somehow, we accomplish this difficult task many times every day, seemingly 
without effort. 

One way in which the speech system can deal with disturbances and 
changes in the environment is through monitoring sensory feedback. It is 
well established that the speech production system interacts in a complex 
way with sensory feedback. While auditory feedback may not be strictly 
necessary for speech production, incorrect or unexpected feedback leads 
to disturbances in speech production (Elman, 1981; Fairbanks & Guttman, 
1958). This has been shown with delayed auditory feedback (Fairbanks 
& Guttman, 1958), as well as with altered auditory feedback, where pitch 
(Burnett, Senner, & Larson, 1997; Elman, 1981), amplitude (Bauer, Mittal, 
Larson, & Hain, 2006), formant frequency (Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & 
Munhall, 2006b), or fricative noise (Casserly, 2011) was manipulated. 

These studies, where researchers manipulated speakers’ auditory 
feedback during the act of speaking, show that the speech production 
system uses auditory feedback to inform and control the speech production 
process. Broadly, research has focused on auditory feedback being used on 
two different time-scales. In the short term, unexpected auditory feedback 
may lead to immediate corrective responses within the same trial (Burnett 
et al., 1997; Purcell & Munhall, 2006b). This line of research has shown 
that speakers on average quickly compensate for sudden auditory feedback 
perturbations, although sometimes the perturbation is followed (i.e., instead 
of compensating for the change, the speaker makes adjustments in the same 
direction as the change; Hain et al., 2000). In the longer term, speakers 
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show evidence of adaptation to consistent feedback (Houde & Jordan, 1998, 
2002; Jones & Munhall, 2000). This is usually described as an aftereffect, 
which is a lingering adaptation after the perturbation has been removed. 
The presence of aftereffects show that, over time, speakers have adapted to 
the new sensorimotor environment by changing their feedforward speech 
motor commands accordingly (Purcell & Munhall, 2006a).

Theoretical frameworks have been developed to account for feedback-
based speech adjustments. For example, in the DIVA model (Guenther 
& Vladusich, 2012; Guenther, 2006), a distinction is made between the 
feedforward and the feedback control systems. The feedback control system 
compares the expected sensory consequences to the observed sensory input 
(i.e., the feedback). A mismatch leads to corrective behavioral adjustments. 
In addition, over time these adjustments could be incorporated in the 
feedforward system in order to avoid future errors. A similar framework 
is the state feedback control (SFC) model (Houde, Kort, Niziolek, Chang, 
& Nagarajan, 2013; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011), where auditory feedback 
is used to control and update an internal estimate of the dynamic state of 
the speech production system. In this model as well, unexpected auditory 
feedback perturbations lead to compensatory behavioral adjustments and/
or longer-term changes to the internal forward model.

An open question is how the short-term and long-term feedback-based 
speech adjustments relate to each other. In the remainder of this article, 
we will refer to the immediate response to altered auditory feedback as 
compensation, and to longer-term changes in feedforward commands, as 
evidenced by aftereffects, as adaptation. So how does the speech system 
decide when to adapt its feedforward commands? As theorized already in 
Bayesian approaches to sensorimotor learning and adaptation (Franklin 
& Wolpert, 2011), the usefulness of adaptation may vary across contexts. 
If a mismatch between expected and observed feedback is consistent time 
after time, it would make sense to adapt feedforward commands to avoid 
the prediction error in future attempts. However, sometimes the feedback 
perturbation may be an isolated event, and so adaptation would lead to 
an additional error on the next attempt. This leads to the hypothesis that 
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speech motor adaptations will depend on the context in which the feedback 
is perturbed. If the perturbation is consistent and/or predictable, we predict 
adaptation, whereas there should be no adaptation when the feedback 
perturbation is inconsistent and/or unpredictable. Testing this hypothesis is 
the main goal of the present study.

In addition, while many studies have investigated compensation or 
adaptation, only few have looked at them together, which makes it possible 
to study their interaction. In an altered auditory feedback paradigm with 
on-line adjustments to the first formant of the vowel being produced, we 
tried to disentangle the speaker’s (short-term) response to unexpected 
feedback perturbation (compensation) and the speaker’s adaptation to 
consistent feedback perturbations over time, by comparing an inconsistent 
condition where the type of auditory feedback (perturbed or unperturbed) is 
unpredictable with a consistent condition where the feedback perturbation 
is consistent. We expected that speakers would show compensation by 
changing their speech output in the perturbed trials in both conditions 
(vs. the unperturbed baseline trials).  In addition, we expected speakers to 
show adaptation in the form of an aftereffect in the consistent condition, but 
not (or less so) in the inconsistent condition. Comparing perturbed trials 
between inconsistent and consistent conditions, we expect more change in 
the consistent condition, as this condition would show both compensation 
and adaptation. 

3.2 MATERIALS & METHODS

3.2.1 Participants
Twenty-six healthy volunteers (age: M = 22, SD = 2.7; 17 females) 

participated after providing written informed consent in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki and the local Ethics Committee of the Social 
Sciences faculty of Radboud University. All participants had normal hearing, 
were native speakers of Dutch and had no history of speech and/or language 
pathology. Two participants were excluded because their speech production 
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was too quiet to trigger feedback perturbation.

3.2.2 Paradigm
The experiment consisted of four blocks of 80 trials each (see Figure 

3.1). On every trial, participants were instructed to vocalize /e/ as soon as 
the letters <ee> appeared on a computer screen and keep doing so until 
the letters disappeared (3 seconds later). During vocalization, participants’ 
speech was recorded and fed back to them as auditory feedback through 
headphones. Depending on the experimental condition, in some trials 
(perturbation trials) the auditory feedback was manipulated by shifting the 
first formant (F1) by 6.7% up or down. There were two conditions. In the 
consistent condition, a block started with 20 start trials (where auditory 
feedback was not perturbed), followed by 40 perturbed trials (where all 40 
trials where perturbed by shifting F1 in the same direction) and finally 20 
end trials (where auditory feedback was unperturbed). In the inconsistent 
condition, the block also started with 20 start trials and ended with 20 end 
trials, but the 40 trials in the middle were randomly assigned to be either 
a non-perturbed or a perturbed trial. Furthermore, in a given block in the 
inconsistent condition there were always 20 perturbed trials in total, trial 21 
was always perturbed, and all perturbed trials were perturbed in the same 
manner (same direction and magnitude). Each condition (consistent and 
inconsistent) was provided to every participant twice, with perturbations 
being once an upward F1 shift and once a downward F1 shift, amounting 
to four blocks in total (see Figure 3.1). The order of the blocks was 
counterbalanced while making sure an inconsistent block never followed or 
preceded another inconsistent block (and similarly for consistent blocks).

All voice recordings were made on one channel using a Sennheiser ME64 
cardioid microphone, which was set up in a soundproof booth and connected 
to a dedicated soundcard Motu MicroBook II outside the booth, which was 
in turn connected to a Windows laptop. Auditory feedback was delivered 
through the same soundcard which was also connected to Sennheiser HD 
2801-13 headphones. Stimulus presentation and sound recording times 
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were controlled by the same Windows laptop running Audapter (Cai, 
Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, & Perkell, 2008; Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 2013) 
and MathWorks Matlab (R2013b).

3.2.3 Analysis
For every trial, the recording of the participants’ speech recording 

was marked for speech onset and offset by visual inspection, and F1 was 
estimated in Mels (Stevens, Volkmann, & Newman, 1937). For an analysis 
of the mean F1 across trials, the average F1 value was calculated from 50ms 
until 1500ms after speech onset. Trials where formant estimation failed 
within this window were rejected (across subjects, on average 1.5 (sd = 4.6) 
trials were removed from further analysis).

Further analyses were carried out with R (R Core Team, 2013). For every 
subject and every block, F1 values were normalized in the following way.
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Fig. 3.1. Overview of the experimental blocks, in a 2-by-2 design (consistency by perturbation direction). 
Order of the blocks was counterbalanced across participants, so that two blocks of the same consistency 
never followed each other. The sequence of perturbed and unperturbed trials in the inconsistent condition 
is an example; trial-type order was randomized across participants (see main text for constraints on 
randomization).
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F1norm=-d∙(F1- F1start)/F1start 

Here, F1start is the average F1 value of the start trials for that subject in 
that block, and d is the sign of the direction of perturbation in that particular 
block. This leads to F1norm values being expressed as the percentage change 
in the opposite direction to the perturbation direction (irrespective of which 
direction that was) relative to the average F1 in the start phase (first 20 
trials of the block). In other words, if participants compensate for the F1 
perturbation, we expect F1norm to be positive, irrespective of the perturbation 
direction.

Statistical testing was done by means of linear mixed effects models 
as implemented by the R package lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 
2015). In a first step, an appropriate model was selected by means of 
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). A series of models that differed with 
respect to their random effects structure were compared. Subsequently, the 
most appropriate random effects structure was selected and models with 
varying fixed effect structures were compared. The reported p values were 
calculated using a Satterthwaite approximation of the degrees of freedom.

In a second analysis, we took the temporal development of the F1 contour 
within a trial into account by calculating the average F1 contour for every 
participant and every trial type. For statistical inference, a non-parametric 
permutation test was performed with a clustering method to correct for 
multiple comparisons (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007), as implemented in the 
Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011). This was 
done for the data between 50ms-1500ms after speech onset to determine 
whether there was a difference between the perturbed and unperturbed 
trials within the inconsistent condition. Samples for which the contrast 
Perturbed - Unperturbed exceeded an uncorrected α level of .05 were 
temporally clustered.  Cluster-level statistics were calculated by summing 
the t-statistics. Next, a permutation distribution of statistics was calculated 
by randomly exchanging data between the two trial types, and calculating the 
maximal positive and negative cluster-level statistics for every permutation 
(for a total of 10,000 permutations). The observed cluster-level statistic was 
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tested against the permutation distribution.

3.3 RESULTS

In a first set of analyses, the average normalized F1 values were compared 
across conditions. An overview is presented in Figure 3.2, where normalized 
F1 is shown as a function of Trial Type in both Conditions (random vs. 
consistent). As the figure suggests, participants altered the F1 in their speech 
output as a function of Condition and Trial Type. 

The data from the perturbed and end trials was entered in a linear mixed 
effects model. Model selection was done in two steps. First, a full fixed effects 
structure was selected (main effects of Condition and Trial Type, as well as 
their interaction), while varying the random effects in four different models. 
Table 3.1 shows the model comparison. It can be concluded from the table 
that the model with the maximal random effects structure (by-participant 
random slopes for Condition, Trial Type and their interaction) fits the data 
best. Subsequently, three models were compared while keeping the random 
effects structure maximal. From Table 3.2 it is clear that while the model 
that included both Condition and Trial Type main effects was a better fit 
to the data then the model with only a fixed intercept, the model including 
the interaction did not do better. Therefore, the model without interaction 
was selected and its output is shown in Table 3.3. As there was no fixed 
intercept included in the model, a significant main effect indicates the main 
effect’s coefficient is significantly different from zero, and therefore F1 in 
this condition different from the average start F1 (given the normalization). 
Table 3.3 shows that F1 was indeed significantly altered in perturbed trials 
in the consistent condition, but not in the inconsistent condition. In addition, 
Table 3.1. Model random effect structure comparison

Model random effect structure df AIC Χ2 p

(1 | Participant) 6 -10275

(1 + TrialType | Participant) 8 -10371 99.53 <.001*

(1 + Condition | Participant) 8 -10598 227.78 <.001*

(1 + Condition*TrialType | Participant) 15 -10747 162.08 <.001*
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F1 in the end trials was lower than in the perturbed trials (p = 0.022). This 
suggests that under altered auditory feedback, participants responded by 
shifting their F1 in the opposite direction compared to the perturbation, but 
only or especially under consistent perturbation across trials. After auditory 
feedback returned to normal, F1 returned to baseline.

In order to compare the perturbed and unperturbed trials in the middle 
section of the inconsistent blocks, a second set of analyses was carried out 
on the inconsistent condition only. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the results for 
the model selection procedure. Table 3.4 shows that adding by-participant 
random slopes for Trial Type significantly improved the model. In other 
words, the relationship between average F1 and Trial Type varied across 
participants. As can be seen from Table 3.5, including a fixed main effect for 
Trial Type did not significantly improve the model’s fit to the data, suggesting 
the average normed F1 did not differ as a function of altered auditory 
feedback, although Figure 3.2 suggests trends in the expected direction.

As perturbed and unperturbed trials are randomly mixed in the 
inconsistent condition, it is expected that responses in the inconsistent 

Fig. 3.2. F1 adjustments as a function of trial type and consistency. Error bars reflect standard errors 
across participants. (start = unperturbed trials at the beginning of a block; perturb. = perturbation trials; 
no perturb. = unperturbed trials in the middle portion of an inconsistent block, end = unperturbed trials 
at the end of a block)
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perturbed trials will take some time, whereas in the consistent condition 
participants can already expect the perturbation (and have built up 
adaptation over the course of previous trials) and therefore adapted their F1 
production from the start of the trial. Therefore, to investigate the difference 
between perturbed and unperturbed trials in the inconsistent condition 
closer, the time course of the F1 contour in the inconsistent condition was 
analyzed. Figure 3.3 shows the F1 contour (or the difference in F1 contour 
from the average contour in the start trials) as a function of condition 
and direction of perturbation. For illustrative purposes, the data from the 
consistent condition are provided as well, although they were not further 
analyzed.

Interestingly, the F1 contour for perturbed trials in the inconsistent 
condition overlaps with that for the unperturbed trials at the beginning of 

Table 3.2. Model fixed effect structure comparison

Model df AIC Χ2 p

1 + (Condition*TrialType | Participant) 12 -10777

0 + Condition + TrialType + (…) 14 -10781 8.58 0.014*

0 + Condition * TrialType + (…) 15 -10779 0.10 0.75

Table 3.3. Model: F1 ~ 0 + Condition + TrialType + (1 + Condition*TrialType | Participant)

Fixed effects Estimate SE t p (Satt.)

Condition.Inconsistent .0075 .0063 1.20 .24

Condition.Consistent .026 .0058 4.51 < .001*

TrialType.End -.014 .0058 -2.46 .022*

Table 3.4. Model random effect structure comparison

Model random effect structure df AIC Χ2 p

(1 | participant) 5 -6632.0

(1 + TrialType | participant) 10 -6681.1 59.1 <.001*

Table 3.5. Model fixed effect structure comparison

Model df AIC Χ2 p

1 + (1 + TrialType | participant) 8 -6707.2

0 + TrialType + (…) 10 -6707.3 4.13 0.13
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the trial, but the two contours diverge towards the end of the trial. A cluster-
based permutation test was carried out to determine whether the perturbed 
trial data differed from the unperturbed trial data across the time window 
100ms-1500ms after speech onset. For the blocks with downward F1 
perturbation, the F1 in the unperturbed trials was lower than the F1 in the 
perturbed trials (one-sided test; p = 0.0042, CI = [0.0029 0.0055]), whereas it 
was higher in the positive F1 perturbation blocks (one-sided test; p = 0.043, 
CI = [0.039 0.047]). These effects are mainly driven by a single large cluster 
starting from 666ms after speech onset for the downward F1 shift direction 
(until the end of the time window), and from 1162ms until 1448ms for the 
positive F1 shift direction. The time course of the uncorrected t statistics in 
Figure 3.4 suggests that F1 change indeed increases with time.

Finally, it was examined whether the difference in F1 adjustment between 
the consistent and inconsistent conditions (consistency-related adjustment) 
for the perturbation trials was due to compensation (immediate feedback 

Fig. 3.3. F1 time courses from 0.1 to 1.5s after speech onset, as a function of trial type (color), consistency 
(column), and perturbation direction (row).
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responses) or adaptation (altered feedforward commands). To that end, a linear 
regression model was calculated where the consistency-related adjustment 
(across the trial) was regressed against the amount of compensation and the 
amount of adaptation for each participant. The compensation values were 
quantified by taking the difference in F1 adjustments between inconsistent 
perturbation and non-perturbation trials for that participant (between 1.1s 
and 1.5s after speech onset), and the adaptation values were quantified by 
taking the average F1 adjustment for that participants’ first 10 trials in the 
end phases of the sustained condition (between 0.1s and 0.4s after speech 
onset). Table 3.6 shows the results of this linear regression model. It can be 
seen that part of the consistency difference can be significantly explained by 
adaptation, suggesting the consistent perturbation leads to more adaptation. 
There is no significant relation with compensation. In addition, there was 
no significant association between adaptation and compensation (r(46) = 
-0.054, p = 0.72). Overall, this suggests that compensation and adaptation 
are two distinct processes, with differences between responses in consistent 
and inconsistent conditions mainly due to adaptation.

Fig. 3.4. T statistic (uncorrected) for the contrast inconsistent perturbed vs. non-perturbed trials across 
time. Colors indicate the perturbation direction.
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3.4 DISCUSSION

The current study used an altered auditory feedback paradigm to 
investigate how feedback-related speech responses are affected by the recent 
history of feedback perturbations. The results indicate that the consistency 
of this history indeed affects how speakers respond to altered auditory 
feedback, suggesting that more consistent feedback-based prediction errors 
lead to stronger behavioral adjustments. 

Specifically, there was a significant difference between inconsistent and 
consistent conditions in the perturbed trials. The perturbed trials in both 
conditions were exactly the same, so any response difference must be due 
to the context of the trial (whether it was embedded in an inconsistent or 
consistent feedback environment). This suggests that speakers’ motor 
adjustments are indeed affected by the history of previous trials’ perturbations, 
as hypothesized. This could reveal a general build-up of adaptation across 
consistent trials, or, alternatively, an adjustment of the gain of feedback-
driven error processing mechanisms. In an inconsistent environment, the 
feedback channel is less consistent and could therefore could be considered 
less reliable, leading to a reduction in the gain on this feedback channel. In 
the consistent condition, on the other hand, the increased reliability would 
lead to a higher gain on feedback-related processing. The idea of modulating 
the gains on feedback processing is also consistent with findings from the 
broader (non-speech) motor control literature (Gonzalez Castro, Hadjiosif, 
Hemphill, & Smith, 2014). These authors showed in an arm reaching task 
with force field perturbations that the rate of trial-to-trial adaptations was 
associated with consistency of the environment, showing quicker/stronger 

Table 3.6.

Estimate SE t p

(Intercept) .0021 .0015 1.41 .16

Adaptation .29 .13 2.25 .030*

Compensation .014 .065 .21 .84

Adaptation:Compensation -.68 7.16 -.095 .92
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adaptation with more consistent perturbations. 
In the current study, there was no significant aftereffect in the overall 

analysis, although Figure 3.2 suggests a trend in the expected direction. 
Previously, the presence of an aftereffect has commonly been taken as 
evidence in favor of adaptation of feedforward commands. The lack of 
strong evidence for adaptation of the feedforward commands in the current 
study may be due to the rather small magnitude of our perturbation, and/
or to the long trial length. Longer trials may provide more opportunity 
for the adaptation effect to disappear in the end trials. Nevertheless, the 
association we find between participants’ adaptation and the consistency-
related difference between conditions on the perturbation trials suggests 
that consistency leads to adaptation. 

With respect to compensation, an analysis of the F1 time course did find 
a difference between perturbed and non-perturbed trials in the inconsistent 
condition, suggesting that speakers showed compensation or within-trial 
feedback responses. The analysis of the F1 time courses suggested in addition 
(1) that compensation increases over time, as expected, and (2) that speakers 
adjusted their F1 in response to altered auditory feedback more strongly for 
downward perturbations compared to upward F1 shifts. We speculate this 
effect of perturbation direction may be due to asymmetry in the Dutch vowel 
space: starting from /e/, there are more close-by vowel phonemes with 
decreasing F1 compared to increasing F1. As Niziolek & Guenther (2013) 
have shown, when auditory feedback is manipulated by shifting it towards 
a close-by phoneme boundary, speakers tend to respond more strongly in 
order to avoid misinterpretation of the vowel identity by the listener.

Several models have been proposed that can account for speech 
adjustments under altered auditory feedback. The DIVA model (Guenther, 
Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006; Guenther, Hampson, & Johnson, 1998; Guenther 
& Vladusich, 2012; Tourville & Guenther, 2011) makes a clear distinction 
between feedforward and feedback control subsystems. Immediate feedback 
responses or compensation is generated by the feedback control subsystem, 
the output of which is integrated with the feedforward commands by the 
motor cortex. Adaptation of the feedforward control subsystem occurs 
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subsequently, as the feedback-based corrections are integrated in the 
feedforward commands to avoid similar errors on subsequent trials. We 
speculate that the DIVA might account for the present results by modulating 
its weights on the feedback control signal (Guenther et al., 2006; Tourville, 
Reilly, & Guenther, 2008). However, the model is not specific about 
how these weights could be modulated by the system. In addition, the 
DIVA model predicts that adaptation and compensation are associated: 
feedforward motor control is adapted by integrating a weighted version of 
the compensation response of the previous trial. This hypothesis was also 
not borne out by the current results, as there was no correlation between 
compensation and adaptation. In fact, the results suggest compensation 
and adaptation are two separate processes, with mainly adaptation being 
affected by feedback consistency.

A somewhat different model that was inspired by previous modeling 
work in non-speech motor control is the state feedback control model (SFC, 
Houde et al., 2013; Houde, Niziolek, Kort, Agnew, & Nagarajan, 2014; Houde 
& Nagarajan, 2011). This model differs from DIVA in that it does not make 
a clear distinction between immediate feedback responses (compensation) 
and adaptations of the feedforward commands. Instead, prediction errors 
generated by unexpected sensory feedback are used to update an internal 
estimate of the dynamical state of the vocal tract, which in turn is used for 
generating the next motor commands. The model assumes a Kalman gain 
function on the feedback prediction error. The Kalman gain depends on the 
variability in the observed feedback, and thus can upregulate the influence of 
feedback when it is reliable (low variability), or downregulate when it is not. 
However, this gain controls the influence of feedback on the state estimate, 
and therefore on the next generation of motor commands. It is unclear how 
feedback prediction errors would modulate the feedforward commands (i.e., 
the mapping between speech targets and appropriate motor controls). Note 
that these authors have proposed more recently that there should be a degree 
of independence between short-term compensation and forward model 
adaptation, due to a possible dissociation between affected compensatory 
behavior and affected forward model adaptation in clinical disorders 
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(Houde, Nagarajan, Parrell, & Ramanarayanan, 2017). Overall, it seems that 
both DIVA and the state feedback model of speech motor control would have 
to be adapted in order to fully account for the present results. Although both 
models have the ability to control the gain on auditory feedback processing, 
an explicit way of modulating the gain based on environmental consistency 
and/or a way to control subsequent feedforward adaptations would have to 
be added to the models.

Overall, the present report suggests that speakers’ feedback-based 
speech adjustments depend on the consistency of past feedback errors. This 
can be implemented in the speech system by keeping track of the feedback 
error history, or, as in a Kalman filter, by keeping track of the variability of the 
feedback signal. If a mismatch between expected and observed auditory input 
is consistent, it is advantageous to adapt feedforward control to this new 
environment. If it is sporadic, strong adaptation may in fact cause additional 
errors, and are therefore not warranted. The current data are in line with 
this view. In addition, we suggest current models need to be updated in order 
to fully account for these data. This can be done by including a mechanism 
to keep track of the variability or consistency of the feedback signal (e.g., 
a Kalman filter as in the SFC model), and by allowing this consistency to 
modulate the feedback-based adaptation of the feedforward commands. 
In addition, the current data suggest that short-term compensation and 
forward model adaptation are two distinct processes.
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ABSTRACT

When talking, speakers continuously monitor and use the auditory feed-
back of their own voice to control and inform speech production processes. 
When speakers are provided with auditory feedback that is perturbed in real 
time, most of them compensate for this by opposing the feedback perturbation. 
But some speakers follow the perturbation. In the current study we investigat-
ed whether the state of the speech system at perturbation onset may determine 
what type of response (opposing or following) is given. The results suggest that 
whether a perturbation-related response is opposing or following depends on 
ongoing fluctuations of the speech system: The motor system initially responds 
by doing the opposite of what it was doing. This effect and the non-trivial 
proportion of following responses suggest that current production models are 
inadequate: They need to account for why responses to unexpected sensory 
feedback depend on the production-system’s state at the time of perturbation.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of action control is performance monitoring through 
sensory feedback. Such control allows us to either confirm an appropriate 
action plan, adapt to a changing environment, or learn from our mistakes. 
For example, when throwing a ball, visual feedback could show us that 
the throw was successful, or it could indicate the need for adaptation to a 
changed environment (e.g., if the wind suddenly shifts). Similar processes 
are at play for auditory feedback in speech or musical production. 

The importance of auditory feedback during speech production is well 
established using the technique of altered auditory feedback (Burnett, 
Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 1998; Houde & Jordan, 1998). For example, 
Burnett et al. (1998) manipulated the pitch frequency of speakers’ auditory 
feedback in real time. Typically, speakers respond by adjusting the pitch in 
their output in the opposite direction to the pitch shift (Burnett et al., 1998; 
Liu & Larson, 2007). In other words, speakers seem to compensate for 
unexpected changes in auditory feedback so that their actual output more 
closely matches their intended output. We argue here that there is more to 
sensorimotor adaptation than these opposing responses. 

Vocal motor control is a noisy process, so needs constant feedback 
monitoring. In fact, in both speech (Akagi, Iwaki, & Minakawa, 1998) as well 
as singing (Akagi & Kitakaze, 2000), pitch does not remain constant at the 
target pitch level, but fluctuates around the target. Pitch fluctuations are in 
fact an identifying feature of human pitch control, and removing it makes 
synthesized speech or song sound more robotic or unnatural (Akagi et al., 
1998). These fluctuations are maintained by constant feedback monitoring 
and subsequent updating of the vocal motor commands. Using a vowel 
production task, Niziolek et al. (2013), for instance,  showed that the auditory 
feedback control system is indeed sensitive to very small deviations in vocal 
production.

Feedback monitoring and subsequent adaptation is accounted for in 
a number of theoretical frameworks of speech motor control (Guenther, 
Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006; Hickok, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011). These 
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models hypothesize the existence of so-called internal forward models, 
which predict the sensory (e.g., auditory) consequences of actions in real 
time. This prediction is compared with the incoming auditory feedback in 
order to monitor for speech errors. A mismatch will drive the speech motor 
system to initiate corrective (i.e. compensating) motor commands.

In contrast to these model predictions, however, several studies have 
reported that sometimes, instead of feedback compensation, responses are 
observed that follow the direction of the altered feedback (Burnett et al., 
1998; Hain et al., 2000; Larson et al., 2007). These following responses are 
less frequent than opposing (i.e., compensating) responses, and are usually 
reported at the subject level. However, looking at single trials, Behroozmand 
et al. (2012) showed that even subjects that show an opposing response on 
average may show following responses on some trials. Therefore, the focus 
on the average response may have obscured the field’s view on the nature of 
following responses.

The presence of following responses has led some authors to suggest 
that voice pitch control has two feedback modes: one for tracking an 
external referent (eliciting following responses) and another for correcting 
for internal disturbances (eliciting opposing responses; Burnett et al., 1998; 
Hain et al., 2000). For example, in the context of choir singing, one singer 
might follow the pitch of another, an external referent (e.g., go flatter if the 
fellow singer is singing flat). However, the feedback signal of one’s own voice 
should activate the feedback mode for internal disturbances and therefore 
lead to an opposing response (e.g., go sharper when you’re singing flat). Both 
feedback modes may thus be simultaneously active.

The small number of studies that have looked at following responses 
suggested that such responses occur more often when the pitch manipulation 
is larger and that following responses often have a shorter duration than 
opposing responses (Burnett et al., 1998). Behroozmand et al. (2012) showed 
that predictable altered feedback may encourage a tendency to imitate the 
feedback when it changes in the same way over and over again.

In the current study, we investigated what factors play a role in feedback-
based pitch control. A paradigm was used where participants tried to match 
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a pitch target while vocalizing. Participants received auditory feedback 
through headphones, which sometimes was unexpectedly pitch-shifted for 
500ms. None of the participants were aware of the pitch manipulations. We 
expected participants on average to compensate for the feedback, but at 
the single trial level to sometimes follow and sometimes oppose the pitch 
shift. Opposing/following balance may depend not only on whether the 
perturbation is internal or external, or on how large the perturbation is, but 
also on the state of the system at the time of the perturbation.  We therefore 
explored the possibility that there are constraints on the action control 
process that limit how the system can respond to a perturbation. If so, then 
the current pitch fluctuation should be predictive of the kind of response.

4.2 METHODS & MATERIALS

4.2.1 Participants
Thirty-nine healthy volunteers (age: M = 22, SD = 3.6; 27 females) 

participated after providing written informed consent in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki and the local ethics committee (CMO region Arnhem 
/ Nijmegen). All participants had normal hearing, were native speakers of 
Dutch and had no history of speech and/or language pathology. The sample 
size was based on a power analysis of MEG connectivity effects in Ford et 
al. (2005), indicating one would need about 33 subjects (dz = 0,506; power 
= 80%).  We therefore planned to test at least 36 participants. This sample 
size exceeds that in most related previous studies (e.g., Behroozmand et al., 
2012).

4.2.2 Paradigm
Participants performed a tone-matching task while their brain activity 

was measured using magnetoencephalography (MEG). The MEG data will 
not be presented here. A trial started with a short tone. Subsequently, a 
visual cue (“EE”) instructed the participants to vocalize the Dutch vowel /e/ 
for the duration of the cue (3s), while trying to match the pitch of the tone 
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they just heard.
The participants were recorded, and the recorded voice signal was used 

to provide the participants with online auditory feedback. In half of the 
trials, participants received normal auditory feedback (control trials). In 
the other trials (perturbation trials), auditory feedback was normal at first, 
but starting between 500-1500ms after speech onset, the feedback’s pitch 
was increased by 25 cents for a duration of 500 ms, before returning back to 
normal feedback for the remainder of the trial.  Overall, participants received 
99 perturbation trials and 99 control trials, randomly mixed in two blocks of 
99 trials each. 

4.2.3 Stimuli
The tone stimuli were pure tones with one of three frequencies. The 

pitch of the tones was individually tailored to the participants at 4, 8 and 11 
semitones above the average pitch of five practice vocalizations.

The auditory feedback shifts were implemented using Audapter software 
(Cai, Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, & Perkell, 2008). In brief, the software 
performs an online linear prediction coding analysis followed by a dynamic 
programming-based formant-tracking algorithm. To alter the formant 
frequencies, infinite-impulse-response filters are constructed and applied 
on the input waveform on the fly. The formant-shifted sounds are played 
back to the speaker with a latency of 10-20ms.

All recordings were made on one channel using a Sennheiser ME64 
cardioid microphone, which was set up in the MEG magnetically shielded 
room and connected through an audio mixer to a dedicated soundcard Motu 
MicroBook II outside the room. Auditory feedback was delivered through 
the same soundcard which was connected to CTF audio air tubes. Stimulus 
presentation was controlled by a Windows computer running Audapter and 
MathWorks Matlab.

4.2.4 Analysis
For every trial of the speaking task, the pitch of participants’ vocalization 
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was determined using the autocorrelation method implemented in Praat 
(Boersma & Weenink, 2013). Subsequently, the pitch contours were exported 
to MATLAB for further processing. 

Pitch contours were epoched from 500ms before perturbation onset to 
1000ms after perturbation onset. For the control trials, in which there was no 
perturbation onset, random time points were chosen, while making sure the 
distribution of these time points across trials was equal to the distribution 
of perturbation onsets within the same participant. The data was detrended 
and converted from Hertz to the Cents scale using the following formula:

 F0 [cents]= 1200 ∙ log2(F/Fbaseline )

Here, F is the original pitch frequency in Hertz, while Fbaseline is the 
average pitch frequency in Hertz across a baseline window (-200ms to 0ms 
before perturbation onset). Subsequently, trials that contained artifacts 
were removed from analysis. Artifacts were detected by visual inspection, 
looking for sharp discontinuities in the pitch contour, or the absence of a 
pitch contour.

Pitch contours in control and perturbation trials were compared using 
a cluster-based permutation test (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). Samples for 
which the contrast Perturbation - Control exceeded an uncorrected α level 
of .05 were temporally clustered.  Cluster-level statistics were calculated 
by summing the t-statistics. Next, a permutation distribution of statistics 
was calculated by randomly exchanging trials between the conditions, and 
calculating the maximal positive and negative cluster-level statistics for 
every permutation (total of 1,000 permutations). The observed cluster-level 
statistic was tested against the permutation distribution.

In contrast to most previous studies, each trial was classified as having 
an opposing or a following response. For this classification procedure, two 
different methods were used. In the first, the point was determined within 
the time window 60-400ms after perturbation onset at which the average of 
the rectified pitch contours was maximal (point of maximal deviation). Then 
a linear regression was performed on the single-trial data between 60ms 
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after perturbation onset and the point of maximal deviation. If the slope of 
the linear fit was positive, the response was classified as following, if it was 
negative, the response was classified as opposing. For the distribution of the 
slopes of the linear fits, see the supplementary materials. No threshold was 
applied for the slope to be significantly different from 0, although additional 
analyses leaving out the trials with slope near 0 yielded similar results (see 
supplementary materials).

The second classification method was based on the Castellan change-
point test (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). This change-point test yields the 
statistic K:

K=|2Wj - j(N+1)|                       j=1,2,…,N-1

Here, Wj is the cumulative sum of ranks at sample number j, and N is 
the total number of samples. We calculated K for every trial over the time 
window 0-300ms. The point where K is maximal is the change point. If 2Wj 
- j(N+1) at that point is positive, the trial was classified as opposing, if it was 
negative, the trial was classified as following.

If these two classification methods did not yield the same classification 
for a particular trial, classification was determined through visual inspection 
of the pitch contour (this occurred in on average 23.0% of a participant’s 
data, range: 7.2- 43.3%). If there was no clear response, the trial was 
classified as having no response (on average, 7.9% (range: 2-16.3%) of trials 
were classified as having no response). This classification procedure was 
performed on the perturbation as well as on the control trials.

In order to look at how participants’ responses depended on the state 
of their voice motor system at the moment where perturbation kicks in, for 
each trial type the slope and the average F0 value over the 100ms before 
perturbation onset were determined.

Another way to identify differences between opposing and following 
trials is to compare the magnitude and the latency of the responses. The peak 
response was identified for each trial type in each participant by subtracting 
the average pitch contour for the control trials from the average contour 
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of the perturbation trials. The response latency was then quantified as the 
point in time between 50ms and 500ms at which the difference was largest.

4.3 RESULTS

Overall, participants compensated for the pitch increase in the 
perturbation trials by lowering their pitch (Figure 4.1a). The pitch contour 
in the perturbation trials differed from the control trials (p = 0.002). This 
difference was mainly driven by a component lasting from 144ms to 765ms 
after perturbation onset. 

To investigate whether participants sometimes followed the feedback 
shift instead of opposing it, we classified each perturbation trial as either a 
following or an opposing trial (or neither). The same trial classification was 
performed on the control trials. The distribution of opposing and following 
trials (Figure 4.2) shows a clear effect of perturbation: in the control trials, 
the proportion of trials classified as opposing trials is about 50%, reflecting 
random fluctuations of the pitch contour, whereas in the perturbation trials, 
the proportion of opposing trials is larger (t(38) = 8.16, p < 0.001, CI = [0.14 
0.23], Cohen’s d = 1.96), ranging from just under 50% to over 90%. Clearly, 
participants followed the feedback perturbation in a non-trivial number of 
trials (10-50%). 

As expected, the pitch contour in opposing trials differed from the 
following trials (Figure 4.1b, p = 0.002). This was mainly driven by a 
component (opposing < following) from 108ms to 812ms after perturbation 
onset, but also by a smaller difference in the opposite direction (following 
< opposing), from 91ms before perturbation onset until 77ms after 
perturbation onset. This suggests that even before perturbation onset, the 
pitch contours in these trials already differ.

The pitch contour in the opposing perturbation trials differed from the 
pitch contour in the opposing control trials (Figure 4.3a, p = 0.002). This 
was driven by a component (Figure 4.3c, 213ms-712ms) where pitch was 
lower in the perturbation trials and a later component (from 791ms) where 
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pitch in the perturbation trials was higher compared to the control trials. A 
similar pattern was found for the following trials (Figure 4.3b/d, p = 0.002), 
where the perturbation trials had lower pitch than the control trials from 
338ms until 723ms after perturbation onset. So even for the perturbation 
trials classified here as following trials, the pitch was lower compared to the 
similarly classified control trials. This means that the pitch increase may not 
entirely be indicative of a following response, but may also (or instead) reflect 
an ongoing F0 fluctuation with an additional smaller opposing response. 

The small early difference between following perturbation trials and 
opposing perturbation trials (Figure 4.1b) suggested a difference before 
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perturbation onset. The results of a Wilcoxon signed rank tests show that 
both the pitch slope (z = -4.24, p < 0.001, r = 0.48) and average value (z = 
-5.25, p < 0.001, r = 0.59) over the 100ms time window before perturbation 
onset differed between following and opposing trials (Figure 4.4). This effect 
was also found continuously across the data, as well as for the trials within 
each response type (see supplementary materials).

With respect to response peaks, following responses peaked on average 
earlier (t(38) = 3.66, p < 0.001, CI = [0.02 0.08], Cohen’s d = 0.74) and were 
smaller (t(38) = 17.11, p < 0.001, CI =[24.28 30.80], Cohen’s d = 3.91) than 
the opposing responses. An earlier and/or smaller response in following 
trials can be explained as a result of detection that the following response, 
on top of the feedback pitch shift, produces a pitch even further from the 
intended target.

4.4 DISCUSSION

The current study investigated speakers’ responses to unexpected shifts 
in sensory feedback. An altered auditory feedback paradigm was used to 
investigate whether the response was dependent on the state of the speech 
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production system at shift onset. Overall, participants compensated for 
the pitch-shifted feedback by opposing the direction of the pitch shift. This 
result is in line with previous research, and consistent with models that 
hypothesize that an internal forward model compares an incoming auditory 
signal with the predicted auditory feedback (Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000). 
Interestingly, however, closer analysis revealed that all participants also 
followed the feedback shift on some trials. The proportion of following trials 
showed a lot of variability across subjects, ranging from about 10% to over 
50%.

Fig. 4.3. Comparison of F0 change between perturbation and control condition for similarly classified 
trials. In (a), F0 change for opposing perturbation trials and control trials classified as opposing. In (b), F0 
change for following perturbation trials and control trials classified as following. In (c) and (d), difference 
waves corresponding to the comparisons in (a) and (b); dotted black lines represent 95% confidence 
intervals.
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Following responses are not in line with many models on sensory 
feedback processing for motor control (Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Wolpert 
& Ghahramani, 2000). These models hypothesize that the goal of the motor 
system is to minimize the discrepancy between the predicted sensory 
representation and the sensory feedback. However, when participants follow 
the direction of feedback perturbations in their vocal output, the discrepancy 
between prediction and sensory input increases.

These models could account for following responses in two ways. One 
possibility is that participants may have difficulty determining the direction 
of the pitch shift. This difficulty may be due to the small magnitude of the 
pitch perturbation in this study; some listeners may be able to detect the 
pitch change without being able to correctly identify the direction of the 
pitch change (Neuhoff, Knight & Wayand, 2002). A misidentification of 
the direction may lead to following the pitch shift accidentally. However, 
as following responses are in fact less common with smaller feedback 
perturbations (Burnett et al., 1998), and given that Behroozmand et al. (2012) 
showed that following was more common when the pitch change direction 
was predictable, it is unlikely that a misidentification of the direction of the 
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pitch perturbation is the sole cause of following responses. 
Another possible account for following responses is that in some cases 

the auditory input is considered by the speaker to be externally-driven 
rather than self-generated. Such an explanation is in line with the model 
proposed by Hain et al. (2000), which proposes two feedback modes: one for 
tracking an external referent (hence following pitch changes), and another 
to compensate for internal disturbances (hence opposing pitch changes). 
The feedback mode is determined by distinguishing between self-generated 
and externally-generated auditory signals.  Both modes could be active 
simultaneously, as for example during choir singing, which requires singers 
to compensate for disturbances in their own vocal output, while following 
changes in their fellow singers’ output. In the current study, however, it 
is unclear why sometimes the feedback shift was considered to be self-
generated (leading to opposing responses) and sometimes to originate from 
an external source (leading to following responses). In addition, the fact that 
no participant reported being aware of the perturbations suggest there were 
no clear changes in the perceived source of the auditory feedback.

If the present findings turn out to be robust, current models should be 
revised, because they cannot adequately account for following responses. 
Pitch is known to show fluctuations around a target pitch level (Akagi et al., 
1998). These fluctuations could be driven by continuous feedback monitoring 
and (over)compensation. The current results indicate three interactions 
between ongoing fluctuations and the perturbation response.

First, the direction of the response was related to the slope and/or 
average value of the F0 contour before perturbation onset. This suggests that 
the response is dependent on the current state of the system. Specifically, 
when the participants’ pitch was decreasing or was lower than average, the 
response tended to follow the pitch shift (increase in pitch), and vice versa. 
This suggests that the system initially reacts to the pitch perturbation by 
doing the opposite of what it’s currently doing. When pitch is decreasing or 
lower than average, the system reacts by increasing pitch, and vice versa. 
This mechanism would be useful in a natural context. If a pitch mismatch 
is detected in the feedback signal, it is likely that ongoing compensatory 
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articulations are going in the wrong direction. Thus simply changing pitch in 
the opposite direction would be a good strategy.

Second, comparing the perturbation trials to the similarly classified 
control trials, both ‘following’ trials as well as opposing trials showed an 
opposing trend, suggesting that for so-called following trials, an opposing 
response may be riding on top of on-going pitch fluctuations.

Third, the results showed that the response peak for opposing trials was 
larger and occurred later compared to following trials. After an initial strategy 
of simply changing pitch in the opposite direction to how it was changing 
before the pitch shift, a following response would be detected as increasing 
the prediction error even more, leading to a quicker readjustment, and thus 
an overall smaller response with an earlier peak.

Together, these findings show evidence of a dynamic interplay between 
the state of the motor system and incoming sensory feedback. This view is 
broadly in line with a dynamic systems approach to cognitive processing 
(Gelder, 1998). More generally, this study indicates that looking beyond 
the average response can lead to a more complete view on the nature of 
feedback processing in speech production and motor control. It also leads 
to the prediction that the direction of sensorimotor adaptation in domains 
outside speech production will also be conditional on the state of the motor 
system at the time of the perturbation.

APPENDIX

Response Slope
In order to classify every single trial as having either an opposing or a 

following response, we characterized the response slope, that is the slope of 
the pitch contour over the time window starting at 60ms after perturbation 
onset until the point of maximal deviation (the maximum of the average of 
rectified pitch contours). Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of these slopes 
across participants. The mean of the distribution was -31.70 (sd = 116.25). 
As described in more detail in the main text, given that the perturbation 
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was always positive (+25 cents), a positive response slope was considered 
indicative of a following response while a negative slope was associated with 
an opposing response. 

Continuous effect
For the analyses described in the main text, no threshold was applied 

to the response slopes before classification. In other words, only the sign of 
the slope was used for classification, not how much it deviated from 0. The 
main result of the paper, describing the dependency of the response type on 
the pre-perturbation pitch slope, is repeated here after having removed the 
trials with small slopes (i.e., close to 0) from the analysis.

Figure 4.4 shows that the slope (and average value) of the pitch contour 
right before perturbation onset in following trials is lower compared to 
opposing trials, suggesting the state of the pitch system may be a factor 
influencing the type of response to a pitch perturbation. In order to confirm 
these results, here we report the effect continuously in Figure 4.6. 

Overall, it seems a higher (more positive) response slope is associated 
with a smaller (more negative) pre-perturbation slope in the pitch contour, 
and vice versa (Spearman’s rho = -0.19, p < 0.001). When the data was split 
by response type, the same effect was found for both opposing trials (rho = 
-0.21, p < 0.001) and following trials (rho = -0.09, p = 0.002). Note that the 
effect was stronger for the opposing trials. This in line with available models 
as a lower than average pre-perturbation slope would be considered in and 
of itself already a small error (Niziolek, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013), and 
given that the pitch perturbation was positive, a lower-than-average pitch 
value would only increase the resulting prediction error, thus leading to a 
stronger (opposing) response.

To make sure the effect is not driven by trials with a very small or no 
response (i.e., a response slope close to 0, see above), the analyses were 
repeated on the 60% most extreme data points (i.e., the 30% with the most 
positive response slope and the 30% with the most negative response slope). 
The results are shown in Figure 4.7. The results are similar to the analysis on 
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Fig. 4.5.  Histogram of the response slope (pitch contour slope from 60ms after perturbation onset until 
the point of maximal deviation) across participants. A negative slope indicates decreasing pitch and thus 
an opposing trial (given a perturbation of +25 cents), a positive slope indicates a following trial.

Fig. 4.6. Scatter plot of the response pitch contour slope as a function of pre-perturbation pitch slope, 
across single trials. Colors indicate the response type classification of the trial. The dark blue linear fit is 
the fit to the complete dataset.
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ABSTRACT

Speaking is a complex motor skill, requiring integration of sensory and mo-
tor-related information. Current theory hypothesizes a complex interplay be-
tween motor and auditory processes during speech production, which among 
others involves the online comparison of the speech output with an internally 
generated forward model. Over the last couple of decades, perturbed auditory 
feedback has been used to study this. The current study examines the neural 
correlates of processing and responding to altered auditory feedback. Par-
ticipants vocalized the vowel /e/ and listened to auditory feedback that was 
temporarily pitch-shifted, while brain signals were recorded with magneto-en-
cephalography (MEG). Afterwards, participants listened to recordings of the 
same auditory feedback they were exposed to in the first half of the experiment, 
now without vocalizing. Participants were not aware of any auditory pertur-
bation. We observed strong auditory cortical responses to both perturbation 
onset and offset during speech production, but not during listening, suggesting 
that auditory cortex was especially sensitive to small pitch shifts during speech 
production. In addition, auditory feedback perturbation resulted in power 
increases in the θ and lower β bands. It is suggested that both θ and β band 
activity can be related to how auditory and motor processing. are integrated. 
Overall, these results are in line with current models of speech production, in 
suggesting a comparison between a forward model’s prediction and auditory 
feedback in auditory cortices, which subsequently interact with motor areas to 
generate a motor response. Furthermore, the results extend current knowledge 
about the neural correlates of auditory feedback processing, by suggesting 
that θ and β power increases support auditory-motor interaction, motor error 
detection and/or sensory prediction processing.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Speaking is a remarkably complex motor skill. We speak with a rate of 
about fifteen speech sounds per second, each of which require accurate 
coordination of more than 100 different muscles. We make use of this skill 
day in day out, throughout our lives, usually without conscious awareness 
of the complexity of the task. If at all, attention is mostly paid to wording, 
while articulation follows effortlessly. In order to perform this motor task 
almost without errors, a good quality control system is needed. Recent 
developments in speech motor control have shown that integration of 
sensorimotor information, including auditory feedback (i.e. the sound of our 
own voice), is key in this respect. The current study investigates the neural 
underpinnings of sensorimotor integration during speech production. 

The role of auditory feedback in speech production has been investigated 
by providing speakers with online manipulated feedback (Houde & Jordan, 
1998; Jones & Munhall, 2000). For example, speakers could be hearing their 
own speech in real time at a higher pitch or with a lower first formant. It turns 
out that speakers usually compensate for these unexpected manipulations 
by changing their speech in the opposite direction, even when told to ignore 
the altered feedback (Keough, Hawco, & Jones, 2013). This suggests that 
speakers automatically monitor their auditory feedback during speech 
production. In order to explain such a fast feedback monitoring mechanism, 
modeling work in speech production has drawn from principles in motor 
control more generally (Wolpert, Ghahramani, & Jordan, 1995; Wolpert 
& Ghahramani, 2000). These models hypothesize the use of internally 
generated forward models (Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Tourville & Guenther, 
2011). Specifically, whenever an articulatory motor program is generated, 
which is to be executed by the motor system, an efference copy is sent to 
the auditory system. This efference copy can be used by the forward model, 
which models the sensory (auditory) consequences of the articulation. 
This sensory prediction can then be compared with the observed sensory 
consequences, and if necessary generate a prediction error that could signal 
the need for behavioral adaptation.
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Researchers have also used the altered auditory feedback paradigm 
to study the neural correlates of feedback processing (Behroozmand & 
Larson, 2011; Chang, Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013; Zarate & 
Zatorre, 2005). Several functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have 
shown that feedback processing is supported by an extended functional 
neural network including auditory and motor-related areas bilaterally 
(Behroozmand, Shebek, et al., 2015; Zarate, Wood, & Zatorre, 2010; Zheng et 
al., 2013; Zheng, Munhall, & Johnsrude, 2010). Electrophysiological research 
has started to explore the temporal dynamics of feedback processing. Studies 
using electroencephalography (EEG) have shown that altered feedback leads 
to a brain response as early as 100ms after perturbation onset (Behroozmand, 
Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; Behroozmand, Liu, & Larson, 2011; Hawco, 
Jones, Ferretti, & Keough, 2009). In particular, the event-related components 
N1 and P2 were related to various aspects of feedback processing. These early 
auditory components have been found to be associated with the direction as 
well as the magnitude of the perturbation (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; 
Liu, Meshman, Behroozmand, & Larson, 2011; Scheerer, Behich, Liu, & 
Jones, 2013), with the acoustical complexity of the feedback (Behroozmand, 
Korzyukov, & Larson, 2011), with age (Scheerer, Liu, & Jones, 2013) and 
with musical experience or skill (Behroozmand, Ibrahim, Korzyukov, Robin, 
& Larson, 2014; Korzyukov, Karvelis, Behroozmand, & Larson, 2012). The 
early latency of these effects suggests that auditory processing is already 
interacting with motor control at an early processing stage. 

However, only a small number of studies on feedback perturbations have 
looked beyond evoked responses. This may be surprising, as recent dynamic 
approaches to cognition have linked cortical oscillations to predictive 
processing (Engel, Fries, & Singer, 2001) and sensorimotor integration more 
generally (Caplan et al., 2003), as well as to speech production specifically 
(Cruikshank, Singhal, Hueppelsheuser, & Caplan, 2012; Gehrig, Wibral, 
Arnold, & Kell, 2012; Jenson et al., 2014). In a recent study, power in both 
θ and δ bands was found to increase after a feedback pitch perturbation 
(Behroozmand, Ibrahim, Korzyukov, Robin, & Larson, 2015). Specifically, 
the authors report a θ band increase that overlapped with the behavioral 
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response, and a later δ increase starting roughly 1s after the perturbation. A 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) study reported increased gamma power in 
response to feedback pitch shifts in left sensory and right premotor, parietal 
and temporal regions (Kort, Cuesta, Houde, & Nagarajan, 2016). These 
results indicate that power increases over motor and sensory areas may 
reflect sensorimotor speech processing. 

In order to expand knowledge of feedback processing during speech 
production, the present study used MEG to investigate further the neural 
correlates of pitch perturbation processing and of subsequent automatic 
responses to such perturbations. A very small perturbation magnitude (25 
cents) was used to make sure the participants did not consciously detect 
the perturbation. Although Behroozmand et al. (2015) suggested that the θ 
band activity increase during feedback perturbation they found is related to 
enhanced automatic pitch processing, their study used a pitch perturbation 
that may very well be consciously detected by the listener (100 cents). In 
fact, they explicitly made their participants aware of the perturbation by 
asking them to not produce any voluntary vocal responses to the onset of 
pitch stimuli. If their findings indeed reflect automatic pitch processing, we 
should find similar neural responses with smaller perturbations that are not 
consciously detected. In addition, while the majority of past research on pitch 
perturbations has indeed applied a fairly large perturbation, some studies 
have shown that attentional factors can influence participant’s responses 
(Hu et al., 2015; Korzyukov, Sattler, Behroozmand, & Larson, 2012; Liu et al., 
2015). This raises the question how conscious perception of and attention to 
altered feedback may affect feedback-based speech production. In fact, some 
studies have shown that perturbation responses are automatic (Burnett, 
Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 1998) and may even occur without conscious 
perception (Hafke, 2008). Hafke (2008) argued for a dissociation between 
a (conscious) perception stream and an action stream, where the latter 
includes auditory feedback processing for action purposes. It is however 
not entirely clear how these two streams interact. In fact, Hain et al. (2000) 
show that speakers can voluntarily change or modify at least part of their 
responses to altered feedback. The current study used a small perturbation 
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in order to avoid attentional effects or conflation of the perception and action 
streams in auditory processing.

Interestingly, several authors have also reported that sometimes 
participants do not alter their speech output in response to the feedback 
perturbation by opposing the direction of the perturbation, but by following 
it. For example, if they hear themselves at a higher than expected pitch, they 
would increase their pitch. To date, it is unclear why participants would 
sometimes follow feedback perturbations instead of opposing them. The 
previous chapter describes a behavioral analysis of the current experiment 
that targeted the distinction between opposing and following responses 
specifically. The current chapter focuses on the neural correlates of auditory 
feedback processing. An additional analysis, in line with the previous chapter, 
will investigate whether neural activity can help explain the difference 
between following and opposing behavioral responses.

5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.2.1 Subjects
Thirty-nine healthy volunteers (age: M = 22, range = 18-34; 27 females) 

participated after providing written informed consent in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki and the local ethics board committee (CMO 
region Arnhem / Nijmegen). All participants had normal hearing, were native 
speakers of Dutch and had no history of speech and/or language pathology.

5.2.2 Paradigm
An experimental session consisted of two tasks, a speaking and a listening 

task, always performed in the same order (speaking, then listening), while 
brain activity was measured using MEG.

In the speaking task, participants performed a tone-matching task. A trial 
started with the presentation of a short tone. Subsequently, a visual cue (“EE”, 
in Dutch pronounced as /e/) instructed the participants to start vocalizing 
/e/, while trying to match the pitch of the tone they just heard. The visual 
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cue disappeared after 3s, cueing the participant to stop vocalizing. During 
speech production / vocalization, the participant’s voice was recorded 
using a microphone, positioned about 1,5m from the participant to avoid 
any artifacts in the MEG signal. The recorded signal was used to provide the 
participants with online auditory feedback. In half of the trials, participants 
received normal auditory feedback throughout the trial (henceforth control 
trials). In the other half of the trials (perturbation trials), auditory feedback 
was normal at first, but, starting between 500-1500ms after speech onset 
(randomly jittered), the feedback’s pitch was increased by 25 cents for 
a duration of 500ms, before returning back to normal feedback for the 
remainder of the trial.  Overall, participants received 99 perturbation trials 
and 99 control trials, randomly mixed in two blocks of 99 trials each. After 
the speaking task, participants did a passive listening task, in which the 
participants were shown the same visual cues as in the production task, but 
were instructed not to speak. Instead, they listened to recordings of the very 
same feedback they were given in the speaking task. 

Finally, after the experiment, participants filled out a short debriefing 
questionnaire, which asked whether they noticed any feedback manipulations 
and if so, what kind of manipulations. 

5.2.3 Materials
The tone stimuli were pure tones at one of three pitch frequencies. The 

pitch of the tones was individually tailored to the participants at 4, 8 and 
11 semitones above their conversational pitch. This was done by having 
participants produce the vowel /e/ five times (they were not yet aware the 
experiment would involve pitch), and the average pitch was considered their 
conversational pitch.

The auditory feedback shifts were implemented using Audapter software 
(Cai, Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, & Perkell, 2008; Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 
2013). In brief, the software performs a near-real-time autocorrelation 
analysis to track the pitch. In order to shift the pitch, the short-time Fourier 
spectra are stretched and interpolated along the frequency axis. The 
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pitch-shifted sounds are played back to the speaker through earphones or 
headphones with a latency of 10-20ms. 

All voice recordings were made on one channel using a Sennheiser ME64 
cardioid microphone, which was set up in the MEG magnetically shielded 
room and connected through an in-house-built audio mixer to a dedicated 
soundcard Motu MicroBook II outside the room, which was connected to 
a Windows computer. Auditory feedback was delivered through the same 
soundcard which was connected to CTF (VSM/CTF systems, Port Coquitlam, 
Canada) audio air tubes. Stimulus presentation and sound recording times 
were controlled by the same Windows computer running Audapter and 
MathWorks Matlab (MathWorks, Version 8 Release 5, Natick, MA).

5.2.4 MEG Acquisition
We used an MEG system (VSM/CTF systems, Port Coquitlam, Canada) 

with 275 axial gradiometers. Three localization coils, fixed to anatomical 
landmarks (nasion, left and right preauricular points), were used to 
determine head position relative to the gradiometers. Head position was 
monitored online by the experimenter and if necessary corrected between 
the experimental blocks.  All data were low-pass filtered by an anti-aliasing 
filter (300 Hz cut-off), digitized at 1200 Hz and stored for offline analysis. 
Participants were seated upright, with the head rested against the back of the 
helmet and touching the top of the helmet. A small cushion was used to fix 
the head’s position so as to minimize free head movement. The participant’s 
head movement and position was monitored in realtime and, if necessary, 
adjusted between blocks (Stolk, Todorovic, Schoffelen, & Oostenveld, 2013). 
was A headband was used to cover the audio air tubes and the participants’ 
ears, minimizing the effect of air-conducted auditory feedback.

5.2.5 MRI Acquisition
In order to reconstruct the sources of the sensor-level MEG results, T1-

weighted anatomical MRI scans were acquired for 34 out of the 39 subjects. 
Scans were acquired using Siemens 1.5T Avanto scanner for 24 participants, 
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a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner for 6 participants, and a Siemens 3T Skyra 
scanner for 4 participants, depending on scanner availability.

5.2.6 Analysis
5.2.6.1 Behavioral

For every trial of the speaking task, the pitch of participants’ vocalization 
was determined using the autocorrelation method implemented in Praat 
(Boersma & Weenink, 2013). Subsequently, the pitch contours of all trials 
were exported to MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2012) for 
further processing.

Pitch contours were epoched from 500ms before perturbation onset to 
1000ms after perturbation onset. For the control trials, in which there was no 
perturbation onset, random time points were chosen, while making sure the 
distribution of these time points across trials was equal to the distribution of 
perturbation onsets within the same subject. The data was de-trended and 
converted from Hertz to the Cents scale using the following formula:

F0 [cents]=1200 ∙ log2(F/Fbaseline )

Here, F is the original pitch frequency in Hertz, while Fbaseline is the 
average pitch frequency in Hertz across a baseline window (-200ms to 0ms 
before perturbation onset). Subsequently, trials that contained artifacts 
were removed from analysis. Artifacts were detected by visual inspection, 
looking for sharp discontinuities in the pitch contour, or the absence of a 
pitch contour.

5.2.6.2 MEG preprocessing
All analyses were performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, 

MA, 2012), using custom scripts and the Fieldtrip toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, 
Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011). 

First, data was epoched from 1s before speech onset (or audio onset in 
the listening task) to 6s after speech onset. Bad channels were removed, 
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and the data was de-meaned and visually inspected for artifacts. Segments 
containing artifacts were removed. Subsequently, an ICA algorithm 
(Hyvärinen, 1999) was performed to identify eye movement and heartbeat 
artifacts. The time course and topography of the ICA components that 
showed highest coherence with EOG and ECG channels were inspected and 
components showing artifacts were removed from the data. On average, 
about 6 components were removed for each subject (ranging from 3 to 9 
components). Subsequently, the remaining components were projected back 
to sensor space. 

5.2.6.3 ERF
MEG data was time-locked to perturbation onset, or, for the control trials, 

to a randomly chosen time point (see behavioral analysis). Every trial was 
filtered using a zero-phase forward windowed sinc FIR filter with a Hamming 
window and a 1-40Hz passband. Subsequently, the data was cut into time 
windows from -1s to 2s after perturbation onset, de-trended, averaged per 
condition and per participant and transformed to synthetic planar gradients 
(Bastiaansen & Knosche, 2000).

An additional analysis examined the neural correlates of the distinction 
between following and opposing responses to the altered auditory feedback. 
Trials were classified as having either an opposing or a following response 
(see chapter 4). As the distribution of trials was very uneven between 
the opposing and following classes, the following procedure was used to 
enable statistical comparison between the neural responses for opposing 
and following trials. For every participant, the minimum number of trials 
in a response class was determined (most often this was in the following-
response class). Five random subsets of that number of trials were selected 
from the other response class. The event-related field (ERF) response for 
that response class was calculated by averaging the ERF across the five 
trial subsets. This way, each ERF was calculated by averaging, within each 
participant, over the same number of trials in both response classes.
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5.2.6.4 TFR
For the time-frequency analyses, the data (-1s to 2s after perturbation 

onset) was de-meaned and transformed to the frequency domain using 
a sliding 500ms Hanning tapered window, sliding in steps of 50ms from 
-500ms to 1500ms after perturbation onset. The frequency band of interest 
ranged from 2Hz up to 30Hz (in steps of 2Hz). Before transformation, the 
input was zero-padded to 4s.

5.2.6.5 Statistical inference
For statistical inference, a non-parametric permutation test was 

performed with a clustering method to correct for multiple comparisons 
(Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). This was done for the data 0-1s after 
perturbation onset to determine whether there was a difference between the 
perturbation and the control condition within the speaking task. Samples for 
which the contrast Perturbation - Control exceeded an uncorrected α level of 
.05 were spatiotemporally clustered.  Cluster-level statistics were calculated 
by summing the t-statistics. Next, a permutation distribution of statistics 
was calculated by randomly exchanging data between the conditions, and 
calculating the maximal positive and negative cluster-level statistics for 
every permutation (for a total of 1,000 permutations). The observed cluster-
level statistic was tested against the permutation distribution.

In order to compare the ERF results of the speaking and the listening 
tasks across conditions, the average activity was calculated for every subject 
in both tasks and both conditions on a 100ms time window centered at 
the point of maximal t-value (averaged across channels) for the contrast 
perturbation-control in the speaking task at group level. This was done 
both for the maximal t value after perturbation onset (170ms) and after 
perturbation offset (627ms). The resulting average activity values were 
entered in 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs (one for the averages after 
perturbation onset, and one for perturbation offset), with factors Task 
(speak vs. listen) and Condition (perturbation vs. control). Post-hoc t-tests 
were carried out to compare the perturbation and control trials within the 
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listening task.

5.2.6.6 MRI processing
In order to estimate source-level activity, we co-registered the anatomical 

MRI to the MEG sensors. This was achieved by identifying in the MRI the 
anatomical locations that were used to place the head localization coils during 
the MEG measurement (left/right ear canal, and nasion). Subsequently, the 
aligned image was used to create (1) a volume conduction model based on 
a single shell model of the inner surface of the skull, and (2) a description 
of the cortical surface, using Freesurfer 5.1 (Dale, Fischl, & Sereno, 1999). 
The individual cortical surfaces were surface-registered to a template 
and downsampled to 4002 nodes per hemisphere, using the Connectome 
Workbench software (http://www.humanconnectome.org/connectome/
connectome-workbench.html).

5.2.6.7 Beamforming
The sensor-level results were projected onto the individual cortical 

surfaces using beamforming techniques. Data visualization was performed 
using the Connectome Workbench of the Human Connectome Project (http://
www.humanconnectome.org/connectome/connectome-workbench.html). 
For the event-related data, we used a time-domain beamformer (LCMV). The 
data covariance was calculated across a time window ranging from -150ms 
to 800ms after perturbation onset across both (perturbation and control) 
conditions. Spatial filters were calculated, based on the forward solution, and 
a regularized inverse of the covariance matrix, averaged across conditions 
(the regularization parameter was set to 10% of the average sensor signal 
variance). Next, for each condition separately, the common spatial filter 
was used to estimate the source activity for three time windows of interest: 
perturbation onset (100-250ms), perturbation offset (550-700ms) and 
intermediate (300-400ms).

For the time-frequency results, a frequency-domain beamformer (DICS) 
was used. The data was de-meaned and the cross-spectral density was 
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calculated over a 1.5s time window (-500ms to 1,000ms), across conditions, 
centered on 7Hz for the θ band (bandwidth 4-10Hz), and on 17Hz for the β 
band (bandwidth 14-20Hz), using dpss tapers. The resulting cross-spectral 
densities were combined with the forward solution to calculate frequency 
band-specific spatial filters (regularization parameter was at 10%). Next, 
condition-specific cross-spectral densities were calculated over the time 
window 0-500ms, and combined with the common spatial filters to obtain 
condition-specific source estimates.

5.3 RESULTS

5. 3.1 Behavioral responses
Overall, participants compensated for the pitch increase in the 

perturbation trials by lowering their pitch (Figure 5.1). A cluster-based 
permutation test revealed that participants’ pitch contour in the perturbation 
trials was different from the control trials (p = 0.002). This difference was 
mainly driven by a cluster lasting from 144ms to 765ms after perturbation 
onset. For a more extended analysis of the behavioral results in terms of 
opposing and following responses, see chapter 4. Results from the debriefing 
questionnaire revealed that none of the participants was aware of any pitch 
perturbations in the auditory feedback.
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Fig. 5.1. Average pitch contour in perturbation and control trials. For the perturbation trials, the 
perturbation started at 0s and lasted until 0.5s.
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5.3.2 ERF
The main analyses collapsed over both behavioral response types 

(following and opposing). Overall, the event-related fields show a response 
to both perturbation onset and offset in the speaking task, but not in the 
listening task (Figure 5.2). A cluster-based permutation test on the speaking 
task data within 1s after perturbation onset revealed a significant difference 
between perturbation and control trials (p < 0.001). This difference was 
mainly driven by an increase in activity in the perturbation condition after 
both perturbation onset (from about 85ms after speech onset to about 
250ms) and perturbation offset (550ms-850ms). 

The topography plots for the speaking task (Figure 5.3) show a mainly 
right-lateralized pattern in both time windows. A smaller left-lateralized 
cluster of increased activity in perturbation vs. control trials was found in 
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a later time window (300-400ms). There was no clear similar cluster after 
offset that emerged from the cluster analysis, although note that the main 
cluster after perturbation offset lasted relatively long, until about 850ms 
after perturbation onset, that is 350ms after perturbation offset. Figure 
5.3 suggests that activity in this last part of the offset-related cluster (800-
900ms) was also left-lateralized. The topography plots for the listening task 
(Figure 5.4) show that there is little difference, if anything, between the 
perturbation and control conditions.

A comparison of MEG activity in speaking and listening tasks across 
conditions (Figure 5.5) showed an interaction between task and condition 
in both the onset-related time window (F(1, 35) = 17.362, p < 0.001) and 
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Fig. 5.3. Topography plots of the difference (perturbation – control) in the speaking task per 100ms, from 
-200ms to -100ms (top left) to 800ms-900ms (bottom right). For the perturbation trials, the perturbation 
started at 0s and lasted until 0.5s.
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the offset-related time window (F(1, 35) = 15.449, p < 0.001). Post-hoc 
t-tests within the listening task showed that neither the difference between 
perturbation and control conditions in the onset-related time window (t(1, 
35) = 2.01, n.s., uncorrected), nor the difference in the offset-related time 
window (t(1, 35) = -1.68, n.s., uncorrected) led to a significant overall change 
in MEG activity.

An LCMV beamformer was used to project the sensor-level activity of the 
speaking task in three windows of interest (onset: 100-250ms; offset: 550-
700ms; and a third time window: 300-400ms) onto the cortical surface. The 
results are depicted in Figure 5.6. Both perturbation onset and perturbation 
offset-related activity increases were localized to superior temporal and 
inferior frontal areas, lateralized to the right hemisphere. Activity over the 
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Fig. 5.4. Topography plots of the difference (perturbation – control) in the listening task per 100ms, from 
-200ms to -100ms (top left) to 800ms-900ms (bottom right). For the perturbation trials, the perturbation 
started at 0s and lasted until 0.5s.
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300-400ms time window showed increased activity in areas around the 
central sulcus in the left hemisphere.
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Fig. 5.5. Average activity across channels in a 100ms time window after perturbation onset (left, centered 
at 170ms) and after perturbation offset (right, centered at 627ms). Error bars indicate standard errors. 
There was a significant interaction between task and condition in both time windows.

5.3.3 TFR
A time-frequency analysis of the data time-locked to perturbation onset 

shows event-related power changes across the low frequency range. Figure 
5.7 shows the contrast (uncorrected t-values) of these power changes 
between perturbation and control trials. A cluster-based permutation test 
revealed that there was a significant power increase in the perturbation 
condition, relative to the control condition (p = 0.041), which was mainly 
driven by increased power in the θ (4-8Hz) and a lower β (12-16Hz) band. 

Topography (Figure 5.8) and source-level (Figure 5.9) plots indicate 
involvement of sensorimotor areas. The results of the DICS beamformer 
(Figure 5.9) suggest that θ band activity was associated mostly with areas 
around inferior primary motor and somatosensory cortical areas (parts of 
Brodmann areas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6), whereas the lower β band power increase 
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Fig. 5.6. Source-level event-related fields over the time windows 100-250ms (top), 300-400ms (middle) 
and 550-700ms (bottom). Right hemispheres on the right and left hemispheres on the left. The colors 
indicate the contrast (perturbation - control) / baseline and are thresholded.
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Fig. 5.7. Average t values indicating power changes in the perturbation condition, relative to the control 
condition, across the lower frequencies. Data was time-locked to perturbation onset. The left graph 
shows the power changes averaged across 10 channels (see marked channels in Figure 5.8) that were 
especially sensitive to the θ power difference (4-10 Hz, 0-0.5s), the right graph does the same for the β 
window (14-20Hz, 0-0.5s).
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Fig. 5.8. Topography plots of θ band (4-10Hz, left) and β band (14-20Hz, right) power increase in 
perturbation trials compared to control trials. Colors indicate average t-values over 0-500ms after 
perturbation onset. The channels selected for the average spectrograms in Figure 5.7 are marked.

Fig. 5.9. Source-level projections of θ band (left, 4-10Hz, 0-500ms) and β band (right, 14-20Hz, 0-500ms) 
perturbation-related power increases on the right hemisphere.

was projected onto more superior motor areas (parts of Brodmann areas 4 
and 6).  

5.3.4 Neural correlates of behavioral response type
As a secondary analysis, trials were classified as following (when the 

participant’s behavioral response followed the direction of the feedback 
pitch perturbation) or as opposing (when the participant behaviorally 
opposed the pitch perturbation). Figure 5.10 shows the event-related 
field responses corresponding to opposing and following trials. A cluster-
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based permutation test revealed the ERF for following and opposing trials 
significantly differed from each other (p = 0.02). From the figure, it can be 
observed that this difference was mainly driven by a difference in the activity 
over central channels from 100 to 250ms after perturbation onset. A second, 
smaller, cluster that showed up between roughly 550ms-650ms was hard to 
interpret in the current paradigm given its posterior location. Also, it would 
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Fig. 5.10.  Top left: event-related field responses to opposing (blue) and following (red) trials, averaged 
across the channels highlighted in the topography plot. Perturbation onset is at 0ms. Bottom left: 
topography plot of the condition difference opposing – following, average over the time window 100-
250ms. Highlighted channels are the channels used for the top left plot. Right: source plots (top to 
bottom: left lateral view, left medial, right lateral, right medial) of the results of a LCMV beamformer. 
Colors indicate the difference (opposing – following)/(common_baseline) and are thresholded at values 
-4 and 4.
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be hard to interpret neural activity around 550ms-650ms that is linked to 
an earlier behavioral response. The topography of our main cluster (100ms-
250ms) suggests the activity difference originates from motor-related areas. 
The results of a beamforming analysis (shown on the right side of Figure 
5.10) suggests the motor-related area involved may be the supplementary 
motor area (SMA). Other areas, mainly the bilateral ventromedial prefrontal 
cortices (vmPFC) and areas in the right middle temporal lobe, show up in 
the beamforming analysis, though these are not as clear from the results of 
the sensor-level topography plot. In addition, given that MEG is less sensitive 
to activity in deeper brain areas (compared to EEG or fMRI), especially the 
activity in vmPFC should be interpreted with caution. The activity in the 
right temporal lobe may be related to sensorimotor processing, although it 
is located more anterior compared to our main findings (Figure 5.6). Note 
that the areas in this additional analysis in general do not overlap with our 
main analysis, which collapsed across following and opposing trials. This 
indicates that our main findings are valid for both response types (following 
and opposing), and that activity in these areas, including SMA and anterior 
temporal areas, are especially sensitive to the response types, without 
showing an overall (response type-independent) effect.

5.4 DISCUSSION

In the current study, the neural correlates of perceiving and responding 
to an unexpected feedback pitch shift were investigated. While none of the 
participants were consciously aware of the pitch shifts, they did respond to 
the perturbation, both behaviorally and at the neural level. This suggests that 
both types of response reflect an unconscious auditory processing stream 
(Hafke, 2008). At the neural level, results showed a strong time-locked 
response in auditory areas to both perturbation onset and offset, as well as 
power increases in both the θ and the lower β band during the perturbation. 
These power increases were localized to frontal motor-related areas.

Behaviorally, participants responded to the perturbation by compensating 
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for about 20% of the pitch shift on average. This finding is consistent with 
the vast literature on altered auditory feedback, and supports cognitive 
models hypothesizing that sensory feedback is continuously monitored to 
update and maintain adequate motor commands, both within and outside 
the domain of speech production (Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Tourville & 
Guenther, 2011; Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000).

At the neural level, event-related fields showed a response to both 
perturbation onset and offset, as well as a smaller left-lateralized response 
at a longer latency after perturbation onset (and a similar one after 
perturbation offset, though not analyzed). Source reconstructions suggest 
that the onset- and offset-related responses were generated around bilateral 
auditory cortical areas, with a stronger effect in the right hemisphere. The 
right-lateralized effect is in line with the well-established view that the right 
hemisphere is dominant in pitch processing (Johnsrude, Penhune, & Zatorre, 
2000; Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, & Gjedde, 1992). 

In line with previous studies of pitch perturbations in auditory feedback 
(Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Liu et al., 2011), the results presented in the 
current study and their associated source reconstructions suggest the onset- 
and offset-related responses include, but may not be limited to, detection 
of the pitch shift and/or prediction-feedback discrepancy by auditory and 
surrounding sensorimotor areas. Interestingly, these responses are not solely 
due to auditory detection, as participants did not show the same results in the 
listening task. This suggests that auditory cortical areas are especially tuned 
to these pitch shifts during speech production. Note that previous studies of 
pitch change detection or detection of auditory mismatches in general find 
similar patterns. EEG studies of auditory mismatch detection have found the 
so-called mismatch negativity (MMN), a negativity response to an auditory 
oddball that peaks about 150-250ms after stimulus onset (Näätänen, Gaillard, 
& Mäntysalo, 1978; Näätänen, Paavilainen, Rinne, & Alho, 2007). This timing 
corresponds well to what we find here, although multiple components may 
overlap. Functional magnetic resonance imaging has suggested that these 
MMNs are generated by a number of different sources, including superior 
temporal and surrounding areas (Molholm, Martinez, Ritter, Javitt, & Foxe, 
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2005), which corresponds well to the source reconstructions of the onset- 
and offset-related responses reported here.

The ERF results reported here show, surprisingly, a stronger response to 
the offset of perturbation, compared to the onset of perturbation. In the light 
of an internal forward model, the ERF peaks reflect a comparison between 
the observed speech output and the predicted outcome as generated by 
the forward model. As the speaker adapted his/her speech output in order 
to minimize the prediction error due to the perturbation, the offset of the 
perturbation effectively introduces a new (reversed) perturbation. This 
new perturbation then again would trigger the detection of a pitch change 
at the neural level, although the difference in magnitude with the onset-
related response is unexpected. If we consider the perturbation onsets and 
offsets as two consecutive pitch shifts, three aspects may be important in 
the distinction between them: (1) the order (the mere fact that the offset 
pitch shift is the second, and therefore is following another pitch shift), (2) 
regularity (the presence and timing of the onset pitch shift is unpredictable, 
but if there is an onset pitch shift, there will always be an offset pitch shift 
500ms later), and (3) time delay from speech onset. We may relate this to 
the phenomenon of repetition enhancement, where the neural response to 
a repeated stimulus is enhanced (as opposed to the perhaps more widely 
known repetition suppression). Although the factors that determine whether 
repetition leads to suppression or enhancement are not so clearcut (Segaert, 
Weber, de Lange, Petersson, & Hagoort, 2013), attention has been shown 
to be able to boost neural activity (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Nakamura, 
Dehaene, Jobert, Le Bihan, & Kouider, 2007). Segaert et al. (2013) also 
suggest that there are good theoretical reasons to expect selective attention 
could lead to enhancement effects. Note that although our participants 
were not aware (even after the experiment) of any pitch manipulations, the 
pitch matching task explicitly drew their attention to their pitch, and a first, 
unexpected, pitch shift might have unconsciously triggered more attention 
to the pitch tracking task, and hence to the pitch of the auditory feedback. 
Although usually it has been found that a regular second stimulus (like our 
second shift, the perturbation offset) leads to neural suppression, maybe the 
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absence of conscious awareness of the pitch shifts does not trigger repetition 
suppression. In addition, the pitch shifts in this experiment are of course not 
repetitions in the strict sense. In fact, the second pitch shift has the opposite 
direction, which perhaps leads to an enhancement rather than neural 
suppression. Finally, the second pitch shift simply occurs later, that is there 
is a longer delay between speech onset and perturbation offset compared 
to perturbation onset. As the pitch contour is more variable close to speech 
onset, the perturbation onset shift may be less salient to the (unconscious) 
speech processing machinery, compared to the perturbation offset.

The smaller ERF peak at 300-400ms after perturbation onset was 
localized to left (pre)motor and somatosensory areas. This suggests that this 
response may be related to the motor response, that is, to the behavioral 
compensatory response. There was no clear similar left-lateralized cluster 
after perturbation offset, but the early offset-related cluster may have 
included this response, especially given the left-lateralized topography in 
800-900ms in Figure 5.3. Although most research has focused on a right-
lateralized network involved in pitch-shifted feedback processing, some 
fMRI studies have reported activity in similar left-hemisphere areas. In one 
study, participants vocalized /a/ for 5s while their feedback pitch could be 
randomly shifted up or down from the original pitch two or three times in 
a trial (Toyomura et al., 2007). Participants were explicitly instructed to 
compensate for these feedback shifts. Increased activity in the left premotor 
area was reported in the perturbation condition (compared to a control 
condition). Behroozmand, Shebek, et al. (2015) used a similar experimental 
paradigm and found (amongst other regions) increased activity in the left 
superior temporal gyrus during 600 cent pitch shifts. Interestingly, the BOLD 
response in the bilateral superior temporal gyri and the left precentral gyrus 
was positively correlated with the magnitude of the vocal response. This 
suggests that responses in these areas are related to the behavioral response. 
Although most electrophysiological studies have used much shorter pitch 
shifts (mostly 200 ms) and do not report responses at these latencies, Kort, 
Nagarajan & Houde (2014) have reported some speaking-specific responses 
at longer latencies as well. In an MEG study, they report increased activity in 
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response to a feedback pitch shift in left superior temporal gyrus, left ventral 
supramarginal gyrus, as well as in left and right premotor cortices. As these 
responses occur after the onset of the behavioral response, they cannot be 
related to preparing the vocal response. Kort et al. (2014) suggest that this 
might reflect the efference copy of the corrected motor plan being fed back 
to the auditory cortex. Note that more general, speech production models 
like DIVA (Tourville & Guenther, 2011) and the state feedback control model 
(Houde & Nagarajan, 2011) also include these areas, although without 
lateralization. For example, DIVA posits articulator velocity and position 
maps in the bilateral ventral motor cortices, while the state feedback 
control model (Houde & Nagarajan, 2011) posits the premotor cortices as 
an intermediary, supporting prediction and correction processes running 
between motor and sensory areas. Therefore, we suggest the left-lateralized 
response found in this study may be related to the implementation of a 
behavioral/motor response to the perturbation.

Overall, the results from the event-related field analyses show right-
lateralized responses in auditory cortices and surrounding areas to both 
pitch perturbation onset and offset, as well as a left-lateralized response 
in motor-related areas around 300ms after perturbation onset. A similar 
response could be seen around 300ms after perturbation offset (800-900ms 
in Figure 5.3). These results suggest an interconnected sensory-motor 
network that supports auditory-motor integration, including auditory and 
motor-related areas in both hemispheres. 

The present study adds to the literature by investigating not only the 
event-related neural effects, but also by looking at both evoked and induced 
effects in a time-frequency analysis. The results showed evidence of increased 
θ and β band power during and/or after feedback pitch perturbation. The θ 
band power increase is in line with the suggestion of Behroozmand et al. 
(2015), that increased θ band power reflects “mechanisms by which humans 
incorporate auditory feedback to control their voice pitch” (p. 10). The 
source-level projection of the θ band increase in the current study suggested 
a source in inferior motor areas and/or the posterior temporal areas. This 
is in line with the hypothesis that auditory and motor-related areas are 
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jointly involved in feedback-based vocal pitch adjustments. In addition, the 
current study extends the previous finding by Behroozmand et al. (2015) 
by using small feedback perturbations (so listeners were not aware of the 
perturbation), as well as by projecting the sensor-level data onto the cortical 
surface, and therefore showing the θ band power is primarily localized to 
lower motor and somatosensory cortical areas.

Furthermore, a power increase in the lower β band was found. This 
frequency band showed a power increase that did not extend beyond the 
perturbation offset, in contrast to the θ band result. To the best of our 
knowledge, a β band increase has not been described previously in an altered 
auditory feedback paradigm. One reason may be that many previous studies 
have used much shorter pitch perturbations (100-200ms), and thus are less 
equipped to demonstrate reliable β modulation during the perturbation. 
However, β band neural activity has been studied in relation to both motor 
and auditory processing more generally. Specifically, Koelewijn, van Schie, 
Bekkering et al. (2008) have suggested that β oscillations in the motor 
cortex are modulated by the correctness of observed actions. Participants 
in their study were asked to observe actions (button presses) that could 
be correct or incorrect. They found that while β power was suppressed 
during the action, β power showed a stronger rebound for incorrect actions 
compared to correct ones. The authors suggest that the increased β rebound 
may reflect active inhibition of the motor system after the detection of an 
erroneous action. Relating that to the present study, one might speculate that 
increased β power could reflect the detection of erroneous pitch production 
(thus an incorrect speech action). The source projection also supports an 
interpretation as involvement in motor activity and/or planning, with the 
main source located in more superior (pre)motor cortical areas.

Modulation of β power has also been relatively well documented in the 
literature on auditory beat processing (Fujioka, Trainor, Large, & Ross, 2009; 
Iversen, Repp, & Patel, 2009). Specifically, Iversen et al. suggest that β band 
oscillations play a role in motor-auditory interactions, and especially in 
motor cognition effects on auditory perception. Auditory-motor interaction 
is a crucial aspect of the current paradigm, as an unexpected auditory event 
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(pitch perturbation) led to motor adjustments. The increase in β power could 
therefore be reflecting additional motor-auditory interactions as a result of 
the unexpected pitch shift. Interestingly, a recent EEG study found a change 
in induced β power to be related to an unpredicted pitch change in a rhythmic 
tone sequence (Chang, Bosnyak, & Trainor, 2016). They found a β increase 
after a tone that deviated in pitch from what was expected, and suggest β 
oscillations play a role in sensory prediction for both what will occur as well 
as when it will occur. In the present study as well, β oscillations could be 
related to the prediction of the sensory consequences of a vocalization action 
(i.e., the forward model), and thus a β increase may reflect the detection of a 
prediction error with regards to the sensory predictions. Note, however, that 
the source of the β increase in the present study was in motor areas, while 
most studies of auditory β have shown the β increase in auditory cortex or 
surrounding areas.

So two possible accounts of the role of β power in the current paradigm 
emerge: (1) error detection similar to error monitoring in the action literature 
or (2) auditory prediction as suggested by the literature on auditory beat 
processing. Future studies could try to disentangle these hypotheses. If 
increased β power is related to auditory prediction, it should be modulated 
by predictability of the pitch perturbation (see for example the consistency 
manipulation in chapter 3), while it should remain stable if it reflects only 
action error monitoring. Note that both accounts seem in contrast to the 
recently proposed hypothesis that β oscillations reflect the maintenance of 
the current cognitive set (Engel & Fries, 2010; Lewis & Bastiaansen, 2015; 
Lewis, Schoffelen, Schriefers, & Bastiaansen, 2016). Maintaining the current 
cognitive set seems at odds with a change in ongoing vocalization due to an 
unexpected change in auditory feedback. On the other hand, one could argue 
that increased β band activity in the current study reflects an increased 
need of maintaining the current articulatory goals (e.g., the target pitch) in 
the context of unexpected feedback. Future research should examine more 
closely to what extent β band activity under altered auditory feedback is at 
odds with the β maintenance hypothesis.

Finally, in line with the behavioral results reported in chapter 4, 
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a secondary analysis investigated the neural correlates of the type of 
behavioral response to the pitch shift. The results showed an increased 
ERF response for the opposing responses (or a decrease for the following 
responses), shortly after perturbation onset. The locus of this effect seemed 
to include the supplementary motor area (SMA), amongst some other areas, 
such as the right middle temporal lobe. According to the DIVA model, SMA 
is involved in an initiation circuit, which ensures that articulations start at 
the right time and are timed correctly. In the current study, increased SMA 
activity during opposing responses may possibly signal the initiation of an 
opposing behavioral response. However, also in the following trials there 
was a behavioral response, though simply in the other direction. It is unclear 
why SMA activity distinguished between the two trial types. It is possible 
that following responses do not require initiation of a new, compensatory 
action, but instead reflect simple ongoing convergence to an external 
auditory stimulus, while opposing responses are generated by the initiation 
of a new articulatory action. Further research should try to clarify what the 
role of the increased SMA activity is with respect to following vs. opposing 
behavioral responses. The results in the previous chapter suggested the 
difference between following and opposing responses may be related to the 
state of the speech system at perturbation onset. An experiment where the 
perturbation would be conditional on the state of the speech production 
system could clarify whether SMA activity varies as a function of the system’s 
state. Note that there were no other differences between following and 
opposing responses, suggesting that the main results reported in the current 
chapter are representative of both following and opposing trials.

The current study explored the neural underpinnings of auditory feedback 
processing during speech production. The study found that even without 
conscious awareness, speakers compensate for unexpected pitch shifts 
in auditory feedback. At the neural level, a strong short-latency response 
is found in auditory cortices reflecting the detection of the unexpected 
pitch. At a longer latency, neural activity associated with preparation or 
implementation of motor compensation was observed in left pre-motor 
areas. In addition, a power increase in both θ and β bands occurred as a 
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response to the pitch perturbation. The θ power effect concurs with the 
literature and suggests the involvement of mechanisms which incorporate 
auditory feedback in voice control. We extend this literature by showing that 
the increased θ power is indeed related to automatic, unconscious, pitch 
processing, and by localizing it to motor-related cortical areas. To the best 
of our knowledge, this study is the first that shows an increase in β power 
in an altered auditory feedback paradigm. Increased β power may reflect 
motor error-monitoring or auditory prediction mechanisms. Overall, the 
results reported here are in line with current models of speech production, 
which posit that auditory feedback is constantly monitored during speech 
production. Even small unexpected errors are quickly detected by the 
auditory system and may lead to subsequent behavioral changes through 
increased auditory-motor interaction.
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ABSTRACT

One of the most daunting tasks of a listener is to map a continuous audi-
tory stream onto known speech sound categories and lexical items. A major 
issue with this mapping problem is the variability in the acoustic realizations 
of sound categories, both within and across speakers. Past research has sug-
gested listeners may use visual information (e.g., lip-reading) to calibrate these 
speech categories to the current speaker. Previous studies have focused on 
audiovisual recalibration of consonant categories. The present study explores 
whether vowel categorization, which is known to show less sharply defined 
category boundaries, also benefit from visual cues. Participants were exposed 
to videos of a speaker pronouncing one out of two vowels, paired with audio 
that was ambiguous between the two vowels. After exposure, it was found that 
participants had recalibrated their vowel categories. In addition, individual 
variability in audiovisual recalibration is discussed. It is suggested that lis-
teners’ category sharpness may be related to the weight they assign to visual 
information in audiovisual speech perception. Specifically, listeners with less 
sharp categories assign more weight to visual information during audiovisual 
speech recognition.

This chapter is based on:
Franken, M. K., Eisner, F., Schoffelen, J.-M., Acheson, D. J., Hagoort, P., & McQueen, J. M. (2017). Audiovisual 

recalibration of vowel categories. In Proceedings of InterSpeech, Stockholm, Sweden.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

Speech perception is a remarkably complex skill. One of the most obvious 
issues every listener has to deal with is the enormous amount of variability 
in the speech signal. Acoustic variability in the speech signal is due to various 
factors, including the phonological context, the speaker’s mood, speaker 
idiosyncrasies, the speaker’s accent or dialect, etc. 

One way in which listeners can deal with this variability in the acoustic 
signal is by recalibrating speech sound categories using additional sources 
of information (Nearey, 1989). For example, the so-called Ganong effect 
shows that listeners may use lexical information to bias speech perception 
(Ganong & F., 1980). A number of studies exposed listeners to a series of 
words where one consonant was replaced with an ambiguous sound. For 
example, Dutch listeners were presented with words like <witlo?>, where 
<?> represents a sound ambiguous between /f/ and /s/, making the word 
ambiguous between <witlof> (“chicory”) and <witlos> (a pseudoword). The 
results showed that after exposure to a series of these items (where an /f/ 
interpretation would yield a known lexical item while the alternative /s/ 
interpretation would yield a pseudoword), listeners were biased to interpret 
the ambiguous sound as /f/, also subsequently in pseudowords, showing 
that they used lexical information to recalibrate speech categories (Eisner & 
McQueen, 2005; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003).

Another example is so-called audiovisual recalibration. This refers to 
listeners using visual (e.g. lip-reading) information to recalibrate speech 
perception. In these studies, listeners are exposed to videos of a speaker 
pronouncing a series of pseudowords. While the audio included an ambiguous 
consonant (for example, /a?a/, ambiguous between /aba/ and /ada/), the 
video was unambiguous in showing the speaker articulating either /aba/ or 
/ada/. Thus the visual information biased towards one of the two possible 
interpretations (for example, visual lip closure would bias towards /aba/). 
The results suggested that listeners had recalibrated their speech categories 
in a subsequent audio-only labeling task. Therefore, audiovisual information 
also may lead to recalibration of speech categories (Bertelson, Vroomen, 
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& De Gelder, 2003; Ley et al., 2012). A recent study compared lexical and 
audiovisual recalibration (van Linden & Vroomen, 2007).

The present study adds to the literature by investigating audiovisual 
recalibration in vowel categories. While all studies mentioned above have 
focused on audiovisual recalibration of consonant categories, this study 
investigates whether similar results hold for vowel categories. With respect 
to lexically-guided recalibration, recent studies have already shown that it 
occurs with vowel categories (Chládková, Podlipský, & Chionidou, 2017; 
Maye, Aslin, & Tanenhaus, 2008; McQueen & Mitterer, 2005). In the present 
paper, we investigate whether this holds for audiovisual recalibration as 
well. In addition, it is well established that vowel categories are less sharply 
defined and may be less stable compared to consonant categories (Kuhl, 
1991). One may wonder whether the stability of phoneme categories (i.e., 
the “sharpness” of the phoneme boundaries) may affect this recalibration. If 
so, this may lead to two contrastive hypotheses. If the phoneme boundary is 
less sharp, this means the category is less clearly defined, and hence it could 
be more open to moving around. This would suggest listeners with less sharp 
boundaries show stronger recalibration effects. On the other hand, one could 
argue that if one has a sharp boundary and there is visual information that 
the boundary needs to move, one may be more likely to move it. This then 
would lead to stronger recalibration for listeners with sharper boundaries.

6.2 METHODS

6.2.1 Participants
10 native Dutch participants (7 females; age: M = 23 (SD = 4.06)) were 

recruited and provided informed consent according to the declaration of 
Helsinki. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two participant 
groups (5 participants in each group).

6.2.2 Materials
A 22-step vowel continuum was created using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 
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2013). An original recording of the Dutch vowel /e:/ (spoken in context 
as /kapek/) was chosen and its source signal was extracted using linear 
predictive coding (LPC) and inverse filtering. The filter was manipulated 
by decreasing both F2 and F3 in 22 steps. The filter was then recombined 
with the source signal. The resulting vowels were recombined with the 
phonological context /kap_k/, resulting in a /kapek/-/kapøk/ continuum. So 
the whole continuum was created by manipulating F2 and F3 from a single /
kapek/ recording. Both endpoints of the continuum are nonwords in Dutch.

Video stimuli were created by pairing each step of the audio vowel 
continuum with a video of the speaker’s mouth articulating either /kapek/ 
(where the critical second vowel, /e/, is unrounded) or /kapøk/ (where the 
critical second vowel, /ø/, is rounded and hence visually distinct from /e/). 
This was the same speaker as in the auditory stimuli. Catch trial videos were 
created by adding a white dot (appearing for one frame only) in the middle 
of the video.

6.2.3 Paradigm
After instructions, participants were presented with a calibration block 

(audio only stimuli), a pre-test block (audio only stimuli), and then three to 
six (5 participants in each case) cycles alternating between exposure blocks 
(audiovisual stimuli) and post-test blocks (audio only stimuli).

In the calibration block, 12 steps along the continuum were presented 
(each 10 times) with a randomized order in a 2-alternative forced choice 
(2AFC) classification task. Participants were required to classify the 
stimulus as either /kapek/ or /kapøk/ by button press. For every participant 
individually, the most ambiguous step on the continuum (step x) and 
two neighboring steps (step x-2, x+2) were used in the remainder of the 
experiment. Step x-2 is closer to the /e/, and step x+2 is closer to /ø/.

In the pre-test, the same 2AFC classification task was used, this time 
including only the three most ambiguous steps (x, x-2, x+2). Each was 
presented 20 times, in randomized order.

In each exposure block, 20 videos were presented in a between-
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participant design. Videos were selected for each participant based on 
the participant group and their calibration phase data. For the /e/ group, 
videos of /e/ articulation (/kapek/) were paired with the audio of the most 
ambiguous step (step x), while videos of an /ø/ articulation (/kapøk/) were 
paired with an unambiguous /ø/ audio (step 22). In the /ø/ group, the /ø/ 
video was paired with the ambiguous audio (step x), while the /e/ video was 
paired with unambiguous /e/ audio (step 1). In every 20-trial block, two 
videos were catch videos (with a white dot). Participants were instructed to 
press a button as soon as they detected the white dot, in order to make sure 
they were looking at the videos.

The post-tests were similar in stimuli and task to the pre-test, but 
consisted only of 6 trials each (or 12 for half of the participants, but only the 
first 6 were analyzed). Exposure and post-test blocks alternated.

6.2.4 Analysis
All analyses were performed in R (R Core Team, 2013). For the calibration 

phase, a logistic regression was applied to determine the most ambiguous 
step along the continuum for every participant. This was defined as the step 
closest to the 50% cut-off of the logistic regression curve (i.e., the point along 
the continuum that would be classified by the participant as /ø/ in 50% of 
the cases). This step and two nearby steps (steps x, x-2, x+2) were used in the 
other blocks of the experiment.

 For the pre-test and the post-tests, a generalized (binomial) linear mixed 
model was fitted to the data using a Laplace approximation with the R ‘lme4’ 
package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). Post-hoc investigation 
of the interaction term was performed using Holm’s method for multiple 
comparison correction.

Finally, in order to take a closer look at individual variability, we compared 
the steepness of each participant’s logistic curve fitted to their calibration 
phase data (i.e., the sharpness of the phonemic category boundary) with that 
participant’s learning effect. The latter was quantified as the absolute value 
of the by-participant random slope coefficients for Time (pre- vs. post-test) 
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from the generalized mixed model fitted to the data from pre- and post-tests.

6.3 RESULTS

Figure 6.1 shows the results over participants in the calibration block. 
The most ambiguous steps ranged across participants from step 6 to step 
10. Based on the logistic regression, a logistic curve was fitted for each 
participant, as shown in Figure 6.1. These logistic curves vary across 
participants by two parameters, describing the boundary location (the point 
where the curve crosses the 0.50 line) and the boundary sharpness (the 
steepness of the curve).

Subsequently, the average percentages of /ø/ responses were calculated 
as a function of stimulus, test time (pre-test vs. post-test) and participant 
group. Figure 6.2 shows the results. Overall, the graph shows that most /ø/ 
percentages for the /e/ group (top row, /e/ group) decrease from pre-test 
to post-test, whereas this is not the case for the /ø/ group (bottom row, /ø/ 

Fig. 6.1. Calibration results across participants. Colors represent participants; lines represent logistic 
regression fitted curves.
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group). The clearest effects can be seen for stimulus step x (i.e., the most 
ambiguous vowel for each participant).

In order to explore the effects of the exposure to the video clips, we fitted 
a generalized mixed effects model to the data with fixed effects Time (pre vs. 
post), Group, and Stimulus, as well as their interaction terms, and a random 
intercept for participants and by-participants random slopes for Time. 
Analysis of the fixed effects estimates of the model shows significant main 
effects of Time (z = -2.87, p = .004), Group (z = 2.05, p = .040) and Stimulus (z 
= 8.48, p < .001), as well as a significant interaction between Group and Time 
(z = 2.26, p = .024). This suggests that the training affected the two participant 
groups differently. A closer analysis of the interaction effect revealed that 
while there was no significant difference between the pre-test and post-test 
for the /ø/ group (χ2(1) = .23, p = .63), the /e/ group did categorize stimuli 
significantly less often as /ø/ in the post-test compared to the pre-test (χ2(1) 
= 8.24, p = .0082), as was predicted. 

The secondary aim of this study was to look at whether boundary 
sharpness was associated with the amount of audiovisual recalibration. 
Two alternative hypotheses were put forward. On the one hand, less 
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Fig. 6.2. Percentage /ø/ responses as a function of participant, participant group, stimulus step, and test 
time.
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sharp boundaries could be freer to move around and therefore show more 
susceptibility to recalibration. On the other hand, less sharp boundaries 
might stay fuzzy under adaptation conditions and sharper boundaries 
might be more prone to recalibration. The boundary sharpness for each 
participant (steepness of the curves in Figure 6.1) tended to be associated 
with the participant’s learning effect. Specifically, as the boundary steepness 
decreased, the learning effect increased (Figure 6.3), which is in line with 
the first hypothesis. However, caution is warranted for this interpretation, 
given this association was not significant (Pearson’s r(8) = -.60, p = .069; 
Spearman’s ρ(8) = -.53, p = .12). 

Fig. 6.3. Individual amount of audiovisual recalibration as a function of phoneme boundary sharpness.
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6.4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated whether listeners would recalibrate vowel 
categories using audiovisual information. The results suggest that this is 
indeed the case: The audiovisual perceptual learning block led to different 
effects in the two participant groups. Specifically, the group that was exposed 
to /e/ videos paired with ambiguous audio showed a reduction in /ø/ 
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responses after perceptual learning. 
These results suggest that participants recalibrated their vowel 

categories by shifting the /e/-/ø/ phoneme boundary. Recalibration of 
phoneme categories is one way by which listeners can attempt to solve 
the mapping problem between the incoming acoustic signal and abstract 
phonological categories. This is in line with what previous studies showed 
with audiovisual recalibration in consonant categories (Bertelson et al., 
2003), with lexically-guided recalibration in vowel categories (Chládková et 
al., 2017; Maye et al., 2008; McQueen & Mitterer, 2005), and with the broader 
literature of what is known as cross-modal recalibration, for example in 
spatial cognition (Bedford, 1995).

The current data do not make it possible to investigate the temporal 
development of audiovisual recalibration. Previous studies on audiovisual 
recalibration in consonants have suggested that recalibration is a short-lived 
effect. A comparison between audiovisual and lexical recalibration suggested 
that audiovisual recalibration effects lived only for up to five test tokens after 
exposure (van Linden & Vroomen, 2007). The current study does not allow 
us to see whether this also holds for vowels, or whether the effect would 
last longer or shorter, given the less sharply defined phonemic boundaries in 
vowels than in consonants.

Closer investigation of the interaction between Time and Group suggested 
that only the /e/ group showed a difference between pre- and post-tests. 
The lack of audiovisual recalibration in the /ø/ group was unexpected. 
Inspection of individual participants’ results showed that there was quite 
some variability across participants, also within the /ø/ group. Interestingly, 
the results in Figure 6.2 show that for step x in the /ø/ group, three out of 
five participants did show a change from pre- to post-test in the expected 
direction (an increase), while the two participants that did not show this 
effect already were at 100% in the pre-test (so they could not have shown 
any increase). This suggests that the lack of a group-level recalibration for the 
/ø/ group is a ceiling effect: there simply was no way to show recalibration. 
The 100% /ø/ responses in the pre-test suggest that the calibration block 
at least for these two participants did not adequately estimate the phoneme 
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boundary. Moreover, also the other participants tended to show pre-test 
% /ø/ responses of over 50%, suggesting that step x may have been less 
ambiguous than was thought. One reason for this may be the asymmetry 
in the calibration stimulus materials. From Figure 6.1, it can be seen that 
all participants had their boundary in the left half of the continuum, and 
none of them categorized one of the four most /ø/-like stimuli (steps 16, 
18, 20, 22) less than 100% as /ø/. This asymmetry may lead to a bias in 
participants’ response patterns, as unbalanced exposure to two categories 
(e.g., more exposure to /ø/ stimuli compared to /e/) may bias subsequent 
categorization of these categories (as in selective adaptation (Eimas & Corbit, 
1973; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2016)) and therefore a mis-estimation of the 
boundary location. Future research should try to control for this bias, for 
example by excluding stimuli that don’t differentiate between participants.

Finally, a closer analysis of individual variability in the data suggested 
that the amount of recalibration may be associated with phoneme boundary 
sharpness (although this result definitely needs replication). Specifically, 
the present findings indicate that well-defined categories are more robust 
to audiovisual recalibration, whereas less sharply defined categories 
are more susceptible to be recalibrated through audiovisual integration. 
Assuming this result shows up more robustly in a better-powered study, this 
suggests that listeners with fuzzy category boundaries assign more weight 
to visual information during audiovisual speech recognition. This may be 
explained as participants with less well-defined boundaries may find stimuli 
straddling the category boundary to be more ambiguous and therefore these 
participants stand to gain more from visual information compared to the 
participants with sharper category boundaries. 

This study shows that listeners use visual information to recalibrate 
their vowel categories. This is in line with past research on consonants and 
lexically-guided recalibration, but extends it to vowel categories, which 
are known to have less sharply defined categorical boundaries. Moreover, 
although the current data do not warrant any strong conclusions about 
individual differences, it was suggested that individuals with fuzzy or 
less sharp perceptual category boundaries assign more weight to visual 
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information during audiovisual speech recognition and therefore show 
increased audiovisual recalibration. If this finding is corroborated, given that 
vowel categories have less sharp boundaries compared to consonants, there 
ought to be audiovisual recalibration for vowel categories, given consonants 
have shown audiovisual recalibration in previous research. This is indeed 
what was found in the current study.
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ABSTRACT

The relationship between speech perception and production is a debated 
issue in the speech sciences. A recent study (Lametti, Krol, Shiller, & Ostry, 
2014) suggested that explicit perceptual learning affects subsequent speech 
motor adaptation. The current study was set up to examine whether this rela-
tionship also holds for implicit perceptual learning. Participants were exposed 
to audiovisual speech samples, where the audio was ambiguous between /e/ 
and /ø/, while the video disambiguated the vowel in a between-participants 
audiovisual recalibration paradigm. This led participants that were exposed to 
/e/ videos matched with the ambiguous vowel to shift their phoneme bound-
ary towards /ø/. Subsequently, we tested whether this boundary shift would 
affect speech motor learning in an altered auditory feedback paradigm. If the 
boundary has been shifted by perceptual recalibration towards the vowel that 
is produced, the altered feedback would bring the perceived vowel closer to the 
phoneme boundary, which should lead to more speech adaptation. Alternative-
ly, if the boundary has been shifted away from the vowel being produced, this 
should lead to less speech adaptation. In contrast to the findings reported by 
Lametti et al., these hypotheses were not borne out. It is suggested that implicit 
perceptual learning may be talker- and stimulus-specific, and therefore does 
not generalize to speech production learning.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

The relation between speech perception and speech production is a 
hotly debated issue in the speech sciences. What is clear is that the relations 
between perceptual representations, acoustics, and articulation are complex. 
However, changes in speech perception, which is remarkably plastic, seem to 
have little direct impact on speech production. The current study examines 
the link between speech perception and speech production by examining 
whether implicit perceptual learning transfers to subsequent speech motor 
learning.

The plasticity of speech perception is clear from studies on lexically-
guided perceptual learning (Eisner & McQueen, 2005; Kraljic, Brennan, & 
Samuel, 2008; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003). For example, Norris et 
al. exposed Dutch listeners to /s/- or /f/-final Dutch words such as radijs, 
‘radish’, or witlof, ‘chicory’, where the final fricative was an ambiguous 
sound between /f/ and /s/. Subsequently, listeners altered their perceptual 
categorization of an [f]-[s] continuum depending on the lexical context during 
exposure: Listeners who heard the ambiguous fricative in a context where /f/ 
was expected identified it as /f/, whereas listeners who had heard it in /s/-
biased contexts treated it as /s/. This suggests that listeners adapted their 
categories by shifting the phoneme boundary in the appropriate direction. 
Similarly, when exposed to audiovisual stimuli, listeners may use cues from 
lip-reading to adapt perceptual categories (Bertelson, Vroomen, & De Gelder, 
2003; Ley et al., 2012; van Linden & Vroomen, 2007). In Bertelson et al., for 
example, listeners were exposed to videos of a speaker articulating /aba/ or 
/ada/, paired with audio that was ambiguous between the two. Subsequent 
identification tasks of the ambiguous auditory stimulus indicated that 
listeners had used the visual cues to adapt their auditory categories by 
shifting the phoneme boundary in the appropriate direction. 

The phenomena of lexically and audiovisually guided recalibration 
show that speech perception is very plastic. However, changes in perception 
seem to have little immediate impact on speech production. For example, 
listeners quickly come to understand speech in a foreign accent, yet they 
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don’t change their own articulation as a consequence. A recent study by 
Lametti et al. (2014), however, suggested that perceptual changes may affect 
speech production in the context of speech motor learning. In this study, 
participants first performed an identification task on a head-had continuum, 
while they received explicit feedback. In other words, participants were 
explicitly told whether their identification response was ‘correct’. Different 
groups of participants were given different feedback on what was correct, 
which led to shifts in phonetic identification either towards “head” (i.e., 
fewer “head” responses) or towards “had” (i.e., more “head” responses). 
Subsequently, participants performed a speech adaptation task, where they 
articulated ‘head’, while auditory feedback was being manipulated in real 
time (the vowel in ‘head’ was shifted towards ‘hid’). The results showed 
that perceptual learning had a clear impact on subsequent speech motor 
learning. Specifically, if perceptual learning led to a boundary shift towards 
‘head’, participants compensated more strongly for the shift due to auditory 
feedback. This is in line with earlier work involving altered auditory feedback, 
which showed that participants compensate more or more quickly when the 
feedback perturbation shifted a vowel towards a nearby phoneme boundary 
rather than towards the vowel distribution’s centroid (Niziolek, Nagarajan, 
& Houde, 2013). 

The current study also investigated whether a perceptual change 
affects speech motor learning, and used a paradigm similar to the one used 
by Lametti et al. (2014). However, the perceptual task Lametti et al. used 
(explicit feedback in an identification task) may not be optimal. Although 
the perceptual learning task worked (as shown by the effect on subsequent 
motor adaptation), the presence of explicit feedback could invite decision-
level strategies on the part of the participant. In everyday speech, listeners 
use perceptual learning to cope with the huge amount of variability in the 
speech signal. Importantly, in these cases perceptual learning usually occurs 
implicitly, without conscious attention of the listener and without explicit 
feedback. Therefore, one may wonder whether Lametti et al.’s results, which 
show transfer from an explicit perceptual learning task to speech adaptation, 
generalize to an implicit perceptual learning task. In addition, little is known 
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about how participants’ phoneme representations are altered by the explicit 
perceptual task Lametti et al. used.

Another task that has been claimed to lead to a shift in phoneme 
boundaries is the perceptual recalibration task discussed earlier. The 
advantage of such tasks over that used by Lametti et al. is the absence of 
explicit feedback, as in natural perceptual learning. Several studies have 
suggested the recalibration effect is truly perceptual, rather than involving 
a decision bias or occurring at a post-perceptual stage (Clarke-Davidson, 
Luce, & Sawusch, 2008; Keetels, Pecoraro, & Vroomen, 2015; McQueen, 
Cutler, & Norris, 2006; Mitterer & Reinisch, 2013). The current study used 
an implicit audiovisual recalibration paradigm in the style of Bertelson et 
al. (2003) to investigate perceptual learning influences on subsequent 
speech adaptation. Audiovisual rather than lexical recalibration was used, 
as van Linden & Vroomen (2007) have suggested that the former leads to 
larger recalibration effects. Note that all studies that have made use of the 
audiovisual recalibration paradigm introduced by Bertelson et al. (2003) to 
date have focused on consonants. In a pilot study (Franken et al., 2017, see 
also chapter 6), however, we have suggested that vowels show audiovisual 
recalibration as well. 

The main research question in the current study is this: If participants show 
implicit perceptual learning, does this affect subsequent speech adaptation? 
As in the Lametti et al. study, after perceptual learning, participants were 
exposed to altered auditory feedback in a speech adaptation paradigm, 
in order to examine whether perceptual learning would lead to a group 
difference in speech adaptation to altered auditory feedback. Specifically, 
participants were exposed to audiovisual speech samples that paired an 
ambiguous auditory vowel with an unambiguous video of either /e/ or 
/ø/, in a between-participant design. Perceptual learning was measured by 
auditory-only identification tasks both before and after audiovisual exposure. 
We expected participants exposed to /e/ videos to identify the ambiguous 
vowel more often as /e/ after audiovisual exposure, while the participants 
exposed to /ø/ videos were expected to identify the ambiguous vowel more 
often as /ø/. In addition, participants read aloud visually presented Dutch 
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words containing the vowels /e/ and /ø/, while they were exposed to altered 
auditory feedback, both before any perceptual test and after audiovisual 
exposure. Auditory feedback was perturbed by shifting the vowel towards the 
/e/-/ø/ phoneme boundary. Figure 7.1 illustrates the hypothesized effects 
of audiovisual recalibration on subsequent speech adaptation. We expected 
that the closer the phoneme boundary is to the vowel participants perceive 
through altered auditory feedback, the stronger participants would adapt to 
compensate for the feedback perturbation. Therefore, a phoneme boundary 
shift towards the /ø/ end of the vowel continuum, as is expected for the 
participants exposed to the /e/ videos (Figure 7.1, top), is hypothesized to 
induce stronger adaptation when articulating /ø/, but less strong adaptation 
when articulating /e/ (Figure 7.1, bottom right). As the boundary should 
be shifted in the opposite direction in the other group of participants (who 

/e/ group

/e/ /e//ø/ /ø/

/ø/ group

feedback manipulation
adaptation

Perception

Production

/e/ /ø/

Fig. 7.1. Illustration of the main hypothesis. Top: the perception task (audiovisual recalibration) leads 
to a shift of the phoneme boundary on the /e/-/ø/ vowel continuum. The /ø/ group shifts the phoneme 
boundary towards the /e/ side of the continuum (light blue), while the /e/ group shifts the phoneme 
boundary towards the /ø/ side of the continuum (purple). Bottom: illustration of the hypothesized effects 
of the perceptual task on production for the /ø/ group (left, blue) and the /e/ group (right, purple). 
Red arrows indicate the shift introduced by the F2 perturbation of auditory feedback, green arrows 
indicate participants’ response to the altered feedback. If the perturbation is towards a close-by phoneme 
boundary, there is a strong compensatory response (long green arrow), if the perturbation is towards a 
far-away phoneme boundary, there is a weak compensatory response (short green arrow).
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were exposed to /ø/ videos), we expected effects in the opposite direction on 
the production side: weaker adaptation when articulating /ø/, but stronger 
when articulating /e/ (Figure 7.1, bottom left).
 
7. 2 METHODS

7.2.1 Participants
Thirty healthy volunteers (age: M = 21, SD = 2.1; 26 females) participated 

after providing written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki and the local ethics board committee (CMO Arnhem / Nijmegen). 
All participants had normal hearing, were native speakers of Dutch and had 
no history of speech and/or language pathology. Participants were randomly 
assigned to one of two participant groups (fifteen participants in each group).

7.2.2 Stimuli
A 22-step vowel continuum was created using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 

2013). An original recording (stereo channels, sampling rate = 48kHz) of 
the Dutch vowel /e:/, spoken by a single male native speaker of Dutch, was 
chosen and its source signal was extracted using linear predictive coding 
(LPC) and inverse filtering. The filter was manipulated by decreasing both 
F2 and F3 in 22 steps, and recombined with the source signal. The resulting 
vowels were embedded in the phonological context /kap_k/, resulting in a 
/kapek/-/kapøk/ continuum. A pilot study (Franken et al., 2017, see also 
chapter 6) using the same stimuli suggested there may be a bias towards /e/ 
responses during identification of the entire continuum (compared to just 
the three most ambiguous stimuli). In an effort to eliminate this effect, it was 
decided to restrict the continuum to the first 15 steps (starting from the /e/ 
end of the continuum), resulting in a 15-step /kapek/-/kapøk/ continuum.

For the audiovisual stimuli, videos of the same speaker were recorded 
with a JVC GZ-MG135 digital video camera at 25 frames per second. Video 
stimuli were created by pairing videos of the same speaker’s mouth 
articulating either /kapek/ or /kapøk/ (still images in Figure 7.2) with each 
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step of the acoustic /kapek/-/kapøk/ continuum. For each vowel step, there 
were two different videos in order to reduce potential effects of peculiarities 
of any one video. In the videos, only the mouth of the speaker was visible, 
from the chin up to the nose (Figure 7.2). Catch trial videos were created by 
adding a white dot (appearing for the duration of one video frame only) in 
the middle of the video.

In the production tasks, stimuli were presentations of one of the Dutch 
words STEEN (/sten/, ‘stone’), BEEK (/bek/, ‘stream’), LEEK (/lek/, ‘layman’), 
STEUN (/støn/, ‘support’), BEUK (/bøk/, ‘beech’) or LEUK (/løk/, ‘fun’). The 
words were presented in capital letters at the center of a computer screen 
for 1.5s.

Fig. 7.2. Still images from two videos. On the left, a still from an /ø/ video, and on the right a still from an 
/e/ video. Both stills are taken at the center of the vowel in question.

7.2.3 Procedure
The experimental paradigm consisted of 7 blocks, illustrated in Figure 

7.3. First, there was a production baseline block (“Baseline”), followed by 
two perceptual blocks (“Calibration” and “Perceptual pre-test”). Then, the 
main part of the experiment consisted of cycles of blocks with audiovisual 
exposure, perceptual post-tests, and production post-tests. The purpose 
of the Calibration block prior to the main experiment was to determine 
for every participant individually the most ambiguous point on a /e/-/ø/ 
continuum. To this end, participants heard one out of nine continuum steps 
(steps 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13 and 15 of the 15-step continuum) and were 
instructed to identify the stimulus in a two-alternative forced choice task. 
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This was done for 99 trials, of which the first 9 were excluded for analysis 
(leading to 10 repetitions of each stimulus being used for calibration). After 
the calibration block, a logistic regression was fitted to the participant’s 
identification responses, to determine the step in the vowel continuum 
that was closest to 50% cutoff of the psychometric curve. This step (step X) 
and two neighboring steps at two step sizes distance (steps x-2, x+2) were 
selected for the remainder of the experiment. Subsequently, in a perceptual 
pre-test, participants listened to tokens of these three stimuli (steps x-2, x, 
x+2) and performed the same two-alternative forced choice identification 
task. This pre-test consisted of 60 trials (20 repetitions of each stimulus).

In the audiovisual exposure block, participants were exposed to the 
video stimuli in a between-participant design. At this point, participants 
were randomly assigned to one of two participant groups. Participants in 
the /e/ group were exposed to videos of a /kapek/ articulation paired with 
ambiguous audio (that participant’s step x). The videos were contrasted with 
videos of a /kapøk/ articulation paired with unambiguous /kapøk/ audio 
(step 22). Participants in the /ø/ group were exposed to /kapøk/ videos 
paired with ambiguous (step x) audio, contrasted with /kapek/ videos with 
unambiguous /kapek/ audio (step 1). There were two versions of each video, 
so four different videos for each participant. These were presented each five 
times in randomized order (20 trials in total). The audiovisual exposure 
block was followed by a short perceptual post-test, which was the same as 
the perceptual pre-test, with now only two repetitions of each stimulus (6 
trials).

Fig. 7.3. Overview of experimental paradigm. Numbers at the bottom of each experimental block indicates 
the number of trials in the block. The block sequence between the curly brackets was repeated nine times.

Baseline

120

Calibration

99

Perceptual 
Pre-test

60

Audiovisual 
Exposure

20

Perceptual 
Post-test

6

Audiovisual 
Exposure

20

Production 
Post-test

6
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The other blocks of the experiment measured speech production. The 
experiment started with a baseline production block, which consisted of a 
classic speech adaptation task (Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 
2006). On each of the 120 trials, a single word was displayed on the screen, 
to be read aloud by the participant. The participant’s speech was recorded 
and played back to them in real time. Over the first 30 trials, feedback was 
not manipulated. In trials 31 to 90, F2 in every vowel was manipulated. The 
F2 in /e/ vowels was decreased by 10%, the F2 in /ø/ vowels was increased 
by 10%. In the last 30 trials, auditory feedback was not manipulated. 
Finally, after the audiovisual exposure blocks, six production trials were 
administered. Participants were instructed again to read aloud the visually 
presented words, while auditory feedback was manipulated in the same way 
as in trials 31-90 of the baseline block.

The last four experimental blocks (audiovisual exposure, perceptual 
post-test, audiovisual exposure, production post-test) was repeated as a 
sequence 9 times, amounting to a total of 39 blocks. 

The experiments were written in Matlab, using the Psychophysics 
extension (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). Auditory 
feedback was manipulated with Audapter (Cai, Boucek, Ghosh, Guenther, & 
Perkell, 2008; Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 2013) using a MOTU MicroBook 
II audio interface. Auditory stimuli were delivered through Sennheiser 
HD-202 headphones, and speech was recorded with a Sennheiser ME62 
omnidirectional condenser microphone in a sound proof booth.

7.2.4 Analyses
All analyses were performed with R (R Core Team, 2013). For the 

calibration block, a logistic regression was applied to determine, for each 
participant, the most ambiguous step in the vowel continuum. This was 
defined as the step closest to the 50% cut-off of the fitted logistic regression 
curve (i.e., the point along the continuum that would be classified by the 
participant as /ø/ in 50% of the cases). This step and two nearby steps 
(separated by one step, so eventually steps x, x-2, x+2) were used in the 
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remaining auditory and audiovisual blocks of the experiment.
For the perceptual pre- and post-tests, a generalized (binomial) linear 

mixed effects model was fitted to the data using a Laplace approximation with 
the R ‘lme4’ package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). All p values 
reported for fixed effects are based on Satterthwaite’s approximations of 
the degrees of freedom (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2016). Post-
hoc investigations of interaction terms were done using Holm’s method for 
multiple comparison correction. Finally, we had a closer look at the individual 
variability of the perceptual data by correlating the steepness of each 
participant’s logistic curve fitted to the calibration data (i.e., the sharpness of 
the phoneme category boundary) with that participant’s learning effect. The 
latter was quantified as follows. For both groups separately, a linear mixed 
effects model was run. Subsequently the participant-specific coefficients for 
the post-test effect (i.e., the effect of the post-test relative to the pre-test) 
were taken as proxies for the amount of perceptual learning. The sign of the 
coefficients was reversed for the participants of the /e/ group, such that, 
for participants in both groups, larger values indicated stronger perceptual 
learning in the hypothesized direction. 

For the production data, for every produced word, the average F2 value 
was extracted and converted to the bark scale with the following equation:

F2bark=13 ∙ tan-1(0.00076 ∙ F2Hz)+3.5 ∙ tan-1((F2Hz / 7500)2 )

where F2bark refers to the F2 value in bark, and F2Hz to the F2 value 
in Hertz. Subsequently, outliers were identified by calculating, for each 
participant and each vowel separately, a z-score for both F1 and F2 values 
for every trial, and identifying the trials where the F1 or F2 z-score exceeded 
-3 or +3. These values were excluded from further analyses. For statistical 
inference, F2 values were entered in linear mixed effects models. Regressors 
for Vowel (/e/ vs. /ø/) and Block (baseline vs. post-test) were contrast-
coded (values =0.5 vs. -0.5). The regressor Feedback, corresponding to the 
three phases within the baseline block, was coded as two dummy variables 
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representing the contrasts perturbation – start (coded as [-0.5, 0.5, 0] for the 
factor levels start, perturbed, end) and end – start (coded as [-0.5, 0, 0.5]). 
All p values reported for fixed effects reflect Satterthwaite’s approximations 
of the degrees of freedom.

7. 3 RESULTS

7.3.1 Perception
For the calibration block, a logistic regression was performed for the 

results of every participant separately. The resulting fitted curves are shown 
in Figure 7.4. As is clear from the figure, participants varied both in location 
of their phoneme boundary (taken as the point in the continuum where the 
fitted curve crosses the 50% cut-off), as well as in the slope of the curve.

The main analysis of interest with respect to the perceptual part of the 
experiment focuses on the effect of the audiovisual exposure on perceptual 
identification. The results are presented in Figure 7.5. From this figure, two 
main conclusions can be drawn. First, looking at the results from the post-
test (i.e., after audiovisual exposure, solid lines in Figure 7.5), there is a clear 
difference between the two groups. This indicates that audiovisual exposure 
indeed affected subsequent speech perception. Specifically, percentage /ø/ 
responses were lower for the /e/ group compared to the /ø/ group. This was 
expected, as in the /e/ group, the ambiguous audio was associated with /e/ 
videos (leading to a decrease in /ø/ responses), whereas in the /ø/ group, the 
ambiguous audio was paired with /ø/ videos (leading to an increase in /ø/ 
videos). Second, if, however, we also take into account the results from the 
perceptual pre-test (the identification task before audiovisual recalibration, 
dotted lines in Figure 7.5), it seems the difference between the two groups 
was mainly driven by the /e/ group. A generalized (binomial) linear mixed 
model was fitted to the responses with fixed main effects for Block (pre-
test vs. post-test), Stimulus, and Group, as well as all two- and three-way 
interactions. The random effect structure included random intercepts for 
participants and by-participant random slopes for Block, Stimulus, and a 
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Fig. 7.4. Results for the calibration block. Results are presented as proportion of /ø/ identifications as a 
function of continuum step. Continuum steps are indicated along the x axis, ranging from /e/ to /ø/. Solid 
lines represent the fitted curves from the logistic regression, one for each participant.
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Fig. 7.5. Group-level results of perceptual pre- and post-tests. 
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Block:Stimulus interaction. The results showed significant main effects for 
Block and Stimulus, and significant interactions between Group and Block, 
Block and Stimulus, as well as a significant three-way Block:Group:Stimulus 
interaction (Table 7.1). Closer investigation of the Group-by-Block interaction 
revealed a significant change from pre- to post-test in the /e/ group (χ2(1) 
= 24.54, p < 0.001, Holm-corrected), but not in the /ø/ group (χ2(1) = 0.14, 
n.s.).

The absence of a perceptual learning effect for the /ø/ group was 
unexpected. It may be due to a ceiling effect: Figure 7.5 shows quite high 
percentages of /ø/ responses in the pre-test, even for step x, which was the 
most ambiguous point along the vowel continuum in the calibration block. 
With such high percentages already in the pre-test, there is little room for 
evidence of perceptual learning, given that we would expect an increase for 
the /ø/ group (as indeed observed, at least numerically). This argument is 
supported two additional analyses. First, we find that the recalibration effect 
decreases over time for the /e/ group (β = .21 (std. err. = .045), z = 4.70, p 
< .001), but not for the /ø/ group (β = -.038 (.055), z = -.70, p = .49), in line 
with previous findings of dissipating effect sizes (van Linden & Vroomen, 
2007). Every post-test consisted of 6 trials. Figure 7.6 shows the average 
proportion of /ø/ responses as a function of trial number, showing that the 
effect for the /e/ group is strongest at the first trials. Second, for the /ø/ 
group, we find a negative correlation between the random by-participant 
intercepts (the reference level for Block was the pre-test, so this reflects 
variability in the pre-test responses) and the random by-participant slopes 

Table 7.1. Fixed effects results for perception task.

Estimate Std. Error z value p

(Intercept) 1.44 .35 4.05 <.001*

/ø/ Group .52 .50 1.05 .30

Block post -1.86 .38 -4.95 <.001*

Stimulus 1.24 .16 7.72 <.001*

/ø/ Group : Block post 2.01 .55 3.69 <.001*

/ø/ Group : Stimulus .04 .22 .19 .85

Block post : Stimulus -.49 .14 -3.51 <.001*

/ø/ Group : Block post : Stimulus .44 .21 2.10 .036*
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for Block (Spearman’s ρ = -0.61, S = 902, p = 0.02). In other words, the higher 
the probability that participants identified stimuli in the pre-test as /ø/, the 
less likely they showed an increase in the post-test, and thus evidence of 
perceptual learning. 

Another source of individual variability is the nature of the phoneme 
boundary. In a pilot study of the perceptual part of the current study 
(Franken et al., 2017), we suggested listeners with less sharp boundaries 
may show more perceptual learning. The slopes of the fitted curves for the 
calibration phase (Figure 7.4) were correlated with the amount of perceptual 
learning. Although for the current data, there was no significant correlation 
(one-tailed Spearman’s rho = 0.053, S = 4258, n.s.), we found a trend in the 
expected direction when we restrict the analysis to the /e/ group (one-tailed 
Spearman’s rho = -0.27, S = 710, p = 0.17). This suggests that, at least for the 
/e/ group, a less sharp boundary may be associated with stronger perceptual 
learning.
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7.3.2 Production
It was investigated whether and how the participants responded to the 

F2 perturbations in the auditory feedback during speech production. All 
production analyses focused on changes in participants’ F2 as a function of 
the feedback (see Figure 7.7). 

First, a look at the baseline block should indicate whether participants 
responded to the altered auditory feedback, independent of any perceptual 
learning. A linear mixed effects model was run on the F2 values (in bark), 
with fixed main effects for Vowel (the vowel contained in the stimulus) 
and Feedback phase (start, perturbed or end phase within the baseline 
block), as well as their interaction. The random effects structure included 
by-participant random intercepts and slopes for Vowel, Feedback, and their 

Fig. 7.7. Overview of F2 compensation is shown as a function of trial number, participant group, block, 
and vowel produced. F2 values were divided by the average in baseline.start, and normalized for 
perturbation direction (higher numbers indicate compensation). The colors indicate participant group, 
columns indicate experimental phase (the baseline block is divided in baseline.start, where feedback 
was normal, baseline.perturbed, where feedback was perturbed, and baseline.end, where feedback was 
normal again), rows indicate the vowel produced. Lines are generated by a loess smoothing function.
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interaction, as well as by-item random intercepts. The results are shown in 
Table 7.2. The F2 values differed between the two vowels (t(5.45) = 9.70, p < 
.001), and the difference between the perturbed and the initial unperturbed 
(start) trials was almost significant (t(29.01) = 1.92, p = .065). A significant 
interaction was found between Vowel and the Feedback phase (t(28.88) = 
3.38, p = .0021), suggesting participants adjusted their F2 in response to the 
perturbation differently for the two vowels. Pairwise post-hoc tests were 
carried out to investigate this interaction further. The perturbation trials 
showed higher F2 values than the start trials for the /e/ vowel (value = -.069, 
χ2(1) = 8.16, p = .026, Holm-corrected), but not for the /ø/ vowel (value = 
.022, χ2(1) = 1.45, p = .23, uncorrected). For the /e/ vowel, the F2 values in 
the perturbation trials were also almost higher than in the end trials (value = 
.035, χ2(1) = 5.44, p = .098, Holm-corrected). None of the other comparisons 
were significant, suggesting that participants did compensate for alterations 
in the feedback for the /e/ vowel, but not for the /ø/ vowel. In addition, 
participants showed no statistical evidence of aftereffects in the end phase.

A second set of analyses examined how responses to the altered auditory 
feedback were affected by the intervening audiovisual exposure. To that end, 
F2 values in the perturbed trials of the baseline block were compared to F2 
values in the production post-tests (Figure 7.8). For each vowel separately, 
a linear mixed effects model was run with main effects for Block (baseline 
vs. post-test), Group, and their interaction. Random effects were included 
as by-participant random intercepts and random slopes for Block, as well as 
by-item random intercepts. For the vowel /e/, the results showed an overall 
increase in F2 from baseline to post-test (t(28.01) = 2.97, p = .006), and an 

Table 7.2. Fixed effects results for production task.

Estimate Std. Error df t value p

(Intercept) 13.12 .12 22.37 114.00 < .001*

Vowel 1.42 0.15 5.45 9.70 < .001*

Feedback_pert-start .026 .014 29.01 1.92 .065(*)

Feedback_end-start -.0050 .019 28.95 -.26 .80

Vowel:Feedback_pert-start .086 .026 28.88 3.38 .0021*

Vowel:Feedback_end-start .0086 .030 28.82 .29 .77
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interaction between Block and Group (t(28.01) = -2.09, p = .046). A closer 
analysis of this interaction showed that the /e/ Group increased F2 in the 
post-test relative to the baseline block (value = .17, χ2(1) = 12.80, p < .001, 
Holm-corrected), while there was no change for the /ø/ group (Figure 7.8, 
right column). For the /ø/ vowel, there was no significant interaction. There 
was however an overall decrease in F2 from baseline to post-test (t(27.92) = 
-2.91, p = .007), suggesting, unlike in the analysis for the /e/ vowel, a group-
independent increase in compensation (Figure 7.8, left column).

7. 4 DISCUSSION

In the current study, we investigated whether implicit perceptual learning 
through audiovisual recalibration affected subsequent speech adaptation. 
With respect to the perceptual task, the results show that, after exposure 

Fig. 7.8. F2 compensation shown as a function of experimental block, participant group, and vowel 
produced. F2 values were divided by the average in baseline.start, and normalized for perturbation 
direction (higher numbers indicate compensation). It can be seen that there is an overall, group-
independent increase in compensation from baseline to post-test when saying /ø/, but only the /e/ group 
showed an increase in compensation in the post-test when saying /e/; this is the only group difference 
in the data.
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to videos where an ambiguous vowel was paired with an unambiguous /e/ 
video, listeners were less likely to categorize ambiguous auditory stimuli 
as /ø/. This suggests that listeners used visual information (lip-reading) to 
recalibrate vowel categories by shifting the phoneme boundary. This is in 
line with earlier studies on audiovisual recalibration of consonant categories 
(Bertelson et al., 2003), lexical recalibration with consonants (Norris et al., 
2003) and vowels (Chládková, Podlipský, & Chionidou, 2017; McQueen & 
Mitterer, 2005), as well as with our pilot study using audiovisual recalibration 
with vowels (Franken et al., 2017, see also chapter 6).

Although the group difference in the perceptual post-test revealed a 
striking effect of audiovisual exposure, the comparison between pre-test 
and post-test results (Figure 7.3) did not show a group-level recalibration 
in the /ø/ group. This was unexpected, though note that previous research 
often did not collect pre-test data and therefore did not report such pre- vs. 
post-test comparisons. The current results suggest the lack of recalibration 
in the /ø/ group may be due to a ceiling effect. As the probability of an 
/ø/ response was already over 80% in the pre-test, there was little room 
for audiovisual recalibration to increase the percentage of /ø/ responses 
(although there was a small trend in that direction). In fact, the magnitude 
of audiovisual recalibration was associated with listeners’ performance 
in the pre-test: the higher the percentage of /ø/ responses in the pre-test, 
the less audiovisual recalibration was observed in the /ø/ group. This is in 
line with a ceiling effect, and suggests that participants already changed 
their responses between the calibration and pre-test blocks. Note that 
both groups showed high pre-test scores, so this is not something peculiar 
about the participants in the /ø/ group. A possible reason for the difference 
between calibration and pre-test is the difference in stimulus range, as that 
was the only difference between the two blocks (stimuli ranged across the 
whole continuum in calibration vs. only three tokens centered at the most 
ambiguous token in the pre-test). In the absence of an unambiguous /e/, 
maybe everything tends to sound more like /ø/. Previous studies have 
shown that the stimulus range can indeed affect categorization results (Repp 
& Liberman, 1987). Categorization of vowels is possibly more sensitive than 
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consonants to the range of presented stimuli, given that vowel perception 
is known to be less categorical compared to consonants (Fry, Abramson, 
Eimas, & Liberman, 1962). Therefore, we suggest it is important to include a 
pre-test when studying audiovisual recalibration.

With regards to the main research question, whether perceptual 
recalibration affected subsequent speech adaptation, the current results 
do not support a direct transfer from implicit perceptual learning to speech 
motor learning. Specifically, when the amount of compensation for feedback 
alterations before and after audiovisual exposure were compared (Figure 
7.8), the only significant group difference was an increase in compensation 
when producing /e/ for the /e/ group but not for the /ø/ group. The two 
groups showed an equivalent change in F2 when producing /ø/. The group 
difference for /e/ was opposite to what was expected based on the Lametti 
et al. (2014) study. Given the /e/ group shifted their phoneme boundary 
towards the /ø/ end of the vowel continuum during perceptual learning 
(i.e., fewer /ø/ responses; Figure 7.5), the phoneme category boundary was 
farther away from their /e/ productions, so speakers should be less likely to 
compensate. In contrast, the /ø/ group as a whole did not show audiovisual 
recalibration, though some individuals showed a trend towards recalibration 
by shifting the boundary towards the /e/ end of the continuum.  So when 
producing /e/ they should, if anything, have been more likely to compensate 
compared to the /e/ group. However, the opposite was found for the /e/ 
productions, while there was no group difference whatsoever for the /ø/ 
productions. 

It is unclear how this unexpected pattern of results can be explained. We 
tentatively propose one explanation in light of the distributional learning 
account of perceptual learning proposed by Kleinschmidt & Jaeger (2016). 
Their account proposes that perceptual learning (including recalibration 
and selective adaptation) is sensitive to both the mean and the variance of 
a phonetic distribution. Therefore, we tentatively propose the hypothesis 
that selective adaptation, or continued exposure to prototypical examples 
of a particular phoneme (Eimas & Corbit, 1973; Vroomen, van Linden, de 
Gelder, & Bertelson, 2007), would reduce the variance of that phoneme’s 
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distribution and thus lead to increased adaptation under altered feedback, 
because of a narrower target representation.

To our knowledge, this idea of selective adaptation leading to increased 
speech motor adaptation has not been tested and thus requires further 
investigation. If this hypothesis is correct, however, it could explain part of 
the current results. During audiovisual exposure, the /e/ group was exposed 
to prototypical examples of /ø/, and the /ø/ group to prototypical examples 
of /e/, but also possibly to prototypical examples of /ø/. This is because, 
given the ceiling effect in the /ø/ group due to the high pre-test scores of 
percentage /ø/ responses, the ‘ambiguous’ vowel may have been closer to 
prototypical /ø/, especially when paired with /ø/ videos. This exposure to 
reduced-variance /ø/ in both groups could potentially explain the increased 
compensation when saying /ø/ that was indeed observed in both groups. 
However, in principle it would also predict increased compensation for the 
/ø/ group when saying /e/, which we did not find. This may potentially 
be explained in line with findings in visual selective adaptation (Chopin & 
Mamassian, 2012), suggesting that the effect of selective adaptation is stronger 
when the distribution deviates more from the expected distribution. As the 
vowel /ø/ is much less frequent than /e/ in Dutch, selective adaptation may 
be more pronounced for /ø/. Finally, increased compensation was observed 
for the /e/ group when saying /e/. Although this group was exposed to 
ambiguous (or even rather /ø/-like) vowels, after audiovisual exposure a 
strong recalibration effect was observed. This may have led the participants 
in the /e/ group to perceive the audiovisual samples as relatively clear 
instances of /e/, inducing selective adaptation which would yield an effect 
opposite to that based on recalibration. Note that the recalibration effect in 
the perceptual post-tests in fact did decrease over time, which may suggest 
an added effect of selective adaptation. 

An alternative, simpler explanation involves disregarding the production 
results for the /ø/ group, as they did not show audiovisual recalibration, and 
disregarding the results for the production of /ø/ vowel, as it didn’t show 
compensation even in the baseline production block. What is left is an increase 
in compensation for the production of /e/ by the /e/ Group. As this effect is 
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opposite to what was expected based on audiovisual recalibration, it may be 
due to selective adaptation. If either this or the more complex explanation 
is correct, this would suggest selective adaptation does, but recalibration 
does not, transfer to adaptation in speech production. Additional studies are 
necessary to examine the validity of these explanations. A previous study on 
audiovisual recalibration with consonant categories has in fact shown that 
over time, recalibration can turn into selective adaptation (Vroomen et al., 
2007). These authors showed that with repeated exposure to ambiguous 
stimuli, participants initially showed a recalibration effect and over time 
start showing selective adaptation instead. In other words, the direction of 
the perceptual change flips to the opposite direction. This confirms that both 
processes could be active at the same time.

The current results suggest that perceptual learning in the current study 
did not generalize to speech adaptation in the way that was hypothesized. 
This is in contrast with the study by Lametti et al. (2014), who did find clear 
generalization of perceptual learning to speech adaptation. There were 
some differences between their paradigm and the experimental design in 
the current study. With respect to the production task, while speakers in 
the Lametti study produced head while the F1 in the auditory feedback was 
manipulated, speakers in the current study produced words containing 
either /e/ or /ø/, while F2 was being manipulated in different directions 
(upwards for /ø/ and downwards for /e/). In other words, in the current 
study, speakers had to adapt to two feedback manipulations (in opposite 
directions) that were alternated, which may have made it harder to adapt 
adequately. Note, however, that a previous study showed that speakers 
can quite readily modify their speech movements to correct for multiple 
auditory transformations simultaneously (Rochet-Capellan & Ostry, 2011). 
Note, in addition, that we did observe evidence of speech-motor adaptation, 
so alternating between opposite feedback shifts did not block all adaptation.

The main difference between the current study and the Lametti et al. 
(2014) study is the perceptual task that was used. While participants in 
the Lametti et al. study categorized a vowel continuum while they received 
explicit feedback, participants in the current experiment were exposed to 
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an implicit audiovisual recalibration paradigm. While both studies showed 
perceptual learning effects in a subsequent auditory-only categorization task, 
the explicitness of the perceptual training paradigm may be an important 
factor. While there is little previous literature on the categorization with 
feedback task that speaks to the locus of perceptual learning, the literature 
on perceptual recalibration (be it lexically or visually guided) has shown that 
this type of implicit perceptual learning may generalize to other segments 
(Kraljic & Samuel, 2006), other syllable positions (Jesse & McQueen, 2011) 
or other phonetic contexts (Mitterer, Chen, & Zhou, 2011). However, a study 
by Reinisch et al. (2014) showed no evidence of generalization to the same 
phoneme contrast cued differently or to another phoneme contrast with the 
same cues, suggesting that recalibration may take place at context-dependent 
sub-lexical units. A recent study (Mitterer, Scharenborg, & McQueen, 2013) 
suggested that generalization of recalibration may depend on the nature 
of the input. The authors showed that recalibration did not generalize to 
different allophones of the same phonemes, suggesting that recalibration 
was stimulus-specific. In addition, Eisner & McQueen have shown that lexical 
recalibration did not generalize to a different talker (Eisner & McQueen, 
2005). This is in line with other studies (Clarke-Davidson et al., 2008; Keetels 
et al., 2015) suggesting that both lexical and audiovisual recalibration take 
place at an early perceptual level, rather than inducing a decision bias. In 
contrast, providing explicit feedback may have forced a change in explicit 
vowel categories at a later cognitive stage, possibly involving a decision bias.

In the context of these prior results, the current study suggests that 
there are constraints on the generalization of perceptual learning to speech 
motor learning. While Lametti et al. (2014) have shown perceptual effects on 
speech adaptation, these results may be dependent on an explicit perceptual 
learning paradigm. The implicit recalibration task used in the current study 
did not lead to similar generalization effects, although it did lead to some 
change in the production (be it in the opposite direction). This suggests that 
in the current study, perceptual learning is affecting production, but only in 
an indirect way. One should consider that participants in the current study 
did a perceptual learning task with stimuli recorded by one talker, using a 
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low-variability stimulus set, while the production task of course involved 
responding to real-time manipulations of their own voice. If perceptual 
recalibration is talker- or stimulus-specific, the perceptual learning effect 
should indeed not affect subsequent production directly. On the other hand, 
we have tentatively argued that the current paradigm may have given rise, 
over time, to selective adaptation effects, which did affect speech production. 
The recalibration may be stimulus-specific, and therefore does not affect 
production immediately, but through our paradigm selective adaptation may 
arise, which does percolate through to production.
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ABSTRACT

Models of speech production explain event-related suppression of the au-
ditory cortical response as reflecting a comparison between auditory predic-
tions and feedback. The present MEG study was designed to test two predic-
tions from this framework: 1) whether the reduced auditory response varies 
as a function of the mismatch between prediction and feedback; 2) whether 
individual variation in this response is predictive of speech-motor adaptation. 
Participants alternated between online imitation and listening tasks. In the 
imitation task, participants began each trial producing the same vowel (/e/) 
and subsequently listened to and imitated auditorily-presented vowels varying 
in acoustic distance from /e/. Results replicated suppression, with a smaller 
M100 during speaking than listening. Although we did not find unequivocal 
support for the first prediction, participants with less M100 suppression were 
better at the imitation task. These results are consistent with the enhancement 
of M100 serving as an error signal to drive subsequent speech-motor adapta-
tion.  

This chapter is based on:
Franken, M. K., Hagoort, P., & Acheson, D. J. (2015). Modulations of the auditory M100 in an imitation task, 

Brain and Language, 142, 18-23. doi: 10.1016/j.bandl.2015.01.001
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

Feedback plays a crucial role in speech motor control as it signals 
a speaker whether a speech motor action was successful or not. In order 
to account for an extensive number of findings related to adaptation and 
feedback processing in motor control, a number of theories have posited a 
monitoring mechanism that utilizes forward models. Here, motor commands 
sent to speech articulators also send an ‘efference copy’ through forward 
models that predict the somatosensory and/or auditory consequences of 
those commands (Hickok, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Tian & Poeppel, 
2010). 

The workings of this internal forward model for speech production are 
thought to be reflected in a reduction of the auditory cortex response to 
self-produced speech relative to listening to recordings of the same speech. 
Magneto- and Electrophysiological studies have found a reduction of the 
M100, a well-known auditory component that occurs roughly 100ms after 
audio onset (Naatanen & Picton, 1987). Theoretical models (Guenther, 
Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006; Hickok, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011) explain 
M100 suppression (M100S) as reflecting a comparison mechanism: if 
the internal forward model’s prediction of the auditory consequences of 
speech commands matches the actual auditory input, the cortical response 
is attenuated. When the prediction does not match the auditory feedback 
entirely, there is a reduction of M100S (i.e., the auditory cortex shows less 
suppression). This reduction of M100S then acts as an error signal, driving 
compensatory mechanisms that adapt motor output towards internal, 
auditory goals. 

Over the last decade, a number of properties of M100S have emerged. 
Using magnetoencephalography (MEG), Houde and colleagues showed 
that masking the auditory feedback abolished M100S (Houde, Nagarajan, 
Sekihara, & Merzenich, 2002). Subsequent studies have shown that the 
amount of suppression can be modulated by properties of the feedback 
(Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado, Nagarajan, & Houde, 
2006; Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2009). Such feedback can also reflect 
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self-produced variation (Sitek et al., 2013). For instance, Niziolek et al. 
(2013) found that the M100S correlates with the distance between a 
people’s production and the centroid of their vowel space. Together, these 
studies support a view in which M100S reflects a match between predicted 
and actual auditory feedback. Additional support for this view comes from 
direct cortical recordings (Chang, Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 
2013; Flinker et al., 2010), where it was also argued that the reduced M100S 
may be caused either by less neural suppression (i.e., less SIS) or via neural 
enhancement on top of stable SIS. This neural enhancement was hypothesized 
to reflect prediction error in the auditory processing, whereas SIS is helpful 
in distinguishing self-produced speech from external speech. However, few 
studies have directly linked M100S to behavioral output (Chang et al., 2013).  
The current study was designed to more clearly establish this link by having 
people engage in an imitation task in which auditory feedback is critical to 
performance, and in which motor consequences of mismatch are likely to 
adapt in real time. 

The goal of this study was to replicate M100S in an imitation task and 
to test two claims of the aforementioned theories of speech motor control. 
First, if the M100S indexes the match between a prediction and the incoming 
auditory signal, then the amount of suppression should relate to the degree 
of mismatch between the prediction and the auditory signal (Behroozmand 
& Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2006; Houde et al., 2002; Liu, 
Meshman, Behroozmand, & Larson, 2011). Second, if a reduction of M100S 
serves as an error signal to drive motor adaptation, then individual variation 
in the amount of suppression should be predictive of the individual variation 
in imitation aptitude. Specifically, people who show a smaller M100S should 
show larger adaptations to their speech as they more readily produce error 
signals that could drive imitation performance.

To test these claims, we measured MEG during online imitation and 
listening tasks. In the speech imitation task, subjects were instructed to 
produce the vowel /e/ when a visual cue appeared. At the same moment, 
subjects heard a recording of themselves producing an auditory stimulus 
that was the same, close, or far from /e/, and they were asked to imitate 
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this stimulus by adjusting their ongoing vowel production. By varying the 
acoustic distance between /e/ and the auditory target, we were able to 
investigate whether this acoustic distance modulated the magnitude of the 
M100S and people’s subsequent speech-motor performance.

8.2 METHODS

8.2.1 Participants
Thirty-two healthy volunteers (age: M = 21.8, SD = 5.2; 21 females) 

participated after providing written informed consent in accordance with 
the Declaration of Helsinki and the local ethics board committee (CMO region 
Arnhem / Nijmegen). All subjects had normal hearing, normal or corrected-
to-normal vision, were right-handed and were native speakers of Dutch. 

8.2.2 Stimuli
Auditory stimuli included subject-specific vowel recordings made in a 

preceding session. Participants were recorded while producing the Dutch 
vowels /i/, /ɪ/, /e/, /ɛ/ and /a/. The vowels were equalized in length (to 1s), 
in pitch (to the subject’s average pitch) and in intensity (to 82dB). All audio 
editing was done in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013). Catch stimuli were 
made by shifting the pitch in the final 100ms of the sound up by 8mel. The 
mel scale is a psychoacoustic scale first proposed by Stevens, Volkmann & 
Newman (1937).

8.2.3 Experimental Design and Procedure
Subjects alternated between an imitation task and a listening task in a 

blocked design. Imitation trials started with a fixation cross (1260-2260ms, 
jittered). Participants were instructed to start saying /be/ as soon as three 
exclamation marks appeared. Participant’s speech onset triggered playback 
(average delay = 51ms, sd = 4.3ms) of an auditory stimulus (9 x /i/, /ɪ/, 
/ɛ/, /a/ and 12 x /e/). The first block was a baseline block consisting of 
72 /e/ trials. The participant’s task was to imitate the auditory stimulus as 
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accurately as possible by adapting his/her pronunciation of the vowel to 
match the auditory stimulus. The exclamation marks remained visible for 
1500ms after speech onset. The inter-trial interval was 1000ms. 

The listening trials were similar, except the stimulus played directly when 
the exclamation marks appeared, and participants did not have to vocalize. To 
maintain focus on the stimuli, participants performed an auditory detection 
task in which they pressed a button when they detected a rising pitch at the 
end of the stimulus. Four such trials were added to each block, and feedback 
for accuracy was provided after each catch trial. The experimental design 
was implemented using a PC running Presentation® software (Version 
16.2, www.neurobs.com). Participants’ speech was recorded with a single 
microphone in the magnetically shielded room with a sampling rate at 
44100Hz and all auditory stimuli were presented binaurally via MEG-
compatible air tubes. The complete experiment had 872 trials, which were 
randomized within blocks.

8.2.4 Data Acquisition
We used an MEG system (VSM/CTF systems, Port Coquitlam, Canada) 

with 275 axial gradiometers. Three localization coils, fixed to anatomical 
landmarks (nasion, left and right preauricular points), were used to 
determine head position relative to the gradiometers. Head position was 
monitored online by the experimenter and if necessary corrected between 
the experimental blocks (Stolk, Todorovic, Schoffelen, & Oostenveld, 2013).

All data were low-pass filtered by an anti-aliasing filter (300Hz cut-off), 
digitized at 1200Hz and stored for offline analysis. Participants were seated 
upright, with the head rested against the back of the helmet and touching the 
top of the helmet. A small cushion was used to fix the head’s position so as to 
minimize free head movement.

8.2.5 Analyses
8.2.5.1 Behavioral

In the participants’ speech recordings, speech onset served as a marker 
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for the beginning of the epoch of interest. The first 900ms of each epoch 
were divided into 10 time bins of 90ms, for which the average F1 and F2 
values were calculated using an iterative Burg algorithm. Formant values 
were expressed in the psychoacoustic bark scale (Zwicker, 1961). The 
acoustic distance to the stimulus (i.e. the imitation target) was quantified as 
the Euclidian distance in F1/F2 space between the subject’s speech and the 
stimulus. Two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with factors Time Bin and 
Vowel were carried out on the F1 data, the F2 data and the acoustic distance 
separately. One participant failed to perform the task appropriately and was 
excluded from all further analyses.

8.2.5.2 MEG
All MEG data analyses were performed using the Fieldtrip toolbox for 

EEG/MEG-analysis (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011). Data was 
resampled at 300Hz, and epochs of interest were defined from 1s before to 
2s after stimulus onset. Trials were excluded if the range and variance of the 
MEG signal differed by at least an order of magnitude from the other trials of 
the same subject. Imitation trials in which subjects failed to speak or spoke 
too softly (therefore not triggering the stimulus playback) were discarded as 
well. On average, 7 trials per subject were rejected, resulting in an average 
of 827 trials per subject. The datasets for two subjects lacked one imitation 
block and one participant’s dataset lacked both an imitation and a listening 
block. As these still contained 792 and 744 trials before trial rejection, we 
did not exclude their data. 

For artifact removal, we performed an independent components analysis 
(ICA; see Makeig, Jung, Bell, Ghahremani, & Sejnowski, (1997)). Prior to ICA, 
a principal components analysis (PCA) was run on the data to reduce the 
number of dimensions to 100. Visual inspection of the ICA components’ 
time courses and scalp topographies, resulted in rejection of an average 
of 13 components (SD = 6) per subject. Components were identified as 
containing artifacts when they showed clear signatures of eye movement, 
heartbeat (Vigario, Sarela, Jousmaki, Hamalainen, & Oja, 2000), or speech-
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related muscle artifacts. The latter type was identified as having peripheral 
topography (indicative of sources close to the jaw muscles) and a time course 
that correlated well with speech on- and offset (a step-like response from 
the moment of speech onset until speech offset). Subsequently, the data was 
transformed back to sensor space and band-pass filtered using a two-pass 
Butterworth filter (order: 4; pass-band: 1-12Hz).

Event-related fields (ERF) were calculated by averaging the trials time-
locked to stimulus onset (baseline: 400-200ms before stimulus onset). All 
further analyses were done on the planar gradients (Bastiaansen & Knosche, 
2000). Statistical testing was done within a time window of interest from 
50ms to 250ms after stimulus onset. An ANOVA (factors Task and Vowel) 
was performed on the ERF data averaged across the time window. To select 
which channels to use, a data-driven approach was performed by selecting 
the channels that were among the 80 most active channels within the time 
window in both the listening and the speaking data for each subject (mean 
= 53; SD = 7). 

8.2.5.3 Individual differences
The amount of M100S was calculated per condition as the difference 

between the ERF values for the listening and speaking trials, normalized by 
the ERF values in the listening data (i.e., (listening - speaking) / listening). 
The results were averaged across conditions. Imitation performance was 
quantified as the normalized change in acoustic distance to the stimulus: 
the distance between the participant’s speech and the auditory stimulus 
was calculated for the first and the last time bin of the subject’s speech. 
Performance was then calculated as the difference between the first time 
bin and the last bin per condition, normalized by the distance to target in 
the first time bin (i.e., (distance_to_targetbin1 – distance_to_targetbin10) / 
distance_to_targetbin1). Finally, the results were averaged across conditions. 
So, a value of 0 for behavioral performance indicates the subject are just 
as far from the target at the end as in the beginning of the trial, whereas a 
value of 1 indicates perfect imitation. An additional analysis was run to see 
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whether the average amount of suppression was correlated with stimulus 
dispersion in vowel space. The latter was quantified as the average Euclidian 
distance to each participant’s centroid, the point in vowel space defined by 
the average F1 and F2 values across all five stimuli.

8.3 RESULTS

8.3.1 Behavioral Performance
In order to assess whether participants appropriately performed the 

imitation task, an initial analysis focused on people’s speech output as a 
function of time across each imitation condition (see Figure 8.1).  Results 
show that for both the first formant (F1) and second formant (F2), 
participants started at similar values every trial, and the formant values 
subsequently diverged depending on the vowel. Results of a 9 (Time) X 5 
(Vowel) repeated-measures ANOVA on F1 values (see Figure 8.1a) showed 
significant main effects of both Time (F(9, 270) = 23.97; p < 0.0001) and 
Vowel (F(4, 120) = 145.8; p < 0.0001), as well as a significant Time x Vowel 
interaction (F(36, 1080) = 106.9; p < 0.0001). Similarly, for F2 (Figure 8.1b) 
both main effects as well as the interaction were significant (Time: F(9, 270) 
= 9.25; p < 0.0001; Vowel: F(4, 120) = 79.49; p < 0.0001; interaction: F(36, 
1080) = 60.78; p < 0.0001). With the exception of /ɪ/ condition, all vowels 
differed from the /e/ condition. Note that although all five vowels were 
phonemically distinct in Dutch, an important cue to distinguish /ɪ/ from 
/e/ is vowel duration, a parameter that was lost in this experiment (Adank, 
van Hout, & Smits, 2004). Importantly, however, these behavioral results 
demonstrate that participants did imitate the auditory stimuli.

In order to quantify whether the changes in F1 and F2 brought participants 
closer to the imitation target, we examined the Euclidian distance in F1-F2 
space between subjects’ speech output and their imitation target on a given 
trial (Figure 8.2c). Results showed significant main effects of Time (F(9, 
270) = 42.1; p < 0.0001) and Vowel (F(4, 120) = 45.79; p < 0.0001) as well 
as an interaction (F(36, 1080) = 34.62; p < 0.0001). Post-hoc tests revealed 
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that for the vowels /i/ and /a/ the distance to the target decreased between 
time bins 1 and 10 (t(30) = 6.08, p < 0.0001 and t(30) = 10.99, p < 0.0001). 
However, we did not find any effect for the other vowels (all ps > 0.5). This 
may be due to the large individual differences, non-linearities in vowel 
space, and/or over-adaptations, such as when participants initially get close 
to the target but then adapt too much, ending farther from the target at the 
end.  Consistent with a previous imitation study (Kent, 1974), these over-
adaptations were found for at least one vowel in 14 out of 31 subjects (/a/ 
- 1 subject; /ɛ/ - 10 subjects; /ɛ/ and /a/ - 3 subjects). No over-adaptations 
were found for /i/, /ɪ/ or /e/.

Fig. 8.1 Average behavioral results across participants. Formant values are expressed in bark (Zwicker, 
1961). All error bars represent within-subject standard error of the mean A. F1 formant values averaged 
per time bin and vowel across subjects. Each time bin is 90ms long. B. F2 formant values averaged per 
time bin and condition across subjects. C. Distance to the imitation target averaged per time bin and 
condition across subjects.
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8.3.2 Speaking-Induced suppression modulated at the group level
One of the main questions of the present study was whether we could 

replicate the M100S in an imitation task, and if so, whether the M100S was 
modulated by the acoustic distance of the stimuli from the starting vowel. 
Comparison of the ERF in the speaking and the listening task replicated 
M100S in the imitation paradigm (Figure 8.2a). A clear activity peak can be 
seen in the listening ERF in the time window (50-250ms) that corresponds to 
early auditory activity (i.e., the M100), and scalp topographies are consistent 
with auditory sources. In roughly the same time window, an activity peak 
is present in the speaking condition with similar topography. Crucially, the 
listening data clearly shows a larger peak compared to the speaking data. 
This result thus extends previous work which has observed SIS in simple 
speech production tasks and in altered feedback paradigms. 

It is important to point out that activity was observed prior to stimulus 
onset (0 ms) in the speaking task (see Figure 8.2a). This pre-stimulus activity 

Fig. 8.2 ERF task effects at the group level. A. Group-level ERF values per task (all sensors), time-locked 
to auditory stimulus onset. The time window of interest (50-250ms) is indicated by the grey shading. 
Scalp topographies of the listening and speaking ERF (50- 250ms) are shown as well. B. Group-level ERF 
averages by Task and Vowel. ERF values were averaged over time (50-250ms) and channels (subject-
specific channel selection, see methods). (*: significant only without multiple error correction; **: 
significant after Bonferroni correction). Error bars represent within-subject standard error of the mean.
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might reflect an auditory response to speech onset, or possibly speech 
motor activity, given that stimulus presentation in the speaking condition 
was triggered by a voice key (i.e., subjects started speaking already before 
stimulus onset; see methods). Visual inspection of the scalp topography of 
this early activity (not shown) was very similar to the post-stimulus activity. 
Consistent with the M100S post-stimulus, this pre-stimulus activity peak 
was still lower than the post-stimulus listening peak. 

In order to examine how the different conditions modulated the ERFs, 
we calculated the average ERF per task and per vowel. A 2 (Task) X 5 (Vowel 
Condition) repeated-measures ANOVA on average ERFs revealed main 
effects of Task (F(1, 30) = 85.58; p < 0.0001) and Vowel Condition (F(4, 
120) = 5.72; p < 0.0001), and a Task x Vowel Condition interaction that 
approached significance (F(4, 120) = 2.05; p = 0.09). In order to investigate 
the interaction more closely, the amount of suppression was calculated and 
compared between vowels (M100S = (ERFlisten - ERFspeak) / ERFlisten ). We 
found only partial support for our prediction that the magnitude of M100S 
would scale with deviation from the initial speaking condition. In line with 
our predictions, the less deviant conditions (i.e. those acoustically closer to 
/e/), /ɪ/ (mean = 0.11, within-subject SE = 0.0039) and /ɛ/ (mean = 0.10, SE 
= 0.004), showed numerically more M100S than the more deviant condition, 
/i/ (mean = 0.11, SE = 0.004) and /a/ (mean = 0.10, SE = 0.004). However, 
these comparisons were not significant (/ɪ/ vs. /i/: t(30) = 0.94, n.s.; /ɛ/ vs. 
/a/: t(30) = 0.44, n.s.). The only comparison that came out significant showed 
more M100S for /ɪ/ compared to /e/ (t(30) = 2.88, p = 0.007), which didn’t 
correspond to our predictions.

To investigate these comparisons further, the ERF for pairs of vowels 
were compared separately for each task condition. Figure 8.2b shows which 
comparisons came out as significant (uncorrected; speaking: /i/ vs. /a/, /ɪ/ 
vs. /e/, /ɪ/ vs. /a/ and /ɛ/ vs. /a/. The contrasts /i/ vs. /ɪ/ and /ɪ/ vs. /ɛ/ 
were close to significant (p = .055 and p = 0.087); listening: /a/ vs. every 
other condition). Corresponding to our expectations, the production ERF in 
a more deviant condition like /a/ was higher than the ERF for a less deviant 
condition like /ɛ/, which could correspond to the numerical difference 
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found in the amount of SIS reported above. Note that when the results were 
corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni), for production only the /ɪ/ 
vs. /a/ and the /ɪ/ vs. /e/ comparisons survive (p = .0001 and p = .003). 
For listening, only the /e/ vs. /a/ comparison survives multiple comparison 
correction (p = 0.0004).

The results in Figure 8.2b do not fully correspond to our expectations. One 
unexpected result is that the ERF for /a/ in the listening condition was larger 
than the ERF for the other vowels (although mean intensity was equalized, 
peak amplitude of /a/ was significantly larger than peak amplitude of any 
other vowel, all t(31)’s > 2.79, p < 0.01), but maybe even more surprising 
is the fact that the amount of M100S was higher for /ɪ/ than for /e/. Given 
that the stimulus in the /e/ condition should be acoustically closest to what 
participants started with on every trial, this condition should elicit the most 
suppression and thus the lowest ERF value in the production task. This was 
not observed, and is difficult to explain. 

A number of post-hoc explanations could perhaps explain this result. 
First, due to the explicit imitation instructions, people might simply not have 
expected to hear /e/, because they expected to have to imitate. Second, given 
that the stimuli were pre-recorded, trial-by-trial variability in the people’s 
initial vowel will have affected the degree of mismatch and therefore the 
suppression associated with it. Third, if people in our experiment were 
comparing their motor-based predictions with their actual auditory feedback 
(rather than the stimuli), neural suppression would be expected not to 
vary between stimulus conditions. This effect might have been dominant 
in the M100 modulation, which means the neural suppression would have 
cancelled out (part of) the error-related neural enhancement. Finally, it is 
important to note a limitation of our paradigm with respect to this research 
question. It is possible that during the time window of our analysis, our 
participants had already issued motor commands to change their ongoing 
vowel production, so their internal target was not /e/ anymore. However, 
similar analyses in an earlier (50-150ms) time window revealed a similar 
pattern of results. Obviously, these are all merely post-hoc explanations and 
require further investigation.
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8.3.3 SIS predicts participants’ imitation performance
Despite the fact that M100S did not scale according to the deviance from 

people’s initial speech production, we can still address whether modulation 
of the M100S is predictive of how much people adapt their speech motor 
output.  To explore this issue, we investigated whether the average amount 
of M100S across subjects is correlated with subjects’ performance on the 
imitation task (Figure 8.3). We hypothesized that people would vary in their 
sensitivity to errors, and that this variation would be reflected in the average 
amount of suppression they show. Less suppression on average should then 
relate to a higher sensitivity to errors (or being less lenient to prediction 
errors), which would lead to stronger and/or quicker adjustment. 

Corresponding to this prediction, we found that M100S correlated 
with imitation performance (r(29) = -0.48; p < 0.01). However, note that 
participants listened to different stimuli (their own voice), so it would be 
possible that participants who show less M100S simply heard stimuli that 
were acoustically further apart. A control analysis showed that the correlation 
reported above was not due to subject-specific dispersion of the stimuli in 
vowel space. Specifically, a multiple regression analysis including imitation 
performance and stimulus dispersion as separate predictors showed a main 
effect of imitation performance (t(28) = -2.99, p < 0.01), but not of stimulus 
dispersion (t(28) = 0.58, n.s.).

Of note in the current results, seven subjects show a mean negative 
imitation performance. This effect may reflect non-linearities in vowel 
space, as subjects could have ended up farther away in acoustic space while 
still staying within the same perceptual category. Importantly, when these 
subjects were excluded, we still found a negative trend (r(22) = -0.39, p < 
0.06). Also, note that an important limitation of our study is that we are unable 
to determine whether less M100 suppression actually reflects less neural 
suppression, rather than an enhancement of neural activity. So although we 
found a reliable correlation between M100S and behavioral performance, 
the neural mechanism driving this correlation remains unclear.
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8.4 DISCUSSION

In the current study we investigated M100 modulation in the context of 
a speech imitation task. Based on current theories of speech-motor control 
(Guenther et al., 2006; Hickok, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011), we predicted 
that the magnitude of M100S would decrease with the acoustic distance 
from the starting vowel of people’s speech production, and furthermore, that 
M100S would predict how much people adapted their speech in the imitation 
task. Acoustic measures of the people’s speech output during the task showed 
that subjects complied with the task instructions by adapting their speech 
to the auditory stimuli. In the MEG data, we found a strong suppression of 
the auditory M100 in the speaking task relative to the listening task, which 
replicates SIS in this new paradigm. A closer look at the ERFs in the different 
conditions revealed that the varying auditory stimuli modulated the amount 
of suppression, although the results did not correspond to our predictions. 

With regards to the second prediction, an analysis of individual differences 
in the speech imitation task confirmed a relationship between M100S and 

Fig. 8.3 Correlation between the average imitation performance and the overall M100S per subject. 
Imitation performance is expressed as the proportional change in distance to the target from the start to 
the end of a trial ((distance_to_targetbegin – distance_to_targetend) / distance_to_targetbegin). The solid 
grey line represents a linear fit. 
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participants’ performance in the imitation task. Specifically, people with 
reduced M100S were better at speech imitation. This result is consistent with 
the models of speech motor control described in the introduction. Here we 
take the average amount of people’s M100S as indicative of their sensitivity 
to errors. Specifically, some people might be more sensitive (or less lenient) 
to small errors between their intended speech and acoustic mismatches. 
As a result, these participants would show on average less M100S. A higher 
sensitivity to mismatches would lead people to generate error signals more 
readily, thus driving speech motor adaptation, resulting in better imitation 
performance. 

The findings from the current study are the first to explicitly link individual 
variation in M100 modulation to speech imitation performance. This result 
provides an important test of one of the main hypotheses stemming from 
current theories of speech motor control, and is consistent with M100S 
indexing an error signal that is used to adapt speech motor behavior. Despite 
this result, we did not find strong evidence in favor of another prediction 
stemming from these accounts, namely, that the amount of M100S should 
decrease with the distance from the original target utterance. As noted above, 
this may be a result of the current task conditions, and thus remains an open 
question for future investigation. Nevertheless, the current study highlights 
the importance of taking individual differences into account when studying 
speech production and opens up possibilities for further investigations in 
how inter-individual variation in speech production relates to variation in 
the psychological and neural mechanisms underlying speech motor control.
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9.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The current thesis reports studies investigating various aspects of 
perceptual influences on speech motor control, with a particular emphasis 
on auditory feedback processing during speech production. In Chapter 2, it 
was shown that across individuals, better auditory acuity is associated with 
more precise speech production. This suggests that better auditory acuity 
leads speakers to be stricter in rejecting outlying speech productions, which 
over time results in more precise articulations (i.e., less within-phoneme 
variability and higher between-phoneme distances).

Chapters 3 through 7 make use of altered auditory feedback to investigate 
how speakers’ production is affected by perturbed auditory feedback. In 
general, speakers respond to feedback perturbations in two ways. First, 
speakers issue immediate, additional motor commands in response to 
unexpected altered feedback. Second, speakers may adapt feedforward 
speech motor programs to avoid errors in the future. Chapter 3 compares 
responses to altered formant feedback in a consistent and an inconsistent 
condition to examine whether feedback consistency affects feedback-related 
responses. It was shown that this is indeed the case, with speakers showing a 
stronger response when the feedback perturbation was consistent. Chapter 
4 uses a pitch perturbation paradigm to investigate why speakers sometimes 
follow and sometimes oppose the feedback perturbation direction. It was 
shown that pitch fluctuations right before a pitch perturbation kicks in 
affect how speakers respond to the perturbation. This result suggests that 
the production system may respond to unexpected feedback perturbation 
by – at least initially – simply doing the opposite of what it was doing at 
the onset of the perturbation. Chapter 5 focuses on the neural correlates 
of unexpected feedback processing during speech production. The results 
show that an unexpected auditory feedback perturbation leads to increased 
activity in both auditory and motor-related cortical areas. Increased θ and β 
band activity over motor-related areas suggest involvement of those areas in 
auditory-motor integration.

In Chapter 7, an altered auditory feedback paradigm was used to 
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examine yet another aspect of the perception-production relationship in 
speech. Specifically, this chapter investigates whether perceptual learning 
affects subsequent production learning. As a prequel to this chapter, 
chapter 6 investigates whether listeners use visual (lip-read) information 
to recalibrate vowel categories (audiovisual recalibration). Subsequently, 
the perceptual learning paradigm used in chapter 6 was used in chapter 7 
to investigate the effects on subsequent speech production learning. The 
results suggest that audiovisual perceptual recalibration does not directly 
affect speech adaptation in an altered auditory feedback paradigm. The 
perceptual task did affect speech adaptation in an indirect way, presumably 
via a process of selective adaptation. The results in this chapter indicate that 
audiovisual recalibration of phoneme categories may occur at a context-
specific level of abstraction, rather than through adaptation of abstract, 
modality-independent phoneme categories. 

While chapters 3 through 7 have focused on auditory feedback processing 
during speech production, the last experimental chapter, chapter 8, considers 
another case where speech perception influences speech production: speech 
imitation. Clearly, imitation is a speech act that crucially relies on perceptual 
input as the perceptual system provides the imitation target. In this chapter, 
it was examined how the distance between speech output in an imitation 
task and the imitation target may affect auditory cortical activity. It is shown 
that auditory processing in the cerebral cortex is different during speaking 
compared to passive listening, and that the way auditory neural responses 
are modulated is associated with speakers’ performance in a speech imitation 
task.

9.2 AUDITORY FEEDBACK PROCESSING

Most experimental studies in the current thesis investigated aspects of 
auditory feedback monitoring during speech production. Importantly, all 
perturbations of auditory feedback employed in these studies were small, 
and speakers were not consciously aware of any perturbations. Although 
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current theoretical models of speech motor control are able to account for the 
main findings from studies using altered auditory feedback paradigms, the 
studies reported here show that dominant theoretical frameworks (e.g., SFC, 
Houde & Nagarajan, 2011, DIVA, Tourville & Guenther, 2011) are not able to 
account for all the data and thus should be adjusted. The research reported 
in the current thesis highlighted two main issues. The first issue is about the 
distinction and relationship between short-term responses to unexpected 
feedback perturbations and longer-term adaptations of internal forward 
models, which was explored in chapter 3. The second one is concerned 
with the distinction between following and opposing responses to altered 
auditory feedback as explored in chapter 4 and 5. Both issues show that the 
dominant models are not fully able to account for the data. 

With respect to forward model adaptation, we suggested that whether 
or not a mismatch between predicted and observed auditory feedback leads 
to forward model adaptation depends on the consistency of the auditory 
feedback: if the prediction error is consistent across trials, participants 
adapted the forward model, while they did not or less so when the prediction 
error was inconsistent. Although current models may be adjusted to account 
for these data, both DIVA and the SFC model are unable to account fully for the 
data. The DIVA model has no clear way of keeping track of feedback consistency 
or allowing it to determine speech adaptation. Although adaptation occurs 
through applying weighted versions of short-term compensatory responses 
to the feedforward control system, the model is not clear on how these 
weights are determined or adjusted. In contrast, the SFC model does 
keep track of the variance of the feedback signal (although variance and 
consistency are not the same thing; see Gonzalez Castro, Hadjiosif, Hemphill, 
& Smith, 2014 for a dissociation between them). However, the SFC model 
is not clear on a distinction between short-term compensatory responses 
and longer-term adaptation of the forward model, nor is it clear on how it is 
determined whether longer-term adjustments are made. In addition, while 
the DIVA model proposes a crucial link between short- and longer-term 
adjustments (the latter being based on the former), the SFC model allows 
for separate mechanisms. The lack of a correlation between compensation 
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and adaptation in chapter 3 is more in line with the SFC model in this regard, 
although this null result should be interpreted with care. Overall, the current 
results suggest that contemporary models should be adjusted in such a way 
that the system (1) keeps track of the consistency of feedback information 
and (2) uses feedback consistency to determine whether the feedforward 
system should be adapted. This adaptation mechanism should be separate 
from a mechanism that handles online feedback-based error correction.

Another issue for both DIVA and SFC is their lack of explanation for so-
called following responses. Although this type of following response has been 
reported multiple times in the literature, the dominant models of speech 
motor control cannot account for following responses. In fact, surprisingly 
few studies have directly examined what factors play a role in whether 
speakers follow or oppose an unexpected auditory feedback perturbation. 
Hain et al. (2000) proposed the distinction has to do with whether speakers 
consider the perturbation to be self-generated, or originating from an 
external source, while Schuerman et al. (2017) briefly speculate that the 
distribution in vowel space may play a role. Specifically, phonemes located at 
the edge of vowel space (like [i] in their case) may be more likely to lead to 
following responses, due to increased reliance on somatosensory feedback.

The study reported in chapter 4 explicitly examines the distinction 
between opposing and following responses. Interestingly, it was shown that 
most if not all participants made following responses in at least some trials, 
and that the distribution of following vs. opposing responses varied greatly 
between participants. This suggests that the type of response (following or 
opposing) is not solely determined by the putative source of the auditory 
signal, as there is no clear reason why a listener would consider an auditory 
signal as externally generated on some trial but as self-generated on the next 
trial under exactly the same circumstances (cf. Hain et al., 2000). In addition, 
the main result of the study suggested the response type was associated with 
the pitch contour right before the pitch perturbation kicked in, showing the 
speech motor system takes its current state into account in determining how 
to respond to a pitch perturbation. Specifically, this suggests that the system’s 
initial reaction to a pitch perturbation may be to simply do the opposite of 
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what it was doing: if pitch happened to be increasing, a perturbation would 
lead the speaker to decrease pitch and vice versa. Current models would 
have to be adapted to allow for such a mechanism. Further studies would 
need to examine this idea more closely. This is especially relevant for pitch 
perturbations, as producing speech at a target pitch is known to involve 
fluctuating around this target pitch, and so pitch is not stable. 

Additional data with respect to the distinction between opposing and 
following responses to pitch perturbation is offered in chapter 5, where an 
additional MEG analysis showed increased activity in the supplementary 
motor area (SMA) during opposing responses compared to following 
responses. It was suggested that SMA is involved in the initiation of 
compensatory articulatory responses, roughly in line with the role of SMA 
as hypothesized in the DIVA model. Note, however, that while DIVA proposes 
that the SMA is involved in the initiation of speech acts, it does not associate 
SMA with a role in auditory feedback processing per se. Therefore, in order 
to account for the current data, models would have to incorporate SMA as 
well in the neural control of online feedback-based behavioral responses. To 
our knowledge, this is the first study that examines the neural correlates of 
opposing vs. following responses to altered auditory feedback. Much is still 
unclear about what factors determine whether a speaker follows or opposes 
altered auditory feedback and what the supporting neural network is. The 
current findings on opposing and following responses suggest at any rate 
that speech motor control is fundamentally dynamic in nature, and can serve 
as a starting point for further studies.

With respect to the neural correlates of auditory feedback processing, 
the results reported in this thesis are more or less in line with dominant 
models of the neural control of speech with regards to the cortical areas 
involved in speech production and auditory feedback processing. Chapter 5 
shows strong auditory cortical responses to the onset and offset of auditory 
feedback perturbations, but also extends the literature by examining 
frequency-domain (θ and β band) neural correlates of feedback processing. 
These responses were localized predominantly in motor-related cortical 
areas, suggesting their involvement in sensorimotor integration. Note that 
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while θ band power increases related to enhanced pitch processing have been 
reported previously (Behroozmand, Ibrahim, Korzyukov, Robin, & Larson, 
2015), the increased β band power has to our knowledge not been reported 
in relation to auditory feedback processing during speech production. 
Overall, the results from this MEG study suggest that early on, unexpected 
auditory feedback is detected in the auditory cortices, while behavioral 
responses may be generated by involvement of motor-related areas as 
indicated by increased power in the β and θ band. This is roughly in line 
with both the DIVA and SFC models, where auditory feedback is processed 
in auditory cortices initially, which in case of a prediction error may lead to 
transformation into behavioral responses in frontal areas (motor and pre-
motor cortices). 

We speculatively conclude that β may indicate involvement of the motor 
system, given previous findings that link β power with motor function and 
sensorimotor processing (Kilavik, Zaepffel, Brovelli, MacKay, & Riehle, 2013). 
However, a β increase under altered auditory feedback seems in contrast with 
a recent proposal for the function of β oscillations in both motor and language 
tasks (Engel & Fries, 2010; Lewis & Bastiaansen, 2015; Lewis, Schoffelen, 
Schriefers, & Bastiaansen, 2016). The β maintenance hypothesis proposed 
by these authors suggests that increased β power reflects maintenance of the 
current cognitive set, in contrast with what one expects under unexpected 
auditory feedback that leads to a behavioral adjustment of ongoing speech 
production. Future research should examine more closely what the role of 
β band activity is with respect to auditory feedback processing in speech 
motor control specifically, and whether or not it is related to its role in other 
cognitive tasks.

Chapter 8 also investigated the neural correlates of speech production, 
in particular in a speech imitation task. Although not strictly speaking 
auditory feedback, speech imitation has a lot in common with altered 
auditory feedback. Both are cases of how speech perception may influence 
subsequent speech production. While altered auditory feedback involves 
a manipulation of one’s own voice in real-time, the imitation task used in 
chapter 8 had participants imitate a recorded vowel (produced by the same 
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participant in an earlier session). The results suggest that also in terms of 
neural correlates, there may be commonalities between auditory feedback 
processing and auditory processing of externally-generated sounds during 
speech production. A reduction of the M100, the magnetic counterpart of the 
perhaps better-known N100, was found during speech production compared 
to a listening task. A reduction of N100 suppression or an increase in N100 
has previously been argued to reflect the workings of a forward model in 
speech production (Curio, Neuloh, Numminen, Jousmaki, & Hari, 2000; 
Heinks-Maldonado, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2006; Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara, 
& Merzenich, 2002). Especially the finding that individual variability in the 
suppression of the M100 during the imitation task in chapter 8 was related 
to variability in imitation performance is in line with studies on auditory 
feedback. It suggests that, as in auditory feedback processing, there is a 
crucial comparison between an auditory prediction and observed auditory 
input that takes place in the auditory cortices.

The studies on auditory feedback presented in the current thesis clarify 
the workings of auditory feedback processing in speech. The findings 
suggest that speakers constantly monitor their auditory feedback, which 
allows them to detect and correct errors online, as well as adapt the speech 
system to avoid similar errors in the future. In order to determine whether 
the speech system needs to be adapted in this way, speakers keep track of the 
consistency of feedback information. This is important, as it relates to how 
auditory feedback processing may be used for speech learning. With respect 
to online responses to unexpected feedback, speakers may either oppose or 
follow unexpected feedback. The current research highlights the dynamic 
nature of the speech system, by showing that feedback processing does not 
follow strict serial processing stages, but is directly sensitive to the dynamic 
state of the speech production system. These results can serve as a starting 
point for future studies on the factors that determine how speakers respond 
to unexpected auditory feedback.
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9.3 WHAT DOES AUDITORY FEEDBACK TEACH US ABOUT THE PERCEP-
TION-PRODUCTION LINK?

As was briefly discussed in chapter 1, many authors have argued 
for a close link between speech perception and speech production, up 
to and including arguments that speech perception crucially involves 
the production system (Galantucci, Fowler, & Turvey, 2006; Liberman & 
Mattingly, 1985). The results from our experiments on auditory feedback in 
speech production, however, argue at least against an immediate, automatic 
influence of perception on production. Both chapters 3 and 7 suggest 
that this influence is context-dependent. Chapter 3 shows that contextual 
consistency affects the amount of influence perception of auditory feedback 
has on speech production, while chapter 7 shows no strong evidence that 
audiovisual recalibration directly affects subsequent speech adaptation. 
This is not to say that there is no perception-production link, as we do show 
such an association in several other chapters: chapter 2 shows an association 
between auditory acuity and speech production variability, chapter 5 shows 
that auditory feedback processing is accompanied by a neural network 
consisting of both auditory and motor-related cortical areas, and chapter 8 
shows that the cortical response to auditory stimulation is associated with 
performance in an imitation task. These findings are in line with the vast 
literature showing that speech perception and speech production are linked 
(Buckingham H. W., Hickok, & Humphries, 2001; Skipper, Devlin, & Lametti, 
2017). However, based on the data from chapters 3 and 7, we argue that there 
are constraints on the perception-production link in speech. It is indeed to 
be expected that speech perception’s influence on speech production is not 
direct but constrained. For example, it is easy to learn to understand the 
speech produced by speakers with a foreign accent, but this does not lead us 
to produce speech with a foreign accent ourselves. 

An important constraint when it comes to the effects of auditory 
feedback on speech production is the context in which auditory feedback 
was perturbed. The results in chapter 3 suggest the feedback’s influence is 
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modulated by the contextual consistency. In other words, speakers’ reliance 
on auditory feedback varies as a function of its reliability. If auditory feedback 
is consistently off by a similar magnitude, speakers will adapt to avoid 
future errors, but when auditory feedback is sometimes off, but sometimes 
on point, speakers may distrust the signal and therefore rely more on 
their feedforward motor commands. This is in line with previous studies 
suggesting the gain on auditory feedback information is variable. In other 
words, the effect that perturbed auditory feedback has on speech production 
is modulated by other factors, like vocal training (Zarate & Zatorre, 2008), 
or whether one speaks one’s native language or not (Van Borsel, Sunaert, 
& Engelen, 2005). This is true not only within individuals depending on the 
context, as in the current data, but also across individuals (Lametti, Nasir, & 
Ostry, 2012). 

Another modulatory constraint on the influence of auditory feedback 
is the linguistic relevance of the mismatch between expected and observed 
auditory feedback. In other words, listeners may assign more weight to a 
feedback perturbation that affects a task-relevant parameter compared 
to a task-irrelevant parameter (Chen, Liu, Xu, & Larson, 2007; Mitsuya, 
MacDonald, Purcell, & Munhall, 2011; Niziolek & Guenther, 2013; Xu, Larson, 
Bauer, & Hain, 2004). Although the current thesis does not report results that 
directly target whether task-relevance affects speech adaptation, chapter 5 
showed that the auditory cortex responds strongly to perturbation onsets 
and offsets during speech production, but not when participants were just 
listening. Such a result may be related to task-relevance as the nature of the 
pitch matching task meant participants were explicitly paying attention to 
their pitch, while the listening task merely involved passive listening. As such, 
the pitch perturbations in auditory feedback may have been highly task-
relevant. Similarly, findings in chapter 8 showed increased responsiveness 
of the auditory cortex to the task-relevant vowel stimuli during the imitation 
task, compared to the same stimuli during passive listening. The results 
from chapters 5 and 8 are thus consistent with the auditory cortex being 
especially sensitive to feedback perturbations because they are relevant to 
the task at hand, even though the speakers were not consciously aware of 
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any perturbation.
Overall, although it is clear that speech perception and speech production 

are linked, the current thesis shows that this link is not immediate or 
automatic, but subject to constraints, for example the current context. The 
current context may indicate how reliable the feedback information is, or how 
relevant mismatching or unexpected feedback is. These factors modulate the 
effect that auditory feedback has on speech production. 

9.4 INDIVIDUAL VARIABILITY

In recent years, several authors in the cognitive sciences (Henrich, Heine, 
& Norenzayan, 2010; Kanai & Rees, 2011) have argued that more efforts 
should be spent investigating individual variability, rather than focusing 
on the “average” participant. Indeed, by averaging across individuals and 
studying only the behavior of the average participant, one could end up 
ignoring a lot of potentially useful information. The research reported in 
the current thesis has shown that in many aspects, there is remarkable 
inter-individual variability. The results allow us to suggest some of the 
factors that may drive individual variability: individual variability in speech 
production was associated with variability in speech perception (chapter 2), 
individual variability in amount of audiovisual recalibration was related to 
the sharpness of the phoneme boundary in question (chapters 6 and 7), and 
individual variability in M100 suppression was related to performance in a 
vowel imitation task (chapter 8). In addition, there was substantial individual 
variability in how speakers respond to altered auditory feedback, as reported 
in chapters 3 and 4. All participants in the study in chapter 4, for example, 
showed both opposing and following responses to pitch-shifted auditory 
feedback, but there was large variability between individuals with respect 
to the distribution of opposing and following responses. In fact, the research 
in chapter 4 is a good example of how we can use individual variability as a 
tool to test and refine existing theories. While the dominant view on speech 
motor control can aptly account for the group average response to pitch-
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shifted feedback, our approach of capturing the variability in behavioral 
responses showed was able to show where current theories were not able to 
account fully for speakers’ behavior. As is evident from the research reported 
here, more studies are needed to disentangle individual variability with 
respect to speech production and speech perception, especially studies with 
much larger samples than these rather small-scale studies.

9.5 THESIS SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

Although the aim of the current thesis was to investigate various aspects 
of speech perception-production interactions, with a special focus on the 
role of auditory feedback processing during speech production, the scope 
of this thesis has necessarily left out some important aspects of auditory 
feedback. This is not to say that these aspects are unimportant or that they 
do not play a role. 

First, all studies in the current thesis have focused on one specific 
function of auditory feedback, that is to maintain, update and correct speech 
production (Hartsuiker & Kolk, 2001; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). 
Roughly, auditory feedback is considered as being mainly used to make sure 
the speech sounds produced are in fact the speech sounds that were intended 
to be produced. However, it is well established that sensory feedback is used 
to dissociate between self-generated sensations and sensations produced by 
others as well (Eliades & Wang, 2008; Schütz-Bosbach, Mancini, Aglioti, & 
Haggard, 2006). Some authors have suggested that auditory feedback plays 
a role in determining sense of agency during speech production (Lind, Hall, 
Breidegard, Balkenius, & Johansson, 2014a, 2014b).

Second, the current thesis has focused on the role of auditory feedback 
in speech production in typical adult speakers. However, dysfunction of 
sensorimotor processing in speech production may lead to a number of well-
known clinical correlates, among which developmental stuttering (Max, 
Guenther, & Gracco, 2004; Tourville, Cai, & Guenther, 2013), conduction 
aphasia (Hickok, Houde, & Rong, 2011) and auditory hallucinations in 
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schizophrenia (Ford & Mathalon, 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007), and 
others. In addition, some authors have proposed that deficient perception-
production interaction in speech may be at the basis of developmental 
dyslexia, with dyslexics responding differently to altered auditory feedback 
(van den Bunt et al., 2017).

Third, the studies reported here limited their focus to the production 
of single sounds, sometimes embedded in a single word. However, speech 
production of course almost always involves producing connected speech, 
phrases and sentences, often including a lively interaction with one or more 
interlocutors. It is a question for further research how the current findings 
translate to these much more complex situations. There is some previous 
research on this topic, leading to the development of various models, 
including the GODIVA model, an extension of the DIVA model for speech 
sound sequencing (Guenther, 2016), models that connect sound-level speech 
production and perception to higher linguistic levels (Hickok et al., 2011), 
and a model of speech perception and production in dialogue that focuses on 
how forward models may be used on multiple linguistic levels in interactive 
language processing (Pickering & Garrod, 2014).

Finally, with respect to the neural correlates of speech perception-
production interactions, the research reported here has been limited to 
activity in areas of the cerebral cortex. In part, this is due to the limitations 
of magnetoencephalography. However, it is well established that subcortical 
areas, including but not limited to the basal ganglia, the thalamus and the 
cerebellum, play a crucial role in sensorimotor production. Note that the 
DIVA model indeed includes these regions as part of the speech production 
network (Guenther, 2016). We refer the reader to the broad literature on 
these topics (Ackermann, 2008; Argyropoulos, 2016; Barbas, García-Cabezas, 
& Zikopoulos, 2013; Wildgruber, Ackermann, & Grodd, 2001).

9.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The research reported in this thesis has attempted to investigate various 
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aspects of speech perception, speech production, and especially their complex 
and interesting interaction. A particularly interesting case concerns auditory 
feedback, as this relates to the fact that speech production almost always is 
accompanied by concurrent speech perception, with necessary interaction. 
Although many theoretical insights with respect to motor control have been 
based on the study of fairly simple motor tasks, such as reaching or making 
saccades, studying a very complex motor system like speech production puts 
many of these ideas to the test.

Although current dominant views on speech motor control have been 
well developed over the last couple of decades, the current thesis suggests 
that models would need to be adapted to fully account for these data. The 
main issues that need to be addressed involve the effects of environmental 
consistency and of the current state of the speech system on how auditory 
feedback affects speech production. In addition, the evidence suggested 
that there are important constraints on how speech perception might affect 
speech production. These constraints include the reliability and the relevance 
of the perceptual information. Furthermore, the data add to current views 
on how speech motor control is implemented at the neural level. Auditory 
predictions or targets are compared to incoming auditory signals in the 
auditory cortices, and in the case of prediction errors, may be transformed 
into motor responses in motor and pre-motor cortices. 

In many cases, in addition to answering our research questions, the 
data reported here have generated additional questions, which require 
further study. Therefore, this thesis may serve as a starting point for further 
investigations into what drives sensorimotor learning, what factors drive 
following vs. opposing responses to auditory feedback and especially the 
associated neural underpinnings, what role different neural correlates play 
in speech production (e.g., β event-related power increases), and whether 
and how perceptual learning may affect speech production learning. In 
addition, many aspects of speech perception-production interactions have 
been left outside the scope of this thesis, yet the current findings may serve 
as a starting point for further investigations on these issues as well.

What is clear is that speech perception and production interact in 
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complex ways. One of the major examples of this interaction is the fact 
that speakers, even without conscious awareness, constantly monitor their 
own speech production. Speech production is undoubtedly influenced by 
many factors, but our perception of it is clearly an important one. This self-
monitoring process requires the involvement of a broad neural network, and 
includes integration between, amongst others, auditory and motor-related 
information streams. What is most intriguing about speech may be not just 
the complexity of these processes, but the speed and effortlessness with 
which we perform them on a daily basis.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING

Spraak is een intrigerend fenomeen. We spreken en luisteren elke dag, 
zonder dat we ons bewust zijn van de complexe processen die in ons brein 
plaatsvinden. Dit promotieonderzoek richt zich op de interactie tussen 
spraakproductie en spraakperceptie, en in het bijzonder op de invloed van 
onze eigen spraakklanken op ons spreken. Wanneer we spreken horen we 
tegelijkertijd het geluid van onze eigen spraak. Dit noemen we auditieve 
feedback. Om de rol van auditieve feedback bij het spreken te onderzoeken, 
lieten we proefpersonen spreken terwijl we hun auditieve feedback 
manipuleerden. Zo hoorden proefpersonen zichzelf tijdens het spreken 
bijvoorbeeld op een andere toonhoogte, of hoorden ze zichzelf net wat anders 
zeggen. Vervolgens onderzochten we welke invloed deze gemanipuleerde 
auditieve feedback had op de uitspraak van de proefpersonen.

De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen aan dat sprekers onbewust 
voortdurend hun auditieve feedback – hun eigen spraakgeluid – monitoren. 
Die auditieve feedback wordt gebruikt om eventuele spreekfouten op te 
sporen en te verbeteren, of om het spraaksysteem aan te passen om dergelijke 
fouten in de toekomst te vermijden. De resultaten van het onderzoek leiden 
tot onder meer twee belangrijke bijdragen aan de huidige inzichten in de rol 
van auditieve feedback. Ten eerste speelt de betrouwbaarheid van auditieve 
feedback een rol. Als de informatie die in auditieve feedback vervat zit niet 
erg betrouwbaar is, gebruiken we die feedback ook niet om opgespoorde 
fouten te verbeteren. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan gesprekssituaties met veel 
achtergrondlawaai. Ten tweede toont dit onderzoek aan dat spraakproductie 
en de invloed van auditieve feedback een erg dynamisch proces is. De reactie 
van een spreker op onverwachte auditieve feedback hangt namelijk af van 
wat zijn of haar articulatie op dat moment was. Als de auditieve feedback niet 
correspondeert aan de verwachtingen, is de initiële neiging van sprekers om 
qua articulatie het tegenovergestelde te doen van wat ze aan het doen waren. 
Ging hun toonhoogte omhoog, dan is de eerste reactie een lagere toonhoogte, 
en vice versa. Deze resultaten tonen aan dat huidige modellen niet afdoende 
zijn om spraakproductie te verklaren, en dus aangepast dienen te worden.
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In het algemeen zien we dat hoewel spraakperceptie weliswaar 
een complexe invloed uitoefent op spraakproductie, deze invloed niet 
automatisch is, maar onderhevig aan beperkingen. Dit inzicht heeft in 
de eerste plaats theoretisch belang, met gevolgen voor de bestaande 
spraakproductiemodellen. Inzichten met betrekking tot het verband 
tussen spraakperceptie en spraakproductie zijn echter ook relevant op 
vlak van taalonderwijs en spraaktherapie. Het onderzoek dat in het kader 
van dit promotieproject gevoerd werd kan als startpunt dienen voor 
vervolgonderzoek met focus op dergelijke toepassingen.
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